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Note to the Reader

This book is one of a series written by professional mathematicians in

order to make some important mathematical ideas interesting and under-

standable to a large audience of high school students and laymen. Most of

the volumes in the New Mathematical Library cover topics not usually

included in the high school curriculum; they vary in difficulty, and, even

within a single book, some parts require a greater degree of concentration
ii
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understand most of these books, he will have to make an intellectual

effort

If the reader has so far encountered mathematics only in classroom

work, he should keep in mind that a book on mathematics cannot be read

quickly. Nor must he expect to understand all parts of the book on first

reading. He should feel free to skin comnlicated Darts and return to themo - i x x

later; often an argument will be clarified by a subsequent remark. On the

other hand, sections containing thoroughly familiar material may be read

very quickly.

The best way to learn mathematics is to do mathematics. The reader is

urged to acquire the habit of reading with paper and pencil in hand; in

this way mathematics will become increasingly meaningful to him.

The authors and editorial committee are interested in reactions to the

books in this series and hope that readers will write to: Anneli Lax,

Editor, New Mathematical Library, New York University, The
Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences, 251 Mercer Street,

New York, N. Y. 10012.

The Editors
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Preface

“Mathematical Methods in Science
0

is the title of a course which I

have given several times at Stanford University to teachers, or prospective

teachers, of mathematics and science. The following pages present those

chapters of the course the contents of which were not incorporated in a

previously printed work. (See Mathematics and Plausible Reasoning, Vol.

1, especially chapters III, VIII, and IX.)

The following presentation is due to Professor Leon Bowden of the

University of Victoria, who carefully followed in substance a tape record-

ing of the course, but added several details and several picturesque

sentences of his own. Some peculiarities of the oral presentation have

been preserved: a certain broadness and some traces of improvisation.

One of the essential tendencies of the course is to point to the history of

certain elementary parts of science as a source of efficient teaching in the

classroom. Several historical details are somewhat distorted: some inten-

tionally, to bring them down to the level of the high school, but a few

details may be unintentionally distorted, I am afraid. A careful confronta-

tion of the pedagogicaily appropriate with the historically correct version

would be most desirable, but was not feasible within the limits of time

and energy at my disposal. A few non-historical niceties are also some-
urliof rAti/vVkltr fvAof/ul (ai1
TTUWl IVUg UVU1VU| 1V1 rAocAAc a( caoaa «\a/)orrAiVtrIVIWVAM VI apuw (U1M «

I hope that the following pages will be useful, yet they should not be

regarded as a finished expression of the views offered.

My warmest thanks go to Professor Bowden.

Stanford University. Tuly, 1963
¥ - W ¥ -

George Polya



Preface to the Revised Edition
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several misprints and minor slips have been corrected, details of the

presentation improved, parts of subsections 1.2.6, 3.1.3, 3.4.3, 5.1.1, and
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Equation?” has been added.

In the light of classroom experience (my own experience, that of

Professor Bowden and several colleagues) it was advisable not to deviate

from the original general conception of the work. The preface to the

original edition mentioned the difficulty of reconciling the pedagogically

appropriate with the historically correct. Also this somewhat delicate

balance was left undisturbed.

Professor Bowden and I are deeply grateful to Professor Anneli Lax for

incorporating this revised version into the New Mathematical Library, for

numerous improvements, both major and minor, of the text, and for

editorial expertise which greatly facilitated the toil and trouble of revision.

Stanford University, October 1976
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Introduction

In these lectures we will discuss:

oncoming

(1) Very simple physical or pre-physical problems; problems that could be

discussed at the high school level.

ZO\ A wa1a4«A«% aa 4a aa«amaa amJ a£ ra«amaa 4a wm
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This relation is a two-way street Though more usual, it is not always

the case that mathematics is applied to science; also there is traffic in

the opposite direction. Good driving takes note of the

traffic.

(3) Elementary calculus, for without some calculus one’s idea of how
mathematics is aDDlied to science is necessarily inadeauate.A A / 4

Also, as their title indicates, these lectures will deal with my ideas about

methods. First, let me say that there is no one teaching method which is

the method; there are as many good methods as there are good teachers.

To teach effectively a teacher must develop a feeling for his subject; he

cannot make his students sense its vitality if he does not sense it himself.

He cannot share his enthusiasm when he has no enthusiasm to share. How
he makes his point may be as important as the point he makes; he must

personally feel it to be important; he must develop his personality.

In my presentation I shall, by and large, follow the genetic method.

The essential idea of this method is that the order in which knowledge has

been acquired by the human race will be a good order for its acquisition

by the individual. The sciences came in a certain order; an order

determined by human interest and inherent difficulty. Mathematics and

astronomy were the first sciences really worthy of the name; later came
mechanics, optics, and so on. At each stage of its development the human

1 1 1 _1 * 1 t t 1 1 -* J 11..
ittuc nos uau a tci uuu tuiuaic ui upuuuu, a way ui muiuug, uuuccpiuauy,

at the world. The next glimmer of fresh understanding had to grow out of

what was already understood. The next move forward, halting shuffle.

falfarmcr cfpn nr c+risfo unfit cnmn nPVA WVA4W TT AW4 W1I1V VVA«4*WAAW^ utqc urwtrt Vinu;TT IM W f U^A/AI UV T

T

well the race could then walk. As for the human race, so for the human
child. But this is not to say that to teach science we must repeat the

thousand and one errors of the Dast each ill-directed shuffle. It is to sav_ _ _
_ A ' - - ' " ' ' ' V

that the sequence in which the major strides forward were made is a good

sequence in which to teach them. The genetic method is a guide to, not a

substitute for, judgment





CHAPTER ONE

From the History of Astronomy:

Measurement and

Successive Approximation

SECTION 1. MEASUK NT

1.1.1 The Tunnel

Astronomers have measured the distance of the Sun from the Earth;

even the distance of the fixed stars. How did they do this? Not by strolling

through outer space with a measuring rod. The distance of places that

cannot be reached is calculated from the distance of places that can be

reached. To measure the stars we get down to Earth; cosmological survey

has a terrestial base.

We begin with a terrestial problem. Due to increasing population a

certain city of ancient Greece found its water supply insufficient, so that

water had to be channeled in from a source in the nearby mountains. And
since, unfortunately, a large hill intervened, there was no alternative to

tunneling. Working from both sides of the hill, the tunnelers met in the

middle as planned. See Figure 1.1.

How did the planners determine the correct direction to ensure that

the two crews would meet? How would you have planned the job?
CvoaL-c /u\<ll/l rtstl nOA ro/liA ^irfnol Ar faIataavaaJllVIAH/lAlRA/l UKU U1V \J1VVIW lA/UiU 11VSl UOV 1 C1VUVS JlglUU VS1 L^1VJVU|SV) iVi

they had neither. Nevertheless they devised a method and actually

succeeded in making their tunnels from both sides meet somewhere inside

the hill- Think ahmit it.

Of course, had not the source been on a higher level than the city,

there would not have been gravity to make the water flow through this

aqueduct. But. to better concentrate on the crux of the matter, let us
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Figure 1.1

neglect the complication due to difference of levels. Essentially the

problem is this. How do we determine the would-be line of sight between

two coplanar points C and S when a hill intervenes? See Fig. 1.2. Here

we have a problem of applied geometry. How are we to construct the

segments CC\ SS' of the straight line CS without joining C to S? It

is not permitted to traverse the shaded area.

That which cannot be connected directly can only be connected

indirectly. Let O (O is for Outside) be a point from which both C and

S are observable. Joining O to C and to S, we have the situation of

Fig. 1.3

Surely this diagram must suggest application of the geometry of the

triangle. And how do we specify a triangle? By measuring its angles and

Fimirp 1 .2 Ficriifip T .a



MEASUREMENT 5

sides. And what angles are measurable in Fit*. 1.3? The an<de at O canO’ O - - - - q . _ . . _ -

be measured, for C and S are both visible from O. But what about the

angles at C and S? We cannot measure Z OCC' since the hill

intervenes between C and S, and therefore the direction of CC' is

unknown. For the same reason we cannot measure Z OSS', or the length

of CS. Thus the measurables are OC, OS and the angle at O—two sides

and included angle—sufficient to specify AOCS uniquely.

Suppose that OC is found to be 2 miles, OS 3 miles, and

ZCOS * 53°. We can draw a scale model with, say, O
l
C

l 20 inches,

O
x
Sj 30 inches, and, of course, with the included Z CjOjSj — 53°. And

since similar triangles are equiangular, it follows that Z OCC' (i.e.,

ZOCS) - ZOjCiSj, and LOSS* (i.e., IlOSC
)
- LO

x
S

x
Cv See Fig.

1.4. The problem is solved.

20 l /30
Inchest / Inches

53

l/'
O

,

Fionrp 14-o

The alert reader will have already appreciated that the length of the
fiinnol an/1 /wtncAntiontlu fKo amnnnt rJt hinnAlinfl f/vr oa/>V> nrour ic oactlvVWU111VI) UUU WAIOV^UVU Miv LUAIVFVAAAI. V/A VIMAUVAAAAg AV/A VUVA1 VAv Tf ) W WJ

deduced. The directions of CC' and SS' having been determined, their

lengths can be measured; from the length of CjSj in the auxiliary

triangle the lenoth of CS can be deduced bv simnle nmnortion: the
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length of the tunnel is the difference between the latter and the sum of

CC' and SS'*

1.1.2 Measuring: Triangulating

Next a word about the important practical business of making measure-

ments. How do we measure an angle? We do it basically the same way

today as the Greeks did it two thousand years ago. The modem theodolite

effects greater precision, it is better built; the principle is no better, it is

the same, essentially a protractor. What is a protractor? An arc or the

whole circumference of a circle divided into equal parts. See Fig. 1.5. In

changing our line of sight horn OC to OS, it is rotated through a certain

number of subdivisions of the circular arc. Since the amount of turning is

proportional to this number, the number is a measure of Z COS. It is

conventional from Babylonian times to consider a complete revolution to

be 360 degrees, and therefore to divide the whole circumference into 360

equal parts. When greater accuracy is required and the protractor is large
1* i_ -11 £. lL L t. l* a.—

cuuugii tu diiuw liuuicr uiviMUii, caui part u suuuiviucu iwu w pom u>

read off sixtieths of a degree (minutes), and, in turn, each such sixtieth is

subdivided into 60 parts to read off sixtieths of a minute (seconds).

Ta moanira / DQ until rrroot qaaiifoav fVio linoc r\f eirrVit HP DCA V 1I1VWUU&V ^ W TT1UA glVWh UVVUIUV^) U1V AUAV4 VA tflgllt VV) \/W

must be precisely known. Precision is achieved by sighting the objects C
and S with the aid of a cross hair at the end of a cylindrical tube

mounted at O. A modem refinement is the magnification attained bv

making the tube telescopic. See Fig. 1.6. Yet no matter how refined the

refinements, error is inevitable. So today’s surveyor just as the surveyor of

two thousand years ago, makes several measurements of an angle and

takes their average. The measurement of an angle remains a fundamental

operation.

The reader who, in trying his hand at amateur carpentry, attempts to

make a picture frame without the aid of a miter box knows to his sorrow

how difficult it is to make the fourth comer fit. His sad experience may
tempt him to suppose that accurate measurement of lengths is easier than

that of angles. No, when it comes to surveying, the measurement of an

angle is a relatively precise operation. To establish a base line a mile or

two long is a difficult (and expensive) operation. It has to be made
completely flat. A further difficulty is that measuring rods or chains

change length with temperature. Another difficulty is that the line must

be straight. The men who built the two-mile-long linear accelerator at

Stanford could tell you that measuring angles is much easier than con-

structing a straight line.

•See B. L. van der Waerden: Science Awakenine: d. 102-104. The tunnel of Samos, also
' W r A

Plate 14, for more, and more correct, historical details.
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c s

Figure 1.5 Figure 1.6

When a base line AB is established, the sighting of some prominent

distant object C, such as a church steeple or mountain peak, enables

angles ABC, BAC to be measured and hence AC, BC computed by

trigonometry. These in turn can be used as base lines from which to sight

other prominent topographical points C
t , C2, leading to the use of

ACj, CCj, CC2 , BC2 as further base lines, and so on. See Fig. 1.7. In this

way, that is, by what is called triangulation, a whole country or continent

can be surveyed.

1.1.3 How Far Away is the Moon?

From the Earth we turn to the heavens. How are we to measure the

distance of the Moon from the Earth? Since this distance cannot be

measured directly, it must be measured indirectly; it can only be de-

termined by calculation from accessible distances. So we need a known
base line. Basically we have a problem of triangulation. Can the problem

be related to that of AABC of Fig. 1.7? Consider Fig. 1.8. Yes, if we can
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determine the straight line distance AB and angles af and /?'. Grantedo _ o *
--

that the Earth is a sphere, if the distance AB on the Earth’s surface (the

arc length) has been measured and 0 is known, then OA can be

calculated (or, conversely, if the radius OA is known, then 0 can be

calculated). Hence by consideration of the isosceles AOAB, the straight

line distance AB is computed. But how is a' to be determined?

ZOAB can be computed from AOAB, so that a' will be known when
a is known. But what is a? a is the angle which the line of sight to the

Moon makes with the vertical at A. And how is the vertical determined?

Yes, by suspending the plumb line. Similarly /?' is determined by first

measuring /?. The problem is indeed related! Note that a base line is

indispensable, so that before the Greeks could measure the distance of the

Moon from the Earth they had to know the shape and the size (i.e., radius

or circumference) of the Earth.*

Moon

One obstacle remains; the Moon moves relatively to the Earth. If ft is

measured at B after a was measured at A, then ft is not the angle to

the vertical at B made by the Moon when at C; it is the angle made by

the Moon from some subseauent oosition—sav C'. Instead of a triangleA A / 9
with vertices A, B, C, we are confronted with a quadrilateral with

vertices A, B, C, C', and the method has failed. For triangulation C, C'

must be coincident; a and fi must be measured simultaneously.

*If A and B are on the same meridian, and the moon is in the plane of the meridian, the

points O, A, B and C are coplanar.
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But how is the measurer at B to know when the measurer at A is

measuring? To signal to a second measurer just a few miles away a lantern

would serve; yet for accurate triangulation such a short base line would

not. Remember that AC, BC are each some tens of thousands of miles.

Ideally a base line should be of the same order of magnitude; at least it

must be hundreds. Remember also that the Greeks had no radio with

which to transmit signals, nor had they accurate watches (just clepsydras).

Doesn't their problem seem insuperable? Yes; yet they surmounted it

How? Let us for the moment indulge in wishful thinking of a particularly

whimsical kind: what a pity the Greeks couldn't get the Man in the Moon
to cooperate by signaling*! His signal would have been visible at A and B
simultaneously. Put less fancifully, measurers had to wait for some
happening on the Moon visible from Earth. What happening? A lunar

eclipse. See Fig. 1.3. The eclipse provides four distinct events, observable

simultaneously from A and B: (1) the beginning and (2) the completion

of the Moon's entry of the Earth's shadow, (3) the beginning and (4) the
/v\irmloh*nn /vf ftiA Xinnn’c omarrran/ia (rAm fVta TTot+Vi’c clia/lnur Ua/1 ir/\nWAft«i/*vu\/Ai W* U1V 1TAWI1 O OiilVA^VlIVV uyiii U1V JJCU ut J JI1UVIV TV t y \su

appreciated how useful eclipses are? Compare the idea here with that of

O in Fig. 1.3. Isn't human ingenuity a fascinating thing?

Figure 1.9
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1.1.4 Why Teach Triangulation?

Let us for a moment turn from triangulating to teaching. Why should

the typical student be interested in those wretched triangles? Hasn’t he

already Pennine interests? Baseball, television, and the mrl next door?O’ ' ’ ' ’ ’ ’ ’ ' '
' ’ O ’ "

After all he is only human. Yet precisely because he is human he has

human interests—and human curiosity. Why should not the subject be

introduced in the way that must interest him? Until he has developed to

some level of sophistication he cannot share sophisticated interests. He is

to be brought to see that without knowledge of triangles there is no

trigonometry; that without trigonometry we put back the clock millennia

to Standard Darkness Time and antedate the Greeks.

SECTION 2. ASTRONOMICAL MEASUREMENTS

1.2.1 Aristarchus of Samos

Aristarcnus, a famous oreeK matnematician ana astronomer, was oom
on the island of Samos about 310 B.C. and died about 230 B.C., so that he

was a contemporary of Euclid. His fame rests on his heliocentric theory,

the theory that the Earth and planets revolve in orbits around the Sun.

Perhaps “theory” is too strong a word, for his proofs were weak; yet it

was a great idea, an idea redeveloped centuries later by Copernicus.
A UkiMiitk Amcfur/tkiic sJisl lrnrtur
4 ItAUIVUgll iUMUUVUlM VMV* JUV V XUiVTf rlicfonnac rtf fliA MnAn Cur*U1V VUOWM1VVJ VA U1U 1VAWW IA1JVI k/UAI

from the Earth, he was able to estimate their ratio. His method depends

upon a most ingenious idea. To better appreciate his ingenuity, stop and

ponder awhile. What method would you use? His idea is germinated in an

understanding of how the phases of the Moon occur.

Why do we sometimes see a full moon, at other times a half-moon, and

when there is a new moon, nothing at all? Because the Moon has no light

of its own but depends upon the Sun for its illumination, only one half of

its spherical surface is lit up; the other hemisphere is unilluminated. (More

precisely, granted the natural assumption that the Sun is a very great

distance from the Moon, the beam of its light which illuminates the Moon
will be practically a parallel beam and so light up very little more than

one hemisphere.) See Fig. 1.10. An observer at Pj (ideally transparent so

as not to block any of the Moon’s sunlight) would see almost a whole

illuminated hemisphere, i.e., full moon. At P2 what does he see? His field

of vision now includes less of the illuminated hemisphere and a little of

the unilluminated—and therefore invisible—hemisphere. He sees the

Moon as a shape somewhat larger than a semi-circle. At P3 his field of

vision includes but little of the illuminated part and much of the un-
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illuminated. Since only the illuminated is visible he sees the Moon as a

crescent. At P4 his field of vision includes none of the illuminated part,

he sees no moon at all—the beginning of the new moon. In what position

(relative to the Sun and Moon) would he see precisely a half-moon?

Is it not visibly obvious that an observer will have one half of the

illuminated and one half of the unilluminated hemisnheres in his field of
M,

vision, and consequently will see a half-moon, only when he is somewhere

on the line EE'? In short, referring to Fig. 1.11, an observer on Earth

sees a half-moon only when ZEMS is a right angle.

Under good atmospheric conditions the Moon is sometimes visible in

the daytime, especially near sunset and sunrise. So, sometimes both Sun

and Moon are visible. So, sometimes (though less often) both Sun and

Moon are visible when the phase of the Moon is half-moon. So? Measure

Z MES on such an occasion, of course. This is what Aristarchus did.

First note that without any measuring at all, since the hypotenuse of a

right-angled triangle is the greatest side, we may infer, as did the Greeks,

that the Sun is farther from the Earth than the Moon. Next note that

when a is measured, the third angle (the complement of a) is de-

termined, so that the shape but not the size of AEMS is known.

Consequently, although the actual length of any side is not determinate,

the ratio of any pair is. It immediately follows from the definition of
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cosine that the ratio of the distances ME (Moon-Earth), SE (Sun-Earth)

is given by

ME

Mfnon)

Figure 1.11

Having measured a, Aristarchus had to compute cos a; unlike us he

had no tables to refer to. His result was grossly inaccurate for two reasons.

a is nearly 90° where a small error is critical. Second, just by looking, one

cannot say when precisely the Moon’s phase is half-moon; there is a

more-or-lessness about the observation. Nevertheless, Aristarchus had a

great idea. Since the Sun is vastly more remote than the Moon at

half-moon, and since the size of the Sun and Moon as viewed from the

Earth remain sensibly constant, it is a safe inference that the Sun is at all

times farther from the Earth than the Moon.

1.2.2 Radius of Earth: Eratosthenes

Earlier, in discussing a more interesting question, that of the distance of

the Moon from the Earth, we saw that a necessary preliminary is to

determine the size of the Earth. So the next important question is: What
is the radius of the Earth?

Tn o p/>*nV\i rt fft tViaUU ViyUJ£^ IOU1IU ivy Ull>
lTo«+l» n>a anmmi'f mircalirae oc fa ifr eliana

y* iy wnuiui v/ui jvi tvj iu ivy iw jnujyvi

What shape? Yes, spherical. Is this precisely correct? No, we now know
that the Earth is slightly flattened at the poles; it is more nearly an oblate

spheroid. But to treat it as a sphere is a good approximation. Good
approximations often lead to better ones.

Determination of the Earth’s size was Eratosthenes’ outstanding

achievement. As well as a geographer and astronomer, he was librarian of
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the famous library at Alexandria*, then the greatest library of the civilized

world. He lived from about 280 to 195 B.C., but these dates are prob-

lematic. With the subsequent dispersal of this library there is no extent

Alexandrian Who's Who in which to look him up. Although his dates are

in doubt, fortunately his method is not. And so we raise the inevitable

question; How did he do it?

The circumstances are as follows. The River Nile flows approximately

from south to north, so that the shortest route from the city of Syene

(nowadays Aswan) far up the Nile to Alexandria in its delta is a great

circle route. That is to say Syene and Alexandria lie (almost) on the same

meridian; a circular hoop or belt joining the poles and passing through

Syene would also pass through Alexandria. Moreover Egypt is a civilized

country, there is a road between Syene and Alexandria, and its length is

known. It is 5,000 stadia. See Fig. 1.12. In short, the circular arc AS is

5,000 stadia. If it were known what angle 9 at the Earth’s center

subtended this arc, then it would be known what fraction of the Earth’s

circumference A Cnj is. The real problem is to uetcimine a
v.

Figure 1.12 Figure 1.13

Eratosthenes knew that Syene has a very deep well whose waters are

touched by sunlight at noon on the longest day of the year, i.e., that there
il il J: -1 J c- .i. - -•J 1
uie sun men uiieeuy uvemeau. ju ai uuuu uu a miuaummei s uay ne

measured the Sun’s inclination to the vertical at Alexandria. Of course he

needed no watch to tell himself when the Sun’s inclination to the vertical

was a minimum; to the contrary he used the Sun’s minimum inclination to

determine noon. He found the angle to be 7° 12'. And since the Sun is so

remote that its rays are sensibly parallel, the circumstances were as is

illustrated bv Fie. 1.13. Considering the Sun’s ravs to be oaralleL the
/ c? o / A
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corresponding angles at O and A are eaual. We have
4 U/ U 4

9 - 7° 12'

/t/V ilt
9U uiat

0

360

7° 12'

360°
— of a complete revolution

.

Consequently AS is ^th of Earth's circumference. But AS is 5,000

stadia, so that the Earth’s circumference is 250,000 stadia and its

250,000 ,
radius = — stadia.

2it

Unfortunately we do not know which of the several stadia used in

antiquity is the unit employed by Eratosthenes. A stadium is 600 Greek

feet, but the Greeks had several feet; for example, the Attic Stadium is

607 English feet, the Olympic, 630.8 ft. If we take the former, the radius

of the Earth becomes

AEfA AAA
aj»,VAiU

2?

T

X
AAHW(
5280

4,600 miles.

Nowadays the accepted figure for the Earth’s equatorial radius is 3,963

miles, for the polar radius 13.5 miles less.

That Eratosthenes’ result is inaccurate does not really detract from the

greatness of his achievement. It is his method that excites our admiration.

Would not a giant measure the Earth by encircling it with his arms to

compare its circumference with his span? And what did our little pigmy

Eratosthenes do? At Alexandria at noon on a certain midsummer’s day

long ago, he observed the shadow cast by a little stick and used his

protractor. A mere shadow and an idea is the substance that made the

pigmy a giant who spanned the Earth.

1.2.3 Rival Cosmologies

How, without a watch, do we know what time it is? Yes, by looking at a
_ J._l frt _ . .1 A »_ _t_ _ J .1 J._l . _11_ .1. _ u

sundial. ine cast of the Sun’s shadow across the dial tells us the time.

Despite the fact that a watch has two hands although a sundial has only

one "hand”, a watch is in effect a sundial. Think about it. The "shadow”
Aft* /\v\ /\f il%A in mirill* ikA nAoiliAn a*ui ^Uiuuvu vi ui^ uiuiuic uomu vau ui wujuu^uvu mui ui^ ^a/oiuvu Vi

the hour hand) is a substitute for the Sun’s shadow. A watch in telling us

our time—to be precise, local solar time—indicates our position relative

to the Sun, We cannot see in the dark; surely primitive man arose to work
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with the rising ud and retired to rest with the going down of the Sun. LifeW A V <7

was governed by nature’s dock.

And how do we measure age? Yes, in years. But, what is a year? The
time that elapses before the Earth is again in the same position relative to

the Sun. And how do we determine sameness of position? By reference to

the framework of the fixed stars. As the position of Earth changes relative

to Sun, the days grow longer, then shorter, then longer again. There is a

cycle of seasons—of the time to sow and the time to reap. The calendar is

our recognition of this periodicity.

Are not our lives regulated by the clock and the calendar? Is not our

existence dependent upon the rotation of the Earth relative to the Sun?

Without the Sun there would be peipetual night; neither day nor week

nor month nor year; neither a time for sowing nor a time for reaping. The

fate of all mankind dependent upon the heavens, is it not a natural step to

suppose personal destiny to be governed by the stars? Could not greater

knowledge of the heavens lead to knowledge of our individual destinies?
Alii L L 1 L i 1 1 : i.:niuiuugii iu uaio asuuiugy naa uui uccu a ajjjjii^auvsu ui

astronomy, it served a purpose. It gave additional impetus to astronomy;

to such solid practical reasons for the study of the stars as the determina-

Hnn rtf tho /»alpnrlar anH a mptVirvI nf navioratinn it itc numMVM V* U1V WWV »VIW *«*W**W» Vi T ~l
~ ~

i J W »» •««

Evidence of an especial regard for the wandering stars—the planets—is

embedded in our language: Sunday is the day of the Sun; Monday the day

of the Moon: Tuesdav. via the French. Mardi. the dav of Mars: Wednes-

day, via Mercredi, the day of Mercury; Thursday, via Jeudi, the day of

Jupiter; Friday, via Vendredi, the day of Venus; and Saturday, the day of

Saturn,

For primitive man nature was a malignant uncertainty. Even for the

Greeks, behind every bush and underneath every stone there lurked a god

of unpredictable caprice. The paths of the planets gave the comforting

assurance of a glimmer of certainty in an uncertain world. These wander-

ing stars as the Greeks called them—in opposition to the fixed stars-

—appeared to be predestined to follow fixed paths. Planets were ob-

served to reappear in the same position (relative to the fixed stars) at

regular intervals. Despite the general fortuitousness of nature, a few

events were predictable; their occurrence could be depended upon. In

studying the applications of mathematics to astronomy we see the first

attempt to discover uniformities in nature. The stars gave man his first

glimpse of a great idea—the belief that there are uniformities to be

discovered. It is hardly possible to exaggerate the importance of this

change of view; the new view is the genesis of science.

Aristotle (384-322 B.C.) argued that a planet must move with uniform
(rmtinn m aftMVVAVJU AAA

WViot ic Lie owrtifYionJ-? TViof fVia nlanafc araTT m v »nu W*^VM a AAV+V Uiv ^/U44AVW UAV 1IVVV< nlu
V
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perfect bodies and therefore spheres and, because perfect, must move
with perfect motion, i.e., uniformly in circles. You smile; his contem-

poraries did not. Aristotle never caused a smile in a thousand years. His

dictum persisted without a murmur of contradiction until the Middle

Ages. The founder of zoology, of meteorology, of logic had spoken; it was

left to lesser men merely to follow in the footsteps of the master and

quote his authority.

Circular planetary orbits had been proposed before Aristotle; after

Aristotle they were obligatory. The question was: About what center?

That the Sun moves around the Earth is a natural impression, and the

theory of Hipparchus (160-125 B.C.), developed by Ptolemy (c. 130 B.C.),

that all the planets move around the Earth, was generally accepted.

Observation did not precisely fit the theory. So, in the Greek view, if a

planet did not move in a circle then its motion must be a combination of

circular motions. See Fig. 1.14. Here is illustrated a combination of two

circular motions. As P moves around the circle of center Q, Q moves
//xirmilnr Ar ai/aIia nnfVi^vuvuku vi vjvuv pat ~

~

nrAiir\/1 aipaIa rtfCUV/U4IU U1U VUVil^ V/l
r1 I 'VkA TXO+K a(V* AUV j/WUI VI

* *

relative to Q) is said to be an epicycle. Yet if such a combination did not

precisely fit the facts, epicycles of epicycles were tried in later times. See

Fig. 1.15. Here is illustrated a combination of three circular motions. As

P moves around the epicycle of center Q and Q itself moves around

the epicycle of center R, R itself moves around the circle of center C.

This point is of importance for the understanding of science; by

sufficiently complicating the hypothesis we gain enough flexibility to fit it

to our observational data. Fitting the data by an uncomplicated hypothe-

sis is much more interesting.

f igure 1.14 f igure i.i5
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We recall a rival theory; that of Aristarchus of Samos. His theory was
# • *

that the Earth and planets move in circular orbits around the Sun.

Although the mass of then available observational data fitted his theory

fairly well, it was nevertheless universally rejected; it was rejected by

Archimedes (287-212 B.C.), the greatest mathematician, physicist, and

inventor of antiquity

Why was it universally rejected? In part, no doubt, because of Archi-

medes
7

rejection. We must remember that pride and prejudice can

influence our thinking. Earlier, we asked; How far is the Moon from the

Earth? We did not ask; How far is the Earth from the Moon? Both

questions must have the same answer, so why the former but not the

latter question? When we travel we necessarily start from where we are.

Is not the first a more natural formulation? When fogbound in a rowboat

is it not more natural to suppose the other fellow’s boat drifting past ours

than ours drifting past his? Is not an Earth-centered more natural than a

Sun-centered theory?
17i<t i is ill,lcl-raiae Pt/U**™,,** « r onnnnfA/l rrnA/Msnli*i/^ /ITorfK

.

a. luujuoiri/j x j luu fvijou^ gwvvnuiv yu«u ui~

centered) theory; Fig. 1.17—Aristarchus* universally rejected heliocentric

(Sun-centered) theory (in which the Moon orbits the Earth).

Stm

Figure i.i@ Ptolemy's Geuccutric System
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Figure 1.17 Aristarchus’ Heliocentric System

Some seventeen centuries later, Aristarchus' heliocentric system was

rediscovered by Copernicus (1473-1543). It was still de rigueur to quote

authoritv—nreferablv Aristotle—and as Aristotle could not be auoted inV I / . - - - ... - i

favor of these matters, Copernicus quoted Aristarchus. (Later, however,

he deleted this quotation.) As he knew Aristarchus* work it is more

correct to say that he redeveloped rather than rediscovered the helio-

centric theory. Patiently and pertinaciously, he checked it against a vast

accumulation of his own and other astronomers* observations. Although a

man of immense intellectual courage as well as energy, he was very

careful. Knowing that people do not like to have their old habits of

thought, or the habit of not thinking at all, disturbed, he delayed

publication of his findings some thirty years until he was upon his death

bed. With characteristic caution he did not claim that the Earth and

planets do actually move around the Sun; he contented himself with

showing that a heliocentric hypothesis works better than a geocentric one:

it requires fewer epicycles.
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1.2*4 The Orbit of Venus

An earlier theory was propounded by Heraldeides who lived in the 4th

Century, B.C. He studied under Plato and probably under Aristotle also.

His theory is an intermediary between the Ptolemaic and Copernican

stand-points. According to Heraldeides, Mercury and Venus moved in

circles around the Sun, while the Sun itself and all the other planets

moved in circles around the Earth.

The bright star often visible at the setting of the Sun is known as the

Evening Star; the bright star often visible at the rising of the Sun is known
as the Morning Star, Although these names occasion no surprise, surely

there was great surprise at the early discovery that the Evening Star and

the Morning Star are identical. This star is Venus. Its wanderings, while

exhibiting some regularity, were perplexing. Long-term observation

showed it eventually to reappear in the same place (relative to the fixed

stars); it was at all times relatively close to the Sun, yet sometimes

appeared to be moving rapidly in the same direction as die Sun and at

others slowly in the opposite direction. But surely perfect "bodies, spheres,

describe perfect figures, circles, with perfect, uniform, motion. Whatever

could be the reason for this apparent discrepancy? A glance at Fig, 1,18

makes the explanation immediately obvious. The trouble with hindsight is

that it blinds us to the brilliance of foresight. The explanation is

Herakleides*. That we now know that Venus* orbit is not exactly a circle

nor its motion precisely uniform detracts nothing from his ingenuity. The
astonishing thing is that his hypothesis fits the facts so closely.

Figure 1.18

The good first approximation accuracy of Herakleides’ hypothesis

makes it reasonable to ask: What is the radius of Venus* orbit about the
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Sun? This question raises another question: How are we to determine this

radius? How would you do it? Well, begin with careful study of Fig. 1.19.

Figure 1.19

HKcprvp that andp /v Kphwppn flip c+raicrVifr linp inining V^nnc tn• - * —~ -» ~ a ’

the Earth and SE changes as Venus progresses in her orbit. In particular,

note that
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In short, a increases to a maximum when Venus is at Vm (m is for

maximum) and then decreases. Where is Vm? Consider the successive

chords V
x V{, vtvi vm, they are progressively shorter. Obviously EVm

is the iimiting position, tangential to the circle. Consequently a
is a maximum, say a^, when Z SVmE is a right angle. Consider Fig.

1 .20.

Ci PT7 PIT ].•• _f J 1 L.'l
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SV Sym
SE
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’

and since ZSVmE of ASVmE is a right angle

sin a_;
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The radius of Venus' orbit is sin times the distance between Earth

and Sun, We do not, of course, have sufficient data to determine the

actual distances, only their ratio. Yet is it not surprising what can be done

by using the most elementary geometry and trigonometry?

To addIv our formula we reauire the actual numerical value of a_.A & / A Iff

How are we to obtain this? By observing Venus when at Vm? But how
could we know when Venus is there? To say “when a is a maximum” is

to beg the question. The point is that we cannot obtain by a single

observation. We cannot have this information for nothing; we must earn it

by regularly making measurements at sunset or sunrise day after day.

Without a sequence of observations, how could we tell when a ceases to

increase and begins to decrease? Advances in science demand tenacity of

purpose as well as bright ideas.

1 9. ?E Tvi'Ka Ttralw* anrl ITonlorAIMtV A J VUV A/AMUV W1VI

Tycho Brahe (1546-1601) was a wealthy Danish nobleman who had

much land, many serfs, and a quarrelsome disposition. His disposition

when he was a young man resulted in a duel, the loss of his nose, the

acquisition of a silver substitute, and a marked propensity to shun society.

No doubt this sequence of events increased his attraction to astronomy
/nnf si rtmrrrtnmir 12a lliip ne w\nir V\a V\o /I nn /\VkPAfpi/\r» tfrxi»^uui Cl givgcuiuua 13VlV/UV^y« A/I Alio OJ A\ 111»^ y AAls AJ»U CUl V/MJVJJiV/U «UA
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continual and exact observation of the stars, and this obsession is the basis

of his fame. No, he did not propound any new theories. Being rich, and

also supported by various princes, he was able to have constructed, with

utter disregard of the cost, gigantic, well-made instruments that set a new
standard of observational accuracy. Nowadays, with accuracy a sine qua

non, we overlook this vital contribution of Brahe to astronomy and the

development of the scientific attitude.

Kepler (1571-1630) was very poor. In his day there were few chairs of

astronomy; the patronage of princes was more important. Such patronage

was often given for astrology rather than astronomy, and Kepler earned

his meager living by the former, thereby enabling himself to study the

latter. As he remarks, astrology is the daughter of astronomy, and is it not

right that the daughter cares for the mother?

He was a man of genius. His work marks the transition between

medieval and modem outlook. For this reason it is called, by Koestler,

“The Watershed”, in a book of this title. From Kepler the history of
il l_j. £1 1 1. il -I I I 1 £ ! • uC* .1 Liuiuugm nuws u«u;jl uuuugu a uuugc-puugc ui ciuciguig scicuuiiu uiuugiu,

astrology, mysticism and superstition to Babylonian times, and forward to

the modem outlook. His own writings are a mixture of both. Not having
fVio mnnDv tn Kiiv o/'piirofa /an/I ^nncannantlv avnAndvo^ incfmmantc unfitU1V UIVUV/^ w MWUiUVV

\
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which to make his own observations, he finally met Tycho Brahe and

inherited his vast accumulation of accurate data, data accurate to a

decree that the Greeks would have found incredible. Keder’s ambition0 t

was to describe precisely the orbit of Mars. He tried one fruitless

combination of epicycles after another. At last, after fourteen laborious

unsuccesses, he came to the conclusion that the orbit is neither a circle

nor a combination of circles. It must be something else. Kepler's conclu-

sion had astounding novelty; ever since Aristotle’s dictum some seventeen

centuries earlier, epicyclic motion had been taken as axiomatic. His break

with the Aristotelian tradition was the crossing of the watershed.

With industry to match his courage he continued to grind out more and

more calculations to test other hypotheses; it was not until nearing the

end that the invention of logarithms eased his labors. Ultimately, he hit

upon the hypothesis that Mars moves with non-uniform motion in an

ellipse with the Sun at one of its foci. Heretical. Utterly heretical. How
could the Sim be at one focus rather than the other? How could a planet

move with non-uniform motion? How could the universe be so impossibly

imperfect? Observation fitted hypothesis like a glove.

me ideal of Euclid’s Elements, that the theorems are necessarily

consequences of the premises, is apt to mislead us into supposing that the

development of science has been entirely rational. Nothing could be
foi+Kfli* (rnm ti** f-n if’li M ara ic it^Qfinrwilif. r mnra /tl^arlir ovlillvil”£w4AiM WVft UAV IhlUUAl 111/TTUV1V W IA A MViV/lWH AJiV/i V VlVttl VAAUI/IVVVI
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than in the history of astronomy: nowhere in astronomy is Dreiudice
/ / - y & /

against fact more visible than in the tenaciously conceived notion of

perfect bodies in perfect motion.

New theory in astronomy led to a change of world view; a new
standpoint, a new civilization. Even in the pre-Sputnik era, some appre-

ciation of these developments was necessarily an ingredient of educated

common sense. Surely students will want to know more. A good introduc-

tory account is Morris Kline’s Mathematics: A Cultural Approach .

Another is Koestler’s large volume The Sleepwalkers, of which his above

mentioned book. The Watershed, is a (large) chapter. This volume is most

appropriately titled, for as a sleepwalker with closed eyes finds his way
along a roof top, so Aristarchus conjectured the heliocentric system: his

facts were few; he knew so little that his eyes were closed—yet he moved
with a sure instinct. Later astronomers closed their eyes to facts. Here is a

story too fantastic to be fiction, unfolded with spellbinding skill.

1.2.6 The Mars Year

We return to Kepler: How did he discover the precise orbit of Mars?

By what observations? And on the basis of what presuppositions? His
tunrlnniT VitmotKocic urge fV»gf More gnrl P’ortVi mntro in tVttf camo nlanP»» V/l XVUA^ Tf |itf UIM% AYAWAAU !!* » MflV TV AAA M«V MifllV

each in a circle, with uniform motion around the Sim. We know now as

he knew then that this is not precisely correct; their orbits are neither

cnnlanar. nor circles, nor their motions uniform. His hvnothesis was iust a

first approximation; it made, without over-simplification, his problem

tractable. An appropriate first approximation is a first step to progres-

sively better approximations.

A consequence of Kepler’s hypothesis is that Mars will be in the same

sidereal position relative to the Sun (that is, as determined against the

framework of the fixed stars) at regular intervals. The length of this

interval, the time required to complete one orbit around the Sun, is said

to be the (sidereal) Mars year. Similarly, of course, the time for Earth to

complete one orbit around the Sun is said to be the (sidereal) Earth year.

Taking the Earth year as unit of time, Kepler’s first task was to determine

the Mars year.

Although Mars and Earth move around the Sun in the same direction,

they move with different angular velocities. In consequence, Sun and

Mars must become, momentarily, exactly opposite each other as seen from

the Earth’s surface, their longitude then differing by 180 degrees. When
this happens Sun and Mars are said to be in opposition. See Fig. 1.21.

An opposition is observable with great accuracy. Remember that a full

twenty-four hour day is the time interval between two consecutive
AAAl 1 «»VAn/«AP /\f ifr nAAit-Vi o/\ O §• VvAAOllCA /\f flwi llflif/xthtlWVlUiUUVUO V/i U1V IJUll OV AM AjUIUUI) OU UAOV) LT\>VUUJV V/l U1V V1H1IV/I AAA
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rotation of the Earth about its axis, in twelve hours from noon, i.e., at

midnight, the Sun is precisely on the opposite side of the Earth. Thus, if at

midnight Mars is directlv in the meridian, then there is an ODDOsition. Theo ' 1 4.

Sim is, so to speak, observed inferentially.

Fig. 1.21 may be considered as the dial of a celestial clock; but the

hands are not called hour hand and minute hand: SE is the “Earth” hand

and SAf the “Mars” hand. We suppose that TE , the Earth year, the time

for the Earth hand to complete a revolution, is known: the Babylonians

had determined it with great accuracy. If SAf were stationary then

obviously the hands would be again collinear after a complete revolution

of the Earth hand, i.e., TE would be the period, P (say), between two

consecutive oppositions. If SAf were to rotate in the same direction and

with the same angular speed as SE, then there would at all times be an

opposition; the interval P between consecutive oppositions would be

zero. It is equally obvious that if SAf were to rotate with the same

angular speed but in the opposite direction, then there would be an

opposition after SE (and SAf) had completed half a revolution, i.e., after

time j Te . Is it not evident that P, the interval between consecutive
AVa lhA«%#^A A««t* a1aa1#>ui UIQ AJOUU9 VI VUi ViWA| «*a1 am/viiIa**u i viaivu tv uivu auguuu

velocities, i.e., that P will depend upon TE and v Alternatively put,

isn't P linked logically between TE and v The crux of the problem
tn determine T^g is specification of this relation between TE, Pt and 7^,

Our celestial clock is somewhat peculiar in that the angular speeds of

the two hands are not in the proportion 1 : 12 although they are in a

constant oroDortion. Does this make anv real difference to the Droblem?
A A A

No, of course not.

Let us, with the convenience of brevity, describe the position of the
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hands at the opposition of Fig. 1.21 as on the initial line. What happens

subsequently? Because the Earth hand rotates faster it necessarily com-

pletes a revolution before the Mars hand does. Thus, when SE arrives at

the initial line, SM has but partially completed a revolution. See Fig.

1 .22 .

7\ \

\ \ hiilial f
/'X.

u"e

\ ^ y

v

A
\

\

-X-

Figure 1.22 Figure 1.23

Ignore for the moment that the situation of Fig. 1.22 derives from that

of Fig. 1.21. Concentrate on what follows on from Fig. 1.22. The ensuing

situation is analogous to that of a handicap race: E, on the starting

(initial) line, is handicapped by M starting way ahead at Mv But, the

angular velocity of SE being greater than that of SM, E must sooner or

later catch up with M. Suppose this to occur when SE has rotated

through an angle a (measured, of course, from the starting line). So at

the end of the race the circumstances are as illustrated by Fig. 1.23.

While SM has rotated from SAf
x to SM2 ,

SE has rotated through an

angle a from the initial line to 3E2. Now recall Fig. 1.21. During the

interval between one opposition and the next, SM has rotated from the

initial line to SAf2 ; i.e., has turned through an angle a. And remember
4^ X CD AAIMm1a4a/1 A WAlfAl««4tAn VvA^AW/k m 4 ItA 1AA »AAAuxai jju a iuvv/iuuuu utiuil uj^ ouu i vi uiu iianuiva^ iav^i

We conclude that if in the period P between two consecutive opposi-

tions, SM rotates through a, then SE rotates through 360° + a .

It nave tn lnnlr Kar-V Icn’t tliic mn^lncinn imiYM^iafplv nKvinnc tnW %v AIM* % VWUV*W»VU M«H*»V**M*W*^ VV * *V

hindsight? We now know the right way of looking at the problem:

immediately alter an opposition the Earth hand SE forges ahead and so

will have to rotate 360° more than the Mars hand SM in order to catch

up with it.

The rest is plain sailing. Tabulating our data for Mars and Earth, we
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have:

Mars

Earth

Time interval Angle rotated through in the time interval

P a

Tm 360

P 360 + a

Te 360

But, for a (clock hand) rotation with uniform angular velocity the time of

rotation is directly proportional to the angle of rotation. Therefore, from

the Mars data, we get

(
1
)

_L «

Tm " 360
*

and from the Earth data, we get

,,,, _P _ 360+ aW Te 360
'

To link Tm to TE by P it remains merely to eliminate a. From (2),

—— =K I +
Te 360

*

Hence, by (1)

I +
Af

We have established the explicit expression of the relation between TM,

P, and Te . The latter being known, it remains merely to measure P in

order to compute tm . p had been measured by the Greeks; Kepler

computed r*.

1.2,7 The Orbit of Mars

Popollinfr fitat Ifdnl^r’c amhitirm u/oc tn flptprminp nrpricplv flip nrhlt rtflV^fWiair W IT VM/ %V wwyy vava* V*

Mars, the alert reader will ask: How is the determination of Tm instru-

mental to this end?

Consider Fig. 1.24. When Mars is at M. collinear with the Sim S and
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a fixed star S0, suppose the Earth to be at Ev Precisely later Mars

will have completed an orbit around the Sun and again be at M, but

since the Earth hand of our celestial clock rotates faster than the Mars

hand, the Earth will have rotated more than a complete revolution and be

at £2 . Although Mars is again in its initial position relative to the fixed

stars as viewed from the Sun (i.e., collinear with SA it is in a different
S - Wf -

position relative to the fixed stars as viewed from the Earth. Initially Mars

is collinear with Earth and S later, with Earth and S2 . Yet despite

Mars at M appearing against the framework of the fixed stars as in

different positions when viewed from the Earth at E
l
and £2, since the

Mars year is T„, we know inferentially that it is in the same position.

We may infer much more. TE being known, the angular velocity of

our celestial Earth hand is known, so that the angle turned in time

can be computed: we can determine L E1
SE2 . And taking the radius of

the Earth’s orbit as known, the length of base £
1
E2 and base angles of

isosceles triangie £
1
S£2 are determinate.

What else do we need to compute SM? What are the easiest things to

measure accurately? Yes, angles. Now consider Fig. 1.25. The position of

the Earth relative to Sun and fixed stars had been given careful study

from Babylonian times; Tycho Brahe had made most exact observations.

This data enabled Kepler to determine the fixed star collinear or most
nA4i*1u /knllmaav un^Vi Ci -i rii anJ 17

a

t+U ttrVtan (/\r avamnla fVia ITnpfK time a 4*wiuuvcu mui 1*71141 cuiu ucuui until) iui uAaiiipii/) uit lacuui mu at

Ev We have already remarked that although the Sun is not visible to the

terrestial astronomer at £
x
when observing S

x, it is nonetheless “observ-

able inferentially”. Thus Kepler was able to measure / S-E.M (where
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SjjEj produced passes through S) when the Earth was at E, and
likewise Z S2E2M (where S2E2 produced passes through S) when,

later, the Earth was at E2 . (Do not confuse the fixed star Sj of Fig. 1,25

with Sx
' of Fig. 1.24: Sj is collinear with E

x
and S; Sj is collinear with

E
x
and M. Nor is S2 to be identified with S2 .)

M

v /

Figure 1.25

What use can be made of this additional data? Z E2EX
M is the

supplement of the sum of the known angles, Z SE
X
E2, Z S

1
E1
M, and

therefore determinate, Z E
X
E2M is similarly determinate. Thus in

AE
X
E2M two angles and a side (E

l
E^j are known, so that by using the

sine law EZM is computed. But Z SE2EX
and Z E

X
E2M are both

known, so that in ASEoAf we know the angle SE0M as well as the
«i ^

sides containing it; by using the cosine law, SAf is computed.

Remember that Kepler’s working hypothesis includes the supposition

that Mars repeats its orbit with regularity: no matter what its orbital
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position at a specified time, it will again be in that position after an

interval Tu • So the above method is applicable to computation of the

length of the Mars hand of our celestial clock in any position. In this way
was instrumental to Kepler’s determination of Mars’ orbit around the

Sun.

Having computed many radius vectors of Mars’ orbit, Kepler with

energy to equal his enthusiasm set about fitting theory to fact. His

inheritance of Tycho Brahe’s observations gave him data with an accuracy

unknown to the Greeks—and consequently made his task all the more

difficult. Finally, at his fourteenth attempt, the theoretical orbit conse-

quent upon his hypothetical epicycles closely approximated to the factual

orbit: there was a discrepancy of merely eight minutes of arc, an accuracy

unknown to the Greeks. But closeness of fit which would have been more
AnAmvrtlt 4a 4l\a *<a wAiAa4aJ a*«4 a^ 1%AMil

uiaii gwu uuuugii it/ uiu uiucao nod t/ui ui urniu wj

Kepler. And with it he rejected the notion of cycle and epicycle, bag and

baggage. He was sick with the wearisome repugnance of epicycle piled

imnn AnJava!a

•

tViA rlnormu nf mntinn Karl a roloctial

nightmare. His final hypothesis was that Mars moved in an ellipse with

the Sim at one focus: it worked.

This, in rough outline, is how Keoler discovered the first mathematical
' O A

law of astronomy. Unfettered from the dogma that the planets move in

perfect figures, i.e., circles, it was an easy step to reject also the fiction

that they move with uniform velocity. The hands of our celestial clock

rotate with variable speed. Tycho Brahe’s observations afforded ample

evidence. Indeed, it was known to the Greeks that the nearer the Earth is

to the Sun the faster it moves; yet it took the insight of genius to discover

the law. See Fig. 1.26.

Kepler found likewise that the farther Mars was from the Sun, the
A

slower it moved; the nearer, the faster. Eventually he discovered the law

which fits the facts. Mars moves in its orbit so that the radius vector SM
sweeps out equal areas in equal times.
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By analogy Kepler extended his two laws for Mars to the other planets.

The available data fitted.

Many years later he discovered a third law. We recall that the planets

in the order of their distances from the Sun are Mercury (nearest), Venus,

Earth, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn (most distant). Also it is a fact that the

farther a planet from the Sun, the longer it takes to complete its orbit.

Kepler first supposed that T, the planet’s year, is proportional to H, its

mean radius about the Sun. He quickly found that T increases fester

than direct proportion; to double R more than doubles T. The law is

hidden; eventually Kepler found it: The square of T is proportional to

the cube of R.

Kepler’s published work is a hodge-podge of astronomy, astrology,

geometry, theology, and a miscellany of oddments: he sat astride the
M.~ L I V-*. Ji. 1-. f l.*l— r«»l:lnaiciaiicu. ici il ia uncuo^i^ uiicicsuiig, iui uuu&c uotucu auu iicwiuu

he did not try to cover his traces. His conjectures, failures, successes,

errors, insights, fallacies, obsessions, are all revealed with disarming frank-

nocc Wn nflior man nf amine Viqc Koon ca anon aVi/mf Viic unlrl anneaUVirVM A 1v v * AU«*M VA gVUAUtf WVU WV V^VIA MWUfc BIIW TTMIA ^WiPV

chases. But Kepler’s work is so full of competing ideas that it remained for

Newton to separate the wheat from the chaff, to discern the importance

of what Kenler did not himself fullv annreciate—his three laws.r " rr " ~ - - - ------

1.2.8 A Word to the Perceptive Reader

What is the primary importance of Kepler’s work for the student of

mathematics and its role in science? First that there are applications of

trigonometry on the grand scale. Trigonometry, as we have seen, made
computation of Mars’ radius vector possible. What could even a Kepler

have done without mathematics?

Second, we see the role of what, usually ill-described as “trial and

error”, is better called successive approximation, Kepler, we recall, start-

ing from the working hypothesis of uniform circular motion, determined

the Mars year only to conclude finally that Mars’ motion is neither

circular nor uniform, but elliptic and non-uniform.

Doesn’t this appear paradoxical? The initial hypothesis that Earth and

Mars have uniform circular motion is erroneous, yet a good approximation
L. iL. 1 iL XT—«... il..i I.L 1 1 1.L • 1 • i 1IJ.1..J 1
IU UIC UUU1. I1UIC UliU UIC UUtUidUUU U1 UIC pciiuu IS 11UL UlVOUUcllCU uy

the orbits of Earth and Mars being non-circular: the coincidence of our

celestial clock’s hands is independent of variations in their length and
nnlv nn fVw> liriifnrmiH; nf tVoir rotM nf mtatinn Alcn ac lualr\«V^V&A\«VUi VMA^ VU UL«V |MJUViUAA»^ VA WIVU 1MWU VA *V ^WXiVAll AAAlA/) |Atf AUVA

would have it, variation in the Earth hand’s angular velocity is less than

that of the Mars hand, so that a good approximation to the Earth’s orbit

suffices to show that a similar assumntion for Mars’ orbit is unaccentable.
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More accurate observation of the Earth’s orbit leads to more accurate

determination of Mars’.

i.2.9 Newton’s Problem of a Comet’s Path

We conclude this section with a problem. Calculus is not necessary, but

you will need your trigonometry. Newton, in addition to his monumental

Principia took the trouble to write a book on what we now call high

school algebra. And what is the main point of Newton’s algebra text? The

same as Descartes’: to solve word problems—thereby demanding, among
other things, the full comprehension necessary to translation of problems

from prose into mathematics. Newton’s problem in good old-fashioned

English is: “To determine the position of a comet’s course, that moves
uiuiuiiiiiy ill a right line, from three observations. rig.

1 AH <11 • .1
1 .4 1 uiusiraies uie

problem. Newton knew perfectly well that a comet does not move
uniformly and does not move in a straight line. What is the path of a

Vxxc nn a11«v\caVl/lilVU A VO) CIU VilipOV* Dllf /^AVk *4- ITAll rAA1/Ui| uvu l J\Ju
piwjrflil1 Iiaa to aoucugiu uuu xo a mot

approximation? Here is the first step in a sequence of successive ap-

proximations. What is observable? O stands for Observer. O observes

the comet at A, at S, at C and notes in each position the star with

which it coincides or most nearly coincides. The angles subtended at O
by these fixed stars are measured, i.e., to and <o' are known. Also O
observes when the comet is at A, at B. and at C, so that the times t

and if for the comet to pass from A to B and A to C are known. In

Fimitip 1.27_ -0
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short given w. t. f. and that the comet’s motion is uniform, we arew ...
required to find the direction of ABC. This is most conveniently de-

termined by finding ft. We conclude with one hint: to find ft we must

first find a trigonometric function of ft—the nicest is the cotangent.*

SECTION 3. SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATION

We begin by repeating a point: it is important. Kepler started from the

assumption that Earth and Mars move with precisely uniform circular

motion around the Sun as center, to arrive finally at the conclusion that

Mars moves neither in a circle, nor uniformly, nor is the Sun the center of

its orbit. To the uninitiated, his argument, like the orbit of Mars itself,

appSois to be circular.
D..i it:. ......uui aucuusu tiauuiuuij aiguc um way. £ -

nuiti a

working hypothesis given by proposition p we are led to the conclusion

“no, not p”. This procedure is often described as the method of false

^/wi»n/i m
/ino/'Piirata^ cfrar+ uta rvr/v'AAfl fnWfcV

y
OUU« T»v — fnio /QA.17rnm a ^falcpA A VAAA W AUA4TV

curate) finish: beginning with what is only approximately correct, we
reach by successive diminution of error, if not a dead accurate result, a

much closer armroximation.

The method is well illustrated by the way we look up a word: say

CONFIANCE, in a French dictionary. We open the dictionary at where

we estimate the word to be. If the page does not contain words beginning

with C then we have made a poor estimate; we have judged falsely the

position of the word; we have made a false start. But a poor estimate can

be a step in arriving at a better one; a false position can lead to a truer

(more accurate) one. Suppose our first estimate turned out to be a page of

words beginning with B; we estimate that we must turn on five or six

pages. Doing this we turn up, say, words beginning with CA. We have

arrived at an improved position. But we want C to be followed by O,

not by A; we have found the word correct to the first, but not the

second, letter. If our next estimate gives us CO ... we have found the

word correct to at least two ietters: if incorrect and faced with CL we
turn forward; if faced with CZ we turn back. Well, you know how to

use a dictionary efficiently—but did you appreciate that in so using we
employ the method of false position , or more aptly put, successive

approximation? Isn’t the underlying general idea like that of successively

computing a square root to one, then two, three, four, . .
.
places of

i^AAtmolc^

Full appreciation of a mathematical method cannot be had by merely

*See PrJya, Vnl. i_ p. problem 2_ffV
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talking about it, only by intelligently using it. So. let us apply the methodV » 9 W 9 w A A r

and see the idea in action.

1.3.1 First Application

Consider the following problem, which is a good one for an eight-year-

old. If the price of a loaf is one quarter (25 cents) and half a loaf, what is

the price of a loaf? Can you do it in your head? Try. Let x cents be the

price of a loaf, then

so that

x 25+f

x = 50.

a xoar costs nan a aouar.

There is for our purposes a much more instructive way of doing it. To
prevent ourselves sinking too deeply into the particularity of the problem,

we generalize by taking a cents instead of 25 cents. This is an enormous

advance which enables us to deal en bloc with a whole family of

problems; our problem, its brothers, sisters, cousins and aunts. Gener-
al nr/iKlom i‘e< KnA r rrivon 4-ViafW Vk/AVllI AkJl UUV M VU % »

V

(
1
)

Obviously, the solution is x 3 2a; yet a person with the outlook of a

practical engineer might be enticed to tackle our problem in the following

complicated, but most ingenious, way: x/2 is less than x, so let usA W / f

neglect it, and our initial approximation x0 is

(
2
) *o - a.

Obviously this approximation is too small, but it is only a first trial. Surely

we can do better than this? What happens when we substitute (2) in the
f /+\f\ v

ngm-nanu siae or {ijr Let s nna our.

veniently called "‘the first”) is

wur new approximation (con-

xo a
Xj = a + — =» a + - .

This is better, so let’s repeat the procedure, i.e., consider a second

approximation x2 such that

the preceding approximation
x2 - a + ^
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i.e.,

Better still. Nothing succeeds like success. What is *3?

.

x2 . 1 / ,
a , a \ *

a
,
a

,
a

*3
. a + _» a + _(a + _ + _j = 0 + _ + _ + _.

Satisfy yourself that

+ £ + £ + £ +”4 "
' 2 ' 4 ' 8 ’ 16

*

We can repeat this procedure again and again. Although we will never

reach the true value, we can come closer and closer to it. This is readily

seen in the following way. Take a number line in which numbers appear

as distances, so that a is represented by an abscissa. See Fig. 1.28.

1
10

1

1

1

+
K)|fe

+ +
wife W|fe
+ +

^Ife
+

CD |fe

Figure 1.28

Observe that x0 (i.e., a) is a halfway between 0 and 2a , x
x

(i.e.,

a + a/2) is halfway between x0 and 2a . x2 (i.e., a + a/2 + a/4) is

halfway between x
x

and 2a, and x3 (i.e., a + a/2 + a/4 + a/8) is

halfway between x2 and 2a. In other words, x
x

is obtained by adding

half the difference between x0 and 2a, x2 is obtained by adding half

the difference between x
x

and 2a, and so on. In making the nth

approximation xn we take half the preceding difference (i.e., between

xn_j and 2a). Since we take half we leave half; since we leave half

there is always half left. Thus no matter how many successive steps we
take we will never get the exact solution to (1), yet every step must give a

better approximation than its predecessor. Observe that x
x

is a/2 short

of 2a, X2 is a/4 short of 2a, x3 is a/8 short, x4 is a/ 16 short.

Dili O 4 Q 1A AVA OVUI UIV/OV U^/llUUUiUUVIl O) Sdy KJy XU) * • • (UU j/wnvi J VI A UtUilg
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explicitly, we have

Xj * a +

*2 = a +

*3 “ ° +

x4 = a +

2a — a

2

2a- a

22

_
za A

2s

2a- a
04

*

We conclude that

(
3
) *n

Our algebra confirms our geometry.

This result invites generalization. What is the pattern exhibited by the

sequence of terms of x.? Each term (except of course the first) is 4 of theA « * A ' •

one before it. But our sequence would still exemplify this pattern if

instead of the ratio of a term to its predecessor being | , it were | , or |

,

or ^ . Generalizing, let the ratio of any term to its predecessor be r. The
first term is a; what is the second? Yes, ar1

, and the third term is or2.

What is the nth term? There are n — 1 terms after the first; and, with

each, another factor r is introduced, so that the nth term is ar
n~ l

. Let

Sn be the sum of n terms, then

ia \W c — A i aj* i iJn
— U T Ul T Uf ~T 1*1

Mn—

2

ui Ul

Any sequence of this pattern—in which each term is in the same ratio to

its predecessor—is said to be a geometrical progression.

Since any term is obtainable by multiplying its predecessor by r, it

follows that to multiply each of the first n terms by r is to obtain the

sequence of n terms which begins with the 2nd and ends with the

(n + l)th. We have

Sn ** a + (ar + ai* + ai* + . . . + ar
n 2 + ar

n *)

/ 2
/
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Subtracting,

(1 — r) * Sn = a + (0 + 0 + 0 + ... + 0 + 0) — ar
n

t

so that

(
5
)

a •
1 - r

w

1 - r
*

Does (5) check against (3)? If in (4) we put r =» | , we have

. + u
2»-i

Comparing this with (3) we note that xn has an extra term* i =e„ (n + 1)

terms: to make (4) and (5) applicable we must write n + 1 for n. Doing

this in (4) and (5), (with r = | , of course) and equating them, we have

5»+i

i-U)
n+1

a*
1

1

2

a
i

1

2n+1 )

It checks. Solution of our little problem about the cost of a loaf, by the

engineer’s method of successive approximation, has led to discovery of the

formula for the sum of a geometric progression. Oh yes, doubtlessly it has

been discovered thousands of times, but this makes the result no less a

natural outcome of our deliberations.

1.3.2 Extraction of Square Roots

Let us consider another example of successive approximation: V2 .

Pa4iane vrui Mti mmfo if frnm momnn; /vuvo/tf fft a Faw ^Animal nlaAAcA VI uwyj ^VU \^UViV ** AA VIU AAJVAAAVA^ VVAAW% tv I* AV TT VAWUIUAA ^/At»WkJ|

and probably you learned the “standard textbook method” of square root

extraction in school. You know the method I mean: start at the decimal

noint and nair off the difrits before and after it. then from the left-most
m. r -

- o - _ - - -

number, i.e., the number denoted by the digit or pair of digits of the first

“pair,” subtract the greatest perfect square not exceeding it, and ....

Well, you know how it goes. Of course you can use this method if you
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insist—I had it inflicted on me almost seventy years ago. I didn’t under-

stand the reason for it, so I hated it. I still do. But you can use a different

method; more interesting, because it is immediately intelligible; more

useful, because it has an important generalization. By hand it is a little

slower to use than the “standard textbook method,” with a desk calcula-

tor, quicker. You have to make up your mind whether you prefer rapid

computation or a method which leads somewhere.

To avoid duplication of material, the reader is referred to the “divide

and average” method of finding square roots. See, for example. High

School Mathematics, Unit 3, pp. 121-130, University of Illinois Press,
t rtA 4 AAM

uroana, law; rim Kxmrse m jugevru, pp. *ju*-ou/, iate university rress.

New Haven, 1960.

SECTION 4. NEWTON’S METHOD OF SUCCESSIVE

APPROXIMATION

Successive approximation is an important mathematical method; it is

the very essence of science. Although almost invariably in science we
must begin with what is only an approximation to the truth, we need not

rest content with it. A crude approximation can be made to lead to a less

crude approximation; a good approximation to a better one. That the

notion of successive approximation is a key to more exact knowledge

makes it a worthwhile study.

1 A 1
It*!.!

<-rt l I liuc vn;uci(U ihcuiuu ut ncwiuii

Newton devised a general method to find the roots of an equation, that

is, to find the values of x such that f(x) = 0. First of all, to get some

idea where the roots he, we sketch the functional relation y = f(x).

Suppose that part of our curve is as illustrated by Fig. 1.29. Note that at

P where the curve crosses the x-axis, the y value or ordinate is zero, so

uiai /(x; = v. xnus, m outer wurus, uie x vaiue ur auscissa or r is a

root of the equation. The problem is how to get successively better

estimates of this abscissa. It is, of course, sufficient to consider one root of
a.A «««« nn/wi itrA /\1aai* or* 4a i4/i4*o //«

d

uiu ^\|uauuii) ivi vuuu wu <uu utuai cm t,v/ uiu iiiuujvU) frcuHHio rrtuiufRiWy

other roots can be found.

Our graph enables us to get started, to make an initial estimate.

Suppose our estimate of the abscissa of P to be Xq, (This is a convenient

notation, for the subscript O may be construed mnemonically as Original

approximation.) Is x$ dead accurate? Just possibly, but generally we
cannot exoect to be so luckv. We test it. Substituting for x. we find* / o v
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/(*o) ^ Thus it turns out that Xq is merely an approximation to the

root. What to do next?

Newton tells us to do something both simple and effective. At P&
where co-ordinates are % /(x0), draw the tangent to the curve. Suppose

this tangent to meet the x-axis at a point A
x
with abscissa x

x ;
then x

x
is

seen to be a better approximation. See Fig. 1.30.

Figure 130
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Next at Pv the point on the curve with the abscissa x
x

of A 1} draw a

tangent to the curve to cut the x-axis in a point A2 with abscissa x^.

Repeat the procedure. At *2. the point on the curve with the abscissa x2
of A2, draw a tangent to the curve to cut the x-axis in a point A3 with

abscissa x3. It is visibly apparent that the resultant sequence of points

Ao, Aj, A2 , A3 are successively nearer to Py so that x^ xlt x2, x3 are

progressively better approximations to the required root. See Fig. 1.31.

But though it is evident that in principle the procedure may be repeated

until any required degree of accuracy is obtained, in practice there is a

limit to the number of repetitions possible with pencil and graph paper.

In our diagram the thickness of our pencil line for the tangent at P3
defeats further accuracy. The role of geometry is to illustrate the method;

for its unlimited application we need a formula.

1.4.2 Newton’s Formula

In AAqAjPq, see Fig. 1.32,

/«vW can t
vertical rise

horizontal advance

AqFq

AjAq

/(*o)

*0 - *1

And here the differential calculus comes in useful, for tan r is also the
n
^0 of the uuigeiii tu the eUrve y - j w-

\1T- -^11 il i 1.L _
vve rcvttu uiai uicsiupe ai

slope of this curve at the point P0(x0, /(x^)) is the value of its differential
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/
/

/

Figure 1.32

coefficient dy/dx when x “ % or to use an alternative notation, the

value of f'(x) when x * x0 . The latter is expressed with convenient

notational compactness bv f'(xn). So. in short.
* ¥ J ' V'

(2) tan r - /'(*o).

From (1) and (2)

f(*o)

*1
J \ U/

giving

so that

/(*o)

/'(*»)
Xl’

*0 -
f(*o)

Given x0 this formula enables us to compute xv Yet the efficacy of

Newton's method is its generality; x* will be computed from x, and x*
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from x« in exactly the same wav as x t from x*. That is. we have« ¥ ^ * V

similarly.

x« * x,* A

/(*1)

/'(*i)
'

r> —
/(**)

/'(**)
'

and Newton’s famous formula, in its full generality, is

f(*n)
^n+1

*
/'(*„)

'

Aitnough tnere are excellent intuitive grounds ror supposing Newton s

formula to work, for supposing that successive approximations are better

approximations, it is nevertheless prudent to test it. To be chary of the

untried, hesitant to accept the unproved, is the very fust requirement of a

scientific attitude. So, let us try it out.

1*4.3 Va

Suppose that we wish to find Va , the positive root of

f(x) - x
2 — a - 0.

Here,

/'(*) - 2x,
*

so that applying Newton’s formula, the right-hand side of our required

equation is

A
x* - a

x —
2x

Remembering: to put in the necessary subscripts, the complete equation is
* w * mm

x2 — a**»

*n+l “
2xn *

Hence,

,
a *n

,
a

^w + l " o ' ct „
—

a rt

^*1A A

O
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But

so that if X" is an overestimate for Va then a/x^ is an underestimate,

and conversely. These considerations are consistent with xn+1 , i.e. the

mctart nf r anrl /i /r Kpinor a Kpftpr annrnYi'matinn tn /> tVian r hnf"‘w*“ “**'• w / ~n» “''•“b - wrr*v ~v—** w ~n*

do not prove it. So let’s get down to brass tacks. Suppose we wish to find

V2 , and that our crude initial approximation
(
2^ where n — 0

)
is

™ 2. Then a/x » a/x~ = 2/2 = L so thatV t 'll "f U /
~

2 + 1 3
1

2 2

Thus

a 2 4

x
1 3/2 3

’

and

3/2 + 4/3 _ 17
*2 “ 2 12 •

Hence

a 2 24

T2 “ 17/12
“

17
’

and

*3
17/12 + 24/17

2

577

408
*

Our successive approximations Xq, x
ly
x2, x3 are

3 37 577
Z

’ 2 ’ 12 ’ 408
’

whose squares are

2+2, 2 + -^,
22

2 + 1

4082
‘

Letting the facts speak for themselves is a strong argument.
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1,4,4 sfcr

To test Newton’s formula further, suppose that we wish to find the

cube root of a, the (real) zero of

/(*) - x3 - a.

Here

so that

Hence

/'(*) - 3**

An+1

*n+

1

n
,

a
xn + —

-

3 3*2

2*n
|

a

3 3*2

2*u +

At this stage it is illuminating to take a numerical example. Suppose that

we wish to compute V26 , i.e., to find the real zero of

/(*) = x3 - 26.

Evidently 3 is a better approximation than 1, 2, 4, or 5, so let us start with

x0 * 3. Consequently a/x\ 26/9. Since

3 * 3 • 3 = 27 > 26,

3 is greater than ^26
,
yet note that

20 Jy 3/ 3/—
• (3 • 3) = 26 = V 26 (V26 • V26 ).

y ' '

Consequently * is less than V26 . But ^ = 2§, so that V26 is

already pinched between 2 1 and 3.
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Alternatively, if we take x* 5 (say), then a/x? “ H, which leaves

V26 between 1 ^ and 5, with plenty of elbow room, so to speak. We
appreciate the convenience of a close initial approximation.

Returning: to our computation with xn * 3, we find thatw * v

so that

But

2*0 + a/x\ 2X3 + 26/9 80

3 3 27

a_ m 26
^.2 /n/v 2
*1 ^w/z/)

2fi I 80 80 \

(80/27)
2 '

l 27
'

27 i
V26 • (V26 • V26

),

so that if 80/27 is too large an estimate for V26 then 26/(80/27)* is too

small, and conversely. But

r.
A

*?

8Q
27̂

- 2.962

26/ (80/27)
2 - 2.961 . . .

,

so that V26 is already pinched between 2.962 and 2.961, and is therefore

2.96 correct to two places of decimals.

Continuing the computation, we have

2xj + o/xf 2 x 80/27 + 26/ (80/27)*

** “ 3 ” 3
-

ft

It is left to the reader to show that V26 lies between x2 and a/xf, and

to calculate it from their numerical values to as many significant figures as

is permissible.

i i r $/—
v a

Although there is an algebraic formula for the solution of the general

quadratic, and very complicated formulae for the cubic and biquadratic

equations, it is impossible to obtain such a formula for the general

equation of degree 5 or higher. In real life, to solve actual problems, we
are obliged to proceed by approximations, by arithmetic procedures that

give successively better approximations.
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Ta nnn/>A V VVUVtVIUVln/la rail* tot+infr nf Mau4^n'c frtMvmlo lof tic fin/1 \%T
ft VVMVIAAg — — - — - --VA A 1V 1 i\/A« *9 AVMUIUIA IV V W AAAAVA ft a cnlvA

4»V«) k7\/A VW

/(*) - x* - a - 0.

Here

so that

Hence

f(*) - 5*\

*n+l
* no

£’i~ \

j v-s;

*£- a

*>-TT-

a
*L + i

“X, +^ 5 5x*

**» a

5
+

5^

4*. + a/*?
r* / n

“ 5 '

Everybody makes mistakes; nobody is infallible. Whereas we cannot

avoid making mistakes, we can make checks to avoid leaving them

undetected and therefore uncorrected. Do our formulae for a^+1 for

^fa , ^fa , ^fa. exhibit some sort of pattern? Yes, the pattern that for

Va

_ (9~ + <*/*S
~ l

*”+1 “
q

Doesn't this uniformity increase our confidence in our working?

Proceeding as on previous occasions, we have

“
• (3^ • ^ ^ — a “ Va * (Va • Va • Va • Va ).

_ . . _ . . . S/-
From consideration of this it is evident that it ^ is greater than Va

then a/x£ is less than Va , and conversely. Consequently Va must

lie between ^ and x/x£. And similarly if xn+1 ^ Va then the root

must also lie between and a/x,J+1. Now suppose that ^ > a/x£;

then

4*k + \ > 4%n + «/4
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SO that

i.e.,

(1)

But also, since

and consequently

io\
V7

^ 4*; + a/j*

5
>

5

^ ^n+1*

5 <*n>
An

4-7 + -7 <4^ + -^,

a .c r
4

' ~n+i*

From (1), (2) it follows that xn+1 lies between xn and a/x£. Also by (1)

*n+l

-j->±
4 ^ 4 *

(
3

)

n n
> —

*w + l

\X7lio4 Ann tlfn aamaIii/^a ikava AAnci/lavafiAncO Tf a*IT liCM. VOU TTV Vt/IiVlUW iiUlU Ui^ auuiioi 11 A«
a nn iinnAtt

Si+ 1
“

approximation the situation is as illustrated by Fig* 1.33* Since Va lies

within the inner interval, a^+1 is necessarily a closer upper approxima-

tion than and n t
1 a closer lower approximation than nt Wp

thus squeeze out with increasing accuracy.

atx n + I

Fioiim 1 !W



CHAPTER TWO

^Vk/\ ITifilrkWVT /\f Cl'ftt'i/'kOx iuiii uic iiwiuij ui uiauva

Mechanics is the study of the action of forces on bodies. That part in

which the bodies are at rest and, consequently, the forces are in

equilibrium, is called statics in contrast to the other part, dynamics, in

which the forces are not in equilibrium and, consequently, the bodies not

at rest. Here we shall be concerned with the simpler and first-developed

branch, statics, which is conveniently introduced by consideration of the
* *

contributions of Stevinus and Archimedes. Although the first real achieve-

ments are due to Archimedes and preceded Stevinus’ by many centuries, I

prefer to discuss the latter first

SECTION 1. STEVINUS AND ARCE ES

Stevinus, a Dutchman, lived in the 16th Century, contemporary with

Descartes, a century or so before Newton, Leibniz, and the invention of

the differential calculus. He was a brilliant applied mathematician who

was fascinated by the usefulness of mathematics: for Stevinus, mathemat-

ics to be good had to be good for something. He was one of the first to use

decimal fractions and showed their usefulness for everyday affairs, he

invented the first horseless carriage, and he constructed dykes, which still

serve Holland to this day. His achievements are commemorated by his

5UUUC iu uid uauYU in uggu* xi jruu cyui gu uiutU) auua. uuu up*

Meanwhile we shall consider his derivation of the Law of the Inclined

Plane.

2.1.1 Inclined Plane

Even crude, casual, unavoidable everyday experience presents the

curious with auestions. Indeed, the simDler the experience the more
4 . * *
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difficult to avoid meeting Dertinent auestions head-on. No matter whether

or not it interests us, we all know that it is harder to push an object up a

steep incline than up a less steep: the steeper the incline the harder we
need push. An incline formed by a pair of planks enables us to slide into

our station wagon a trunk too heavy to lift, and for the same good reason

the brewer loads his dray by rolling the casks of beer up a ramp. Brains

decrease the need for brawn: this simple machine has the merit that the

incline takes part of the weight. The curious naturally raise the question:

Since pushing up is less strenuous than lifting, what precisely is the saving

in effort? It all depends. Yes, but on what? Stevinus was curious.

After pondering these matters, Stevinus conceived the question in a

new context. “How does the pull (or push) to move a heavy body up an

incline compare with the force necessary to lift it directly?’* was asked in

relation to the situation here illustrated by Fig. 2.1. Since the tension w
in the string counterbalances the force acting down the inclined plane,

the ratio pull to direct lift is w : W. But a vertical plane is a special case

of an inclined plane, so that the underlying general situation is the one

illustrated in Fig. 2.2, and the pertinent question, given equilibrium, is:

What is the ratio of w to W?

A. i*t Airai*i»1niv Avna«4am/uk nitfiAnl* fa t\A/tin am nnclirat*v/ui vi uuv) iuivi xuval) va|tvi ivuvv ouinvw lu uvgui au (uiottvi*

We know that the steeper the slope the greater the pull. When the angle

of inclination is zero, no horizontal force is needed to maintain W in

equilibrium; when the angle of inclination is 90°, a vertical force W is

necessary. Consider the cases of increasing inclinations pictured in Fig.

2.3. Surely for intermediate angles intermediate forces will be required.

Were W. w eaual. the bodv on the steeper incline (on the right in Fig.'A' / * > W
2.2) would exert the greater pull and consequently slide down. We must

conclude that for equilibrium, w < W. Yes, but how much less?

We postpone this question to consider several matters of importance

raised by the foregoing. First, that varying the data is an important

ingredient of puzzling something out. By this method we have come to

focus our attention on the fact that the force to maintain a body in
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tif

4

w m.

eouilihrium on an inclined olane is denendent nnon the steenness of the_ _x _.
_ 4 " X"

" ' IT ' 1

incline.

Second, in retrospect many tacit assumptions come to light. We all

know that when using a ramp to load a station wagon with a heavy trunk,

if we stop to get our breath, the trunk does not necessarily slide back

down the ramp. Friction can be sufficient to prevent its sliding down
when we cease pushing it up. We said nothing about friction. Next,

consider the situation illustrated in Fig. 2.1. That the incline might sag

ever so slightly under the weight W was neglected. That friction at the

axle of the pulley wheel would resist turning and consequently movement
of the string; that the string has weight and therefore the length of it on

each side of the pulley wheel is relevant; that the string may not be

completely homogeneous, but vary in density; that it is not completely

flexible, but offers resistance to bending at the pulley wheel; that the

portion between W and the pulley will not be absolutely parallel to the

incline, but dependent on its density and flexibility, will sag a little; have

been neglected.

Nature is infinitely complex; to render an investigation possible, its

complexity must be reduced to manageable proportions. The friction of

s\ai*> ofofinn ttrQ/VAn Mmn Ann Ka Kw mnlrinrr ifc ciirfaMVUI JUIV1V/11 VT IV/OVUllg A (UIlp VCUl UV UUllltllJllVVI AAAtVKViug «w nuiiuvv

smoother and smoother and by using better and still better quality grease.

Finally, with friction reduced to an almost negligible amount, the actual-

ity closely approximates the ideal frictionless state. Similarly, by using

thinner, more flexible, more uniform string, more rigid and smoother

planes, and better quality pulleys, we minimize the influences of minor

circumstances of Fig. 2.1. The closer the actual approaches the idealized
A A

state, the more precisely we can test the theory consequent upon our

idealization.

Third, there is the point so often made by philosophers in their lectures

on the nature of science, that physics is an observational science. It is. But

let not this mislead you into supposing that Stevinus first set about solving

his problem by precise measurement and critical observation. No. Before
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he could intelligently make use of measurements he had to decide what

measurements could intelligently be made use of. To the contrary he

solved his problem by precise thinking about crude fact. His real problem

was conceptual; he had to decide what circumstances were relevant, what

irrelevant, and of the relevant, what was of major importance and what

could reasonably be neglected. It is precisely this controlled use of the

imagination, this conceiving of an idealized situation by abstraction from

experience, that is the key to discovery. Until Stevinus had a theory he

had no theory to test; his need for precise measurement was subsequent

to this theorizing.

We return to the problem of the inclined plane itself. What, with the

idealized circumstances of Fig. 2.2, is the ratio of w to W for

equilibrium? Deeply pondering this problem, Stevinus appreciated that

with no friction equilibrium is independent of the shape of the bodies

W, in. Whether these be box-shaped or barrel-shaped is beside the point.

Even so, it takes more than an ordinary exercise of the imagination to

suppose boxes or ban els to be icplsccd by rope or chain.

Consider Fig. 2.4. ABC is supposed to be an old-fashioned chain. By
“old-fashioned” we mean not today's lean chain with elongated links, but

vAdArrlay’c fat pliain with closely interlocking httlrc that adorned grand-

father's watch and waistcoat. This, idealized, is a perfectly flexible metal

rope of uniform density. Thus the weights W, tv of AB, BC are

considered nronortional to their lengths, so that the ratio of W to w is
A A W

that of AB to BC. So our problem, now, is to find the latter ratio. Is

there any real prospect of doing so? We seem to have taken a step in the

wrong direction.

Figure 2.4

The measure of a giant is his stride: Stevinus wore seven league boots.

He imagined, what very few of us would imagine, a closed chain.

Consider Fig. 2.5. Either the flexible homogeneous closed chain hung over

the triangular prism is in motion or it is not. Suppose that it is in motion
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In. sav. the direction ABC. Consider a narticle of chain, sav that at C.. __ " ' -
- 1 ' /

Since it is moving downwards there must be a downward force acting on

it. When it has moved, its place at C will be taken by an identical

particle. What now? The whole chain still occupies the position it had

previously; although each particle has moved a little, each has been

replaced by an identical particle; the overall situation remains unchanged.

We are forced to concede that if originally there had been a downward

force acting on the chain at C, then there still is. Consequently, if the

chain is in motion originally, then it is in motion forever. But surely

perpetual motion, a free inexhaustible supply of energy, is a philosopher’s

pipe dream. The Dutch know that from nothing comes nothing; Stevinus

was a Dutchman. We conclude that the chain is in equilibrium. And since

the whole chain is in equilibrium, the lower portion ADC is. Moreover,

the chain being completely flexible, there is no resistance to bending at

either A or C, so that it hangs symmetrically below AC. Consequently

the downward pull on the particles at A and C are equal; consequently
...L.. iL. l«... a nr .v iL. a T>r'
vrncii uic iuwci puiuuu id icuiuvcu, uic upp;i puiuuu n±»\s wui

persist in equilibrum. This situation is illustrated by Fig. 2.6.

But obviously the equilibrium of the chain ABC will be undisturbed if

the triangular prism over which it rests is extended. See Fig. 2.7. Whether

or not AC is a base edge of the prism does not matter at all. What
matters is that AC is horizontal. Suppose, referring to Fig. 2.5, that AC
is not horizontal. Since AC is no longer horizontal, the lower portion of

the chain does not hang symmetrically below AC, so that the downward
forces acting on the particles at A and C are unequal. Consequently

when the lower portion is removed, the upper portion ABC is no longer

in equilibrium. ABC is in equilibrium if and only if AC is horizontal.

In short, Fig. 2.7 provides the answer to the question of Fig. 2.4. Since,

4m U*irr*" * 9 *

7

AC1 je mqvoIIaI Inw poiouvi vu A*n* lliA n( Imon/flauiv oiura ui uMuigtv a'hn*1/V CUV

divided porportionally,

BC BC f
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And since the chain is of uniform density,

BC w_

AB " W*
Therefore,

(
1
)

w m BC'

W “ A'B
'

The ratio of the weights is that of the lengths of the inclines on which the

weights rest.

Yet this conclusion holds no matter what the (arbitrary) inclinations of

A'B and BC* to the horizontal. Consequently equilibrium will still be

maintained even if BC

*

is vertical, provided only that A'C

*

remains
u *

11U1 U.U11UU.
M *l~a iA /\M a/i «11aa i\«9 17t#« O Qiiua auuauv/u u rnuouaiw ujr i ig* aiv* iiw^

AB sin a.

So that by (1)

(2)

giving

w
\ir

sin a

in b W • sin a.

*

It remains merely to remark that the counterbalancing tensions acting

at B, and consequently the equilibrium of the system, would be unaltered

if the homogeneous chain were replaced by a weightless string with a

weight W at its left and a weight to at its right. We conclude that

equation (2) is the answer to the problem illustrated by Fig. 2.1 and to the

Anm’rvil Aiioctinn "Haw tho -null /at nnch^ fn itiava 9 KaqvvVA V|UVtJWVl* T* VtWtf U1V WM \VA W AAAV fV «• AAVM T
J

an incline compare with the force necessary to lift it directly?”

'Haw ^aac tKo null tat nncVk^ frn itiava 9 Vu>9in; Ka/1v nnWM \VA W AAAV fV «• T ^
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It is prudent to check conclusions. By (3), when a * 0°, sin a * 0, so

that w * 0, and when a * 90°, sin a * 1, so that w * W. Stevinus’

formula is correct for horizontal and vertical planes. We have reached the

stage, subsequent to theorizing, where precise experimental measurement

is appropriate—to test the theoretical results for intermediate cases. At

this point Stevinus had a theory to test, and tested it. The theory satisfied

the examiner.

His solution, obvious to hindsight, requires the foresight of genius. We
cannot force ourselves to get such bright ideas.

The substance of this account of the inclined plane as that of the
r_ii.luuowmg secaon on me lever was laicen irum r«msi macn s mnciptes of

Mechanics , of which a good English translation (1893) of the original

German (1883) is available. Mach, besides being an able physicist whose
r/\«*b /\n «r /v/\mw>Atv>At»n^Ay1 VvtrVApviuiivmcu nviA vrii juuuu u vuiiimviiiuicil^u ujr uiv iTiavn uiu^ nao uiv

outstanding philosopher of science of his day. To write this treatise he had

first to read Archimedes in the original Greek, Galileo in Italian, Stevinus

in Dutch and others in Latin. Modern specialists claim that there are a

few points on which he misunderstood the original texts, but when we
recall that he was primarily both philosopher and physicist rather than

linguist, occasional misintemretation is onlv to be expected. DespiteW A / A A

minor blemishes, it is a remarkable work by a remarkable man: to me the

most fascinating book I have ever read, for I read it at the right time,

when young, but not too young. It demands very little mathematics, but

lots of common sense. It merits being read several times.

2.1.2 Lever

We are a perverse lot. Although Archimedes (287-212 b.c.) is acknowl-

edged as the greatest of the Greek mathematicians, it is customary not to

credit him with what he did do and to credit him with what he did not

do. His ingenious methods of computing areas and volumes brought

mathematics to the threshold of the integral calculus, yet the textbook

gives full credit for the calculus to Newton and Leibniz. He initiated the

science of mechanics by discovering the conditions of equilibrium of a

lever, yet it often is said that he discovered the lever itself—despite

Egyptian pyramid builders using levers thousands of years before he was

born.

Here I propose to do no more than introduce the reader to the train of

thought underlying Archimedes* discovery of the conditions of
* :1:1—: „ 1 tP i i-1 1
cijuiiiuimin ui a icvci. i im a i;umpicic ai;uiuiu ui uu uicuijr ui icvcia,

read Mach.

Although, in considering weights suspended by strings from a beam or

Im/Ar lvtlan/vifl aVumf a fiil/vmiiri A r/iViimAflAC rtMTAr aAhiallv cove cnWI»«*VV%t Ul/vm U AIUVAUA1IJ AU VAUAliVVtVtf iiw T WA UUy 0 W}aw T VA

context makes it clear that the lever itself is supposed to be rigid and
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weightless and the strings weightless and flexible. We find inevitable

idealization. His style is mathematical; he begins with explicit statement

of his additional, non-contextually implied, assumptions. The first of these,

considered so obviously true as to be termed axiomatic, is

Axiom I. Equal weights at equal distances are in equilibrium.*

It is of course understood that the distances are measured from the

fulcrum and that the suspended weights are on opposite sides. Fig. 2.9

illustrates this axiom.

jl, *

l X
F

ill
w

Figure 2.9

w

This axiom raises two questions. The first: Do we believe it? Is it the
r jijU-j „r »i d..i *ugui i uxc iui c^ju-lliui luiu ui cvjuoi wciguur uui UU11A a iiiuiucut* 1 UCIC

could not be a correct rule or an incorrect rule if there were no rules at

all. So there is a second, yet logically prior, question: Are rules possible? It

fVioru mnet Vua mftfkc
M Af nraiPGA? Mncf?tc tttmntincr tn i*otni4 <(Af t*e\iika\v *ww* V) wa vvvaaw

There is no must about it. We do not know. Yet without rules there could

be nothing properly termed science, and with no science to pursue there

could be no nursuit of science. We take it as an article of faith that

science is possible, that there are rules.

Let us return to the first question: Is Axiom 1 the correct rule for

equilibrium of equal weights? Obviously. We all know how to weigh a

pound of bacon with a pair of (equi-armed) scales. Archimedes has merely

made articulate our common experience. So his rule is “obvious” in the

sense that we are familiar with its exemplifications. And we are all

familiar with boiling water changing into steam; obviously boiling water

makes steam. That it happens is obvious; why it happens is not obvious.

That Axiom 1 applies to scales is obvious; why it is applicable is not.

This brings us to the Principle of Sufficient, or if you prefer, In-

sufficient, Reason. This principle is illustrated by the story of Buridan's

ass. Buridan was a scholastic philosopher who is nowadays remembered

only because of his ass—even though it is far from certain that the story of

Buridan's ass is Buridan's story. But no matter whose ass it was, the poor

TI7/\>l»a /»/ A Kir T.«r«V rrvarw uj ywivia ft frit /flnuAvi n•w j} |r«
1ft

o

AW*
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creature found himself eauidistant from two identical bundles of hav.a *

Symmetrically placed between these equally sweet-smelling bales, the

poor ass could find as much reason to go first to the one as first to the

other and no more reason to go first to the one than first to the other. And
so, as a consequence of the Principle of Sufficient, or Insufficient, Reason,

it died of hunger.

We turn from Buridan’s ass to Archimedes* lever. Lever, strings, and

weights being symmetrically situated with respect to die fulcrum, there is

as much and as little reason why the right weight should sink as the left

should. Suppose that the right-hand weight sinks. But which weight is the

right-hand weight? View the lever from the other side and the side

previously said to be the right must now be described as the left. Thus a

right-hand rule is inconsistent. So, similarly, is a left-hand rule. Such rules

depend upon the point of view of the observer, yet the lever does not care

whether it is observed or not. The only consistent alternative is Axiom 1.

Archimedes makes a second explicit assumption. It may have been
eiiiViVnr^A/1 Kir frltA CrxIlAttrivirf AnmmAn Avr\a«*iAnAA Wa a11 IrviAiir fKnf0U55U91,L'U uio n/uunuig Luiiunvu i^a^a/iiuuw* ? i u ou juivtt uiai u io

easier to carry a ladder with help than to carry it alone. Unassisted, you

take the whole weight on your shoulders; assisted, you share the weight

with other shoulders. Consider carrying a (uniform) ladder with a fellow

ladder carrier, one of you at each end. Who takes the greater weight?

Change ends. As far as your shoulders can tell you take the same weight

as before; you share the weight equally. Thus we are led to argue that in

the idealized case where the ladder carriers are twins with shoulders the

same height above the ground and so forth, the situation is perfectly

symmetrical, so that each pair of shoulders takes exactly half the ladder's

weight. Carry the ladder without help and you put your shoulder to its

midpoint to balance it

Let us turn our attention from supporting shoulders to supported

weights. We conclude that the equilibrium of a weightless ladder, rod, or

beam with a weight W suspended from each end, will be undisturbed by

replacing both weights by a single weight 2W suspended from the

ladder's midpoint. And conversely of course, 2W at the midpoint may
be replaced by W at each end without destroying the equilibrium. This

is (essentially) Archimedes* second assumption. The context understood,

we may put it tersely as

(A) W at each end = 2W in the middle (with equilibrium).

This assumption is illustrated by Fig. 2.10.

From Axiom 1 and Assumption (A), or rather from a generalization of
^Ka An4 A ««/\KiUl^ lUO«^ iUVUUII«/UW rtT rna cn/nr itr noniwnma L-nu lYlVA CAVAAVI U1V MVTV1 IO UVUUVIViVt A Ji glTV WAHV
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k' 2H' k' k' 2k' k'

Figure 2.10
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examples.
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k> w w w w

Figure 2.11

First, study Fig. 2.11. The five equal weights are supposed spaced at

equal intervals, say, unit distance. The whole system is symmetrically

placed with respect to the fulcrum and so, by the principle of insufficient

reason, in equilibrium. We have an alternative argument. Since by Axiom

1 the weights at A, A ' would in the absence of all other weights ensure

equilibrium, while similarly the weights at B, B' would in the absence of

all other weights ensure equilibrium, as would that at F, we conclude

that the weights at A, A', B, B\ and F together ensure equilibrium.

2k>

F & A'

Figure 2.12

Next, study Fig. 2.12. By Assumption (A) the equilibrium of the

segment AB of the lever is unchanged when W at A and W at B
orA nmloriA/1 Vkv 9 IX/ af P. AnncA/miAntlv fkn Annili'kniim e\( iKa AnfirA*MV AV^AAUWW J M rr V y WAI»IV1|UVUU^ WAV \AJWAAAVIAUA1I VA WAV VUWAV

lever is unchanged.

And finally, study Fig. 2.13. Again using Assumption (A), equilibrium of

FA' is unchanged when W at F and W at A' are retraced bv 2W
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r B' A '

Figure 2.13

at 3'; consequently the equilibrium of the entire lever is unchanged. In

short, we conclude that a weight of 2W suspended 1.5 units from the

fulcrum F will balance a weight of 3W suspended I unit from its other

side. But

/i\ 9w. i k ae fiw. i.m f xiv v# rr xj

i.e.,

weight * distance from fulcrum * weight * distance from fulcrum.

A B & A*

W W

Figure 2.14

Let us consider another special example. See Fig. 2.14. By symmetry, or

by using Axiom 1, we conclude that the lever is in equilibrium.

Next, see Fig. 2.15. By Assumption (A) the equilibrium of BA' is

unchanged when W at B and W at A' are replaced by 2W at B f

;

consequently the equilibrium of the entire lever is unchanged. Thus W
acting at | units from the fulcrum balances 3W acting at \ unit from it.

But

W* 1
- 3W-J;

weight • distance * weight * distance.

(
2
)

i.e., again
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A B B' A'

Figure 2.15

Note that multiplying (2) by 2 gives (1) or

W*(2-f) = 3W* (2*|),

that is,

W- 3 = 3W- 1.

Illustrate this alternative interpretation and use Archimedes' axiom to

show that equilibrium is obtained. We can conjecture on the same general

conditions for the equilibrium of levers.

nn/inmr/viT a vm/wi/vnrt
ajCiVsiiunt viLviuiu

The notion of a vector arises quite naturally and is basic to physics and
fn ownljusl malKamoh's>c ' I Viof if ic /ilaar frnm fVtA mlfraf fW1UU1J^VUiJMI/4V W f»p|/UVU illOUlVlllUUVO* XliCIl It AJ ViVCU I1V111 IUV WIVOV't. tUUt

vectors are good for something makes the topic readily teachable at an

elementary level. That vectors are becoming part of the high school

program is a real step forward.

PimiM 0. 1A
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We begin with an example. A man is to cross a river from the left bank

to the right. Too lazy to row, he uses a motor boat. If his motor fails to

start when he casts off, he will drift down river with the tide. Let us

suppose him to drift AB in unit time. See Fig. 2.16. If it is high tide so

that there is neither a current up nor down river, and his motor is

working, he will travel, let us say, AC in unit time. But, if both tide and

motor are working, his boat will have velocities due to both. Where will it

be at the end of unit time?

The answer comes quite naturally. Consider a special case. A boat at

A heading up river at, say, 440 feet per minute (that is 5 m.p.h.) against

a down-river current of the same velocity moves neither up nor down
river; with both velocities simultaneously it stays put relative to the river

bank. At the end of a minute it is in the same position as it would be at
1.1 J :£ It. 1 1-1.. J tk. «£ ik.uic cuu ui ivyv liiuiuica u n muvcu suicijr uiiuci uic umucubc ui uic

current with no motor for the first minute and under the influence of the

motor with no current for the second minute. In the first minute it would
mnvA AAO foot rtmxm rivAr untlt tViA /^lirrAnf anrl in fVia CAmnd minn+A

motor 440 feet back up the (now currentless) river. Thus (at the end of

two minutes) it would be in the same position after current and motor

acted sufifiessinelij (for a minute eacld as it would be after both acted. .. \ " ...

simultaneously (for a minute). In short, the resultant effect of both forces,

current and motor, is that of each acting independently of the other.

-si
t:

<§

% so

C

-c&

Figure 2.17

Thus, returning to the general case of Fig. 2.16, it is natural to suppose

that the boat will at the end of unit time, say, a minute, be at £>, where

ABDC is a parallelogram. See Fig. 2.17. In one minute the boat acted on

by current without motor would drift to B; in the succeeding minute

acted on by motor without current it would go as far as (and in the same

direction as) if it started from A instead of B, i.e., from B to D
(instead of from A to C). So, under the forces due to current and muiui
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acting successively, at the end of two minutes, it is at D. Alternatively

conceived, the boat starting at A, acted upon by motor without current

would in one minute reach C, and in the succeeding minute acted upon

by current without motor, would drift down river a distance (from C)

equal to AH, i.e., it would drift from C to D. Viewed either way the

successive effects of current and motor (each acting for one minute) is for

the boat to reach D. Is it not natural to conclude that the simultaneous

effect (for one minute) is for the boat to reach D? We thus arrive at the

Parallelogram Law of Displacements.

In half (or double) the time the boat's displacement down river will be
1- _ 1 J* / J 1_ 1 _\ A T1 A Ttt 1
iiau (ur uuuuiey ad, say ad , anu us

i. /-
across river aispiacemem nan ^or

double) AC, say AC', so that the boat's position resultant from both

displacements will be D' where AB'D'C' is a parallelogram of sides

fliAra nnraIIaI/s/Waimi yvi uvuuivy uiuov ui pcu au\/ii/gi ai a nnn aid
i uw A igi

Figure 2.18

More generally, since no matter what the time in question, the ratio of

AB' to AB must be the same as that of AC' to AC, the position D'
resultant from both the displacements AB' and AC' will be such that

a d Anns' i u l a n> annpoiouciugiaius r\u ls \j , nuL/t, turn ucuuc uiaugics u , nut/
are similar. It follows by obvious geometry that D' lies on AD or AD
produced. We conclude that the path of the boat is actually along AD.
Hut AB and AC are the distances the boat goes down and “across”

river in unit time, one minute, so that these displacements represent its
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component velocities in these directions, and AD represents their re-

sultant. We have the Parallelogram Law of Velocities.

Displacements and velocities are remarkable quantities. In addition to

having an amount or magnitude they have a direction or sense, so that it is

natural to represent them by directed line segments, or, as we say,

vectors. The direction of the quantity is indicated by the direction of the

line segment, the magnitude of the quantity by the length of the line

segment. Precisely because displacements and velocities are both vector

quantities, the resultant of a pair of either is represented by the diagonal

of the parallelogram through the common point of the sides representing
iL* i_uic pan, Many important physical quantities are uf the same nature.

Boxers know the difference between receiving a straight right and an

uppercut; the direction of the blow can be crucial. We must anticipate a
Pnrnlloln/YrOTVi T our a( ITAr/iAC
M. wwn/iugiiuu uitn v. & vivwi

C D

Figure 2.19

Consider the situation illustrated by Fig. 2.19. The particle at A is in

equilibrium under a force Wj along string AB, a force W% along string

AC, and a force W along string AD'. Since A is in equilibrium under

the action of these three forces, it must be in equilibrium under any one

of them and the resultant of the other two; in particular, A must be in

equilibrium under the action of the force along AD' and the resultant of

the forces along AB and AC. But it is clear that A will be in

equilibrium only if this resultant is equal in magnitude to the force along

AD' and acts in the opposite direction. See Fig. 2.20. Experiment
A««|I AV«\A/

I

1
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length Wj, W2, and W units respectively, then the fourth vertex D of

the parallelogram with sides AB, AC is such that AD is W units and

D', A, D, are collinear. In short, if AB, AC are vectors representing

component forces in magnitude and direction then the diagonal AD of
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parallelogram ABDC is a vector representing their resultant in magni-« V A W W
hide and direction.

D

n* aaiima an nlnmAnf n( trlaaliTaftAn 4c ol+An/lonf imnn_ — * mymmuiiyii w ovwimmiy u|/vuVI WUA UV (Ml VIVIIIVUV VI f^i\C nvnnirimnnf>^viuuvm
as on any other. In supposing the weights to exert forces Wlt W2, W on

Ay we assume the strings to be weightless and perfectly flexible, the little

pulley wheels to be frictionless, and so forth. The nearer actual condition

are made to approximate to the ideal, the more exactly is die Parallelo-

gram Law verified.

2.2.1 Inclined Plane

Consider a body of weight W in equilibrium on a rigid frictionless

inclined plane of angle a, as illustrated by Fig. 2.21. With the usual

idealization, we infer that the tension in the string is w throughout

What is tv in terms of W?
The body is in equilibrium under the action of three forces, its own

weight W acting vertically downwards, the tension to in the string

Fftnine 2J21
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acting up the plane, and R the reaction of the plane. Since we suppose

there to be no friction between the body and the plane, R cannot have a

component force along the plane; R must be normal to the plane. Also,

H must be a force of opposite direction (but equal magnitude) to the

resultant of the other two forces. But, by the Parallelogram Law of

Forces, the direction of the resultant of the other two forces (as well as its

magnitude) is represented by the diagonal through A of the parallelo-

gram whose sides with common vertex at A represent W and w.

Consequently, the diagonal through A is normal to the inclined plane.

Figure 2.22(a) Figure 2.22(b)

See Fig. 2.22(a). From Fig. 2.22(b) we have that Z BAD, Z AEF are

each complementary to ZEAB, so that Z BAD “ a, and that since

BD\\ACt Z BDA “ 90°. Hence, since AB ™ W units, BD “
AC ™ w units. Considering AABD,

so that

w " W* sin at.

Although Stevinus found this result in a most excitingly original way,
I 1. _ • I iL» J: J a *1 n 1 l.-l..

iiu uuucujriug pmtipic iio3 uic uisouvoiiiogc uuii u 13 ioi ic» toouuy

applicable to other problems than the Parallelogram Law.

£2.2 Pulley

A system of pulleys enables us to lift weights too heavy to lift by
unaided muscle power. Suppose, for example, you must remove the

engine from vour car for a maior overhaul Rather than trv to lift it. vouw 0 # / ' /
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could less strenuously hoist it out by the pulley system illustrated by Fig.

2.23.

As usual, we suppose idealized circumstances; that pulling at C will

lift up the engine rather than bring down the roof. With frictionless pulley

wheels (the center of A being fixed in position) and weightless rope, a

downward force of w at C will give the rope a tension w throughout,

so that B when in equilibrium will be in equilibrium under two upward

forces of tv and a downward force of W. Thus,

Figure 2.23(a) Figure 2.23(b)

Note that this result is a consequence of the Parallelogram Law of

Forces if we neglect the dimensions of the pulley with center B. See Fig.

2.23(b), where LL' and HR' (L is for left and R for right) represent

in magnitude and direction the upward vertical forces acting on the

pulley with center B. When this pulley shrinks to point By L and R
coincide at B, and LU and RR ‘

become equally inclined at an angle
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(say) 9 to the vertical BE. We complete the parallelogram BR'DL'.

See Fig. 2.24.

E

Figure 224

When BL\ BR ' eollanse onto BE. L' and R ' become coincident.— _ , -
- r - - - - - ' -- - - _ _ _ _ _ -#

and R'D , since it must remain parallel to BL\ will lie on BE. But

R'D must remain equal in length to BL\ so that BD will lie along

BE and will be twice the length of BL'. Thus, by the Parallelogram Law
the resultant is a force 2w acting vertically upwards.

It is left to the reader to show by means of the Parallelogram Law that

the resultant of two equal but opposite forces is zero.

2.2.3 Lever

We already have some idea of how Archimedes deduced his Law of the

Lever. Let us derive this by applying the Parallelogram Law.

But first a word about rigid bodies. It is evident that a rigid body B
will be in equilibrium under the action of two equal, but opposite, forces

acting on the same particle of it, say, that at A. See Fig. 2.25. Yet we all

know that in a tug of war, different members of our team pull on the rope

at different places. Does this matter? Of course not. B will still be in

equilibrium if the points of application of the equal and opposite forces
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are at, say, A ' and A", instead of both at A. See Fig. 2.26. It does not

matter at all where the points of application are, provided that the two

equal opposing forces have the same line of action. The transmissibility of

the forces at A' and A " is due to the rigidity of B.

The reader will more fully appreciate the importance of this principle

of transmissibility when he has seen how it enables us to deduce the

conditions of equilibrium of the lever from the Parallelogram Law. To this

deduction we now turn.

The general problem may be stated as follows. What are the conditions

for the equilibrium of a rigid weightless lever AA' with weights to, to'

suspended from A, A? At what point of AA' is the fulcrum F, and

what force must F exert on the lever? Archimedes* Assumption (A),

illustrated by Fig. 2.10, suggests part of the answer. In this special

symmetrical case where tv and to' are equal, an upward force equal to

the sum of the weights, acting at a fulcrum at the midpoint of AA',

receives equilibrium. Does not this suggest in the general case an upward

force of to + tv' at some point F in AA'? Yes, but which point? When
to and to' are unequal, symmetry is destroyed, F is not the midpoint

VU1 U1UUUUVUUU IU f\ALUU1ICUC2 UCdUUCUl U1 U1C ICVC1 9UUU1U Giiauiu UIC

reader to anticipate the specification of F.

To apply the Parallelogram Law to determine the resultant of to

suspended at A and to' at A', we represent these forces by lines

AB, A'B', drawn vertically downwards, of to and to' units respec-

tively, thereby representing these forces in both magnitude and direction.

Immediatelv we are confronted bv a difficulty. Since AB. A'B' are^ ------- - -
- V /

parallel lines, no matter how far they are extended they cannot intersect;

we cannot construct a parallelogram to obtain their resultant. See Fig.

2.27.
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7

A'

w w

B

Figure 2.27

The difficulty is readily overcome. If the forces w, tv' were not

parallel, there would be no difficulty. We must substitute equivalent

forces (i.e., forces with the same effect) that are not parallel. Can we
compound a force with w and a force with tv' to give non-parallel

resultants with the same effect as w and w' now have? Suppose that at

A we introduce two equal but opposite forces; one in die direction

A'

A

t the other in the direction AA'. Each of these annuls the effect of
fllA Atll AAiiili'Krinwi ie nn/licfiirl'uul Kir fliA *M*iviniv\lAU1V VU1V1 f V\|UUiViiUIU U UiXVUJVUlUVUi l/uty UJ ULV piuiwijiil/ Ui UOLUimOJI'-

bility, the point of application of one of these may be transferred to

A' provided that its magnitude and direction are unaltered. Neither force

wins the tug of war. The vector representation of the new situation is

given by Fig. 2.28. The vectors AC, A'C' represent the "tug-of-war”

forces. Completing the vector parallelograms at A and A ', we obtain

the vector representations AD. A'D\ of forces acting at A and A'
A ' W

respectively. These resultants together have the same effect on the lever

as their pairs of components; their pairs of components have the same

effect as the original forces. Consequently, if the lever were in

equilibrium originally, it still is. We have surmounted our difficulty.

H*

Figure 2.28

Introducing further idealization, let us suppose the lever AA* to

become an extended rigid, but weightless, body. Being weightless, no new
forces are introduced, so that equilibrium is undisturbed; being rigid,

forces acting on it are transmissible, so that their points of application

may be moved, collinear with their directions, without change of effect

See Fig. 2.29. Let the lines of action AD, A'D\ of the forces at A, A'

(produced backwards), intersect at M (we call the point of intersection
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Figure 2.29

M. although M will not in general be above the middle of AA' — M
' w v

is the meeting point). Then we may, without change of effect, replace the

forces whose points of application are A and A ' by forces of the same

magnitude and direction whose common point of application is_ Af. The

vectors of the forces acting at M are the directed lines AfD, MD', where

of course, MD « AD and MD' « A'D'. See Fig. 2.30.

C m C

Figure 2.30

But MD may be resolved into two component vectors identical with

the component vectors of AD (except for point of application) for MD
» 'a & & a r

has the same magnitude and direction as AD. Similarly, MD' has the

components of A'D'. See Fig. 2.30. But the tug-of-war forces represented

by AC, A'C' annulled one another; consequently the pair represented

by MC, MC' also annul one another. Thus the resultant force acting at

M is the resultant of forces w and tv' (equal to those originally at A
and A') acting vertically downwards. So, by the Parallelogram Law the

resultant force at M is w + w' acting vertically downwards.
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M

Figure 2.31

The interesting question is: Where does the vertical line of action of

this resultant cut AA'? Consider Fig. 2.31. We recall that a line parallel

to the base of a triangle divides the sides proportionally. So, considering

AAMN,

(1)

NA
MN

BD
MD

and considering

(2)

From (1),

NA'
MN

B'D'

MB'

(3) NA • MB * MN • BD,
^ t

From (2),

(4) NA* MB' - MNB'D'.

But

BD * MC — AC — A'C' - MC' « B'D

'

(as is illustrated by Fig. 2.30), so that

MN BD * MN B'D

Hence from (3) and (4)

(5) NA • MB * NA' • MB',
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We have the answer to our auestion. The vertical line of action of the*

resultant cuts AA' at a point N such that (5) holds.

But, again by the principle of transmissibility, the replacement of the

resultant acting at M by a force of the same magnitude and direction

acting at N leaves the effect on the lever (or extended rigid, but

weightless body) unchanged: we have shown that the resultant of the

original forces w and w' acting vertically downwards at A and A',

respectively, is a force w + w' acting vertically downwards at N. But of

course the lever would be in equilibrium under two forces of w + w' at

N, the one acting vertically downwards and the other vertically upwards.

Consequently, if a fulcrum F (sufficient to support w + wr
)

is in-

troduced at N, then the lever is in equilibrium under the original forces.

That is, by (5), as F = N, the lever will be in equilibrium if

FA • MB - FA' * MB'.

Recalling that MB = AB = w. MB' = AB' = w'. and nuttingw ' x o
FA = ay FA' = a' (where a stands for arm), we have, finally,

a • w = a' • w'.

We have used the Parallelogram Law of Vectors to derive Archimedes*

Law of the Lever.

2.2.4 Archimedes* Application of his Law of the Lever

We have already seen, in rough outline, how Archimedes discovered his

Law of die Lever. As you know, he was die greatest of die Greek

mathematicians; indeed, he was one of the greatest mathematicians who
ever lived. The chief basis of his fame is his discovery of the beginnings of

the integral calculus, a discovery brought about by a most ingenious

application of his Law of the Lever.

The aims, the most visible aims, that gave rise to the integral calculus,

are those of computing areas and volumes which are enclosed, not by

straight lines like polygons nor by planes like polyhedra, but by curved

lines and curved surfaces. For instance, a problem demanding integral

calculus is determination of the volume of a sphere. Not only is it the most

natural and most exciting problem about volume; also it is one of the most

difficult. Archimedes was the first to solve it. Why is it so difficult? What
on earth has this to do with levers?

One question at a time. Why so difficult? Compare the sphere with

other volumes, say the cylinder and cone. Whereas die sphere is round in

every direction, the latter are, so to speak, merely half round. The lateral

surface of a right cylinder can be cut along the straight-line element AB,
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Deeled off. and flattened out into a rectangle without distorting it. See
A. W W
Fig. 2.32. Similarly the lateral surface of a right cone can be cut along the

straightline element OB, peeled off, and flattened out into a circular

sector without distortion. See Fig. 2.33. Not so, the surface of a sphere.

We have all peeled oranges. That the sphere has a more complicated sort

of surface suggests the computation of its volume to be more difficult.

B'B

B Vl * « 1

B'

Figure 2.32

Figure 2.33

The second question, “What is the relevance of levers to determination

of the volume of a sphere?”, cannot be answered immediately. Every

problem is viewed relative to a framework of associated ideas. First we
must ask ourselves: What, for Archimedes, was the context of his prob-

lem? How did Archimedes, his mathematical contemporaries, and their

mathematical predecessors conceive volume?

Well, of what volumes do you know the formulae? Certain volumes are

easy to hnd; for instance, that of a rectangular parallelepiped—in brief, a
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box. Its volume is the product of its length, breadth, and height. And do

you know the formula for a right prism? But first, what is a right prism? It

is a solid with a (plane) polygonal top congruent and parallel to its base,

and lateral faces (parallelograms) perpendicular to its base. Its volume is

the product of its base area and height. Note that a box is a prism (with a

rectangular base) and therefore the formula for prisms is applicable. A
right cylinder is a solid closely related to the prism. Is it not visibly

evident that as the number of sides of the base of a right prism whose

base is a regular polygon is increased, the prism approximates more

closely a right cylinder? Doesn’t this suggest that the same formula applies

to right cylinders?

A pyramid presents a much more difficult problem. The formula for its

volume is one-third area of its base times its height. Here, likewise, it is

— -

j
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polygon as base is increased, the pyramid approximates more closely a

cone. Surely we must anticipate that the formula for pyramids applies to

Historically, who discovered the volume of the box, the prism, and the

cylinder, it is impossible to say. But these formulae—and even those for

thfi nvramid and rone—were alreadv known to the Egyptians . Thev had
j -- - o/ r -

no strict proofs, but the formulae were known and were used. There is,

however, something definite to be said about the cone.

The volume of the cone was discovered by Democritus, who lived

about 400 B.C. He did not prove it, he guessed it: the evidence is that his

guess was not a blind guess, rather it was a reasoned conjecture. As

Archimedes has remarked, great credit is due to Democritus for his

conjecture since this made proof much easier. Eudoxus (408-355 B.C.), a

pupil of Plato, subsequently gave a rigorous proof. Surely the labor of

writing limited his manuscript to a few copies; none has survived. In those

days editions did not run to thousands or hundreds of thousands of copies

as modern books—especially, bad books—do. However, the substance of

most of what he wrote is nevertheless available to us. Euclid, who lived

about 300 B.C., wrote, to the knowledge of every schoolboy of my
generation, The Elements of Geometry . Euclid’s great achievement was

the systematization of the works of his predecessors. His compilation

includes quite a lot of things besides geometry; the Greeks understood the

term in a more generous sense. The Elements preserve several of Eudoxus*

proofs.

A on/1 nAnrlorii/l rlonnU? 4-Iia u/Arlrc rvf Vktc nrorlo/>occore
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these are the context within which he conceived the problem of the

sphere. Herein lies the clue of the relevance of levers to volumes.

To find this clue we go back to Democritus. If you have heard his name

before, it is more likely that you heard it in a philosophy lecture than in a
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mathematics course. He is much better known as a philosopher. as an

originator of atomic theory. Democritus’ conception of an atom was

something altogether different from today’s physicists’. For him, as for the

modem physicists, the whole world consists of atoms despite the apparent

continuity of matter. The crucial difference is that the atom as Democri-

tus conceived it could not be split. Matter could, conceptually at any rate,

be chopped up into little bits, the little bits into smaller bits, until finally

atoms were obtained; these little bits were held to be the smallest possible

—indivisibles: one could chop no smaller.

It is worthwhile to stop for a minute or two to ponder how Democritus

conjectured the volume of the cone. What can be said is necessarily, yet

not solely, speculative; there are a few extant quotations to support us.

First, reconsider the volume of a rectangular parallelepiped, or box.
A'lJ .1 i _ 1 1 ___1 J <1now wuuiu we demonstrate to a ciuia uiat a uiook wnuse euges are o.

A

and 5 inches has a volume of 60 cubic inches? Surely, by splitting it into

60 cubes of unit edge and by pointing out that we agree to consider the
Ami miaIa aiiV\a 4-a iinif itaIiimA \X7a iirAnl/1 in AAnri/^Ai*VUlUill^ l/l omijr ^uui V^UIAf W* lA; lUIU TUlUill^* IT t TTVUlUj U1 JUVli| V/VIU1UU

the unit cube to be an atom and show that the block in question is made
up of 60 atoms. The only objection is that by using atom in Democritus’

sense we would be implying that a unit cube cannot be split into smaller

cubes: a view to which we need not commit ourselves to effect our

demonstration.

Next, could we demonstrate in exactlv the same wav that a block
' / /

3 1 " X 4" X 5" has a volume of 70 cubic inches? Not in exactly the same

way since an edge of 3
J
" cannot form an edge of an integral number of

unit cubes. The necessary modification is obvious. We chop the block into

560 cubes or atoms of £
" edge and then reassemble them to form 70 unit

cubes. Thus the problem of determining the volume of a solid boils down
to counting the number of its constituent atoms. Surely this was De-

mocritus’ basic idea.

Oh yes, the idea is simple, but the application can be arduous. Suppose

that we are to demonstrate the volume of a block 3^" X4^ ff X 5^".
The counting of 64,821 atoms, cubes of ^ " edge, is much quicker said

than done. One counts up to 37,428, forgets whether that was the number

of the atom just counted or the one about to be counted—and starts all

over again. So, what do we do? We facilitate enumeration by dealing with

large numbers of them en bloc—no pun intended. By multiplication we
know immediately that a block with base 3 by 4 and height 5 has 12

A..1^Aa\ aw. Ail. A £iwaA IaivAA 1O AW. ^1.A AAAAMJ Ia«*A*aiuiiu ^uiui i,uuc*y 111 uic nisi layci , ia 111 uic acwiiu wyci, 1
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5 X 12 atoms altogether. We enumerate the atoms by first dealing with

one layer or cross section. Surely Democritus thought of this too.

What fnr tliA rnnA a natural lavAr nr nmcc cnntinn? Y« a lavAr

parallel to the base. So a cone is conceived as made up of adjacent
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circular discs, hist one atom thick. But here there is a complication.

Although as for a rectangular block the successive layers or cross sections

are all of the same shape, they are not all of the same size. The labor of

enumeration would appear to force upon us the notion of a variable cross

section.

Just how far Democritus developed this notion we do not know. Surely

he knew that a cube can be dissected into three identical pyramids, so

that the volume of a pyramid of this special shape is £ base X height;

surely he must have conjectured that other pyramids and their limiting

case, the cone, had the same formula.

Be this as it may, Eudoxus gave a rigorous proof. The proof is difficult

and several lectures can profitably be given to its detailed exposition. The
reader may try to read it in the twelfth book of Euclid's Elements.

Here we have the context, the conceptual background, of Archimedes

problem to determine the volume of the sphere. A problem similar to, yet

despite similarity, distinctly more difficult than, that of the cone. The
A ir> a/] nil U*o yfAwtua « * /Ime wire, w tuuiiucu in tut uucvuuuo. ii« gciuua wos c^iuu

to the challenge.

His method? A brilliant application of his Law (of Equilibrium) of the

Lever. In accordance with his law he adjusted the length of the arms of a

lever so that the cross section of a sphere counterbalanced both the

corresponding cross section of a cylinder and the corresponding cross

section of a cone. Simple? Although he called his method the Mechanical

Method, he was no artificer of metals counterbalancing one chunk of

sheet metal against a pair of chunks. He worked with ideas, not with tin;

his method was conceptual. His corresponding cross sections were just

one atom thick. Pray tell me, how thick is an atom? Oh no, it is thinner,

much thinner than that. It's so small that if it were any smaller it would

be no size at all. And what did Archimedes do? With an insolence to logic

equaled only by the number of atoms he conceived, he inferred that the

infinitely many cross-sections that fill the sphere would counterbalance

both the infinitely many (corresponding) cross sections that fill the cylin-

der and the infinitely many (corresponding) cross sections that fill the

cone. He inferred equilibrium of the solids from equilibrium of their cross

sections. For full details the interested reader is referred to Vol. 1, pp.

155-158, of my book Mathematics and Plausible Reasoning, and to

Episodes from the Early History of Mathematics by A. Aaboe, NML vol.

13, pp. 92-99.

I must add that Archimedes was too good a mathematician to leave it at

that. He used the result obtained by his Mechanical Method only to

discover the formula for the sphere: from discovery he proceeded to

riirnrAiic nmnfiigvtw J/IWJ *
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Also I must remark in passing that the notion of a variable cross sectionA V
has had a long history. More than 2,000 years later we meet the idea of

Cavalieri—in the terminology of Leibniz—of passing from infinitesimal

element to integral whole: the idea of proceeding from integrand f(x)dx

to integral ff(x)dx.

2±5 (-)•(-) - (+)

Although Archimedes* discovery of the integral calculus is by far the

most important application of his Law (of the Equilibrium) of the Lever,

there is a multitude of other interesting amplications. I shall conclude mv_ _ - -- ... . — - • - - o rr —

/

selection from these with an answer to the perplexed schoolboy's ques-

tion: Why does minus times minus equal plus?

One answer to this question is its proof; its detailed step-by-step

deduction from the axioms and definitions of algebra. But this is not what

your pupil is asking for. The proof, if presented, would go unappreciated;

it demands sophistication beyond him.

His younger brother, who is learning to count, wants to know what

4 + 7 is. His mother tells him, only to be driven crazy with his incessant

“Why?**, “Why?”, “Why?”. Is he demanding a resume along the lines of

Whitehead and Russell's Principia Mathematica proof that 1 + 1 — 2? Or
does he want the comforting assurance of a demonstration that four

apples together with seven apples makes eleven apples, followed by
similar demonstrations with oranges, his building bricks, and his mothers

cups and saucers? Which answer does poor, distracted mother attempt?

Doubtlessly the “Why?” of your pupil, the older brother, though less

incessant, is more demanding. His question may be many questions,
44How

was it discovered?'*, “What is its use?”, yet the dominant demand of his

“Why does minus times minus equal plus?” is for tangibility. It is no
nrriHpnfal fimirp nf ctvwh that u/p cnpalr nf awimitiii an • vmi mnct

mother the brother. The lever meets his demand for tangible illustration.

*4
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figure
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Consider the equilibrium of a (weightless) lever, acted upon by weights

Wj, W2> W3 , W4 at distances av a2, a3, a4, respectively, from the

fulcrum F, as illustrated by Fig. 2.34. Either a weight tends to rotate the

lever about F in a clockwise direction ,0 (as do W
x

and W3), or to

rotate it in the opposite, anti-clockwise, direction (as do W2 and

W4). The measure of this tendency, the turning moment, is the product of

the weight and the length of the arm from the fulcrum to the weight’s

point of application. More briefly,

weight X arm = moment.

More precisely, this turning moment is termed static moment, in con-

tradistinction to that considered in dynamics. Let us characterize a

clockwise moment as positive and an anti-clockwise moment as negative.
a w

On what does the characterization of a moment depend? Clearly it does

not depend on the magnitude of the weight used; to increase W
x

is to

increase the moment, not to alter its characterization. Nor does it depend

upon the length of the arm; to shorten a
x

is to decrease the moment, not

to change its sign. To alter the sign of the moment we must reverse the

direction of the force due to (say) W by introducing a pulley, or hang it

from the opposite side of the fulcrum. To take account of these pertinent

considerations let us term a weight whose force acts vertically downwards

from the lever (as do W
x
and W4) a positive weight, and in contradis-

tinction, a weight whose force acts vertically upwards from the lever,

negative (as do W2 and W3). And to distinguish between a weight

acting to the right of the fulcrum (as do W
x

and WJ and a weight

acting to the left (as do W3 and vv4)
we introduce an x-axis coincident

with the lever, with origin at the fulcrum, so that each arm a is a

horizontal, directed line segment. As in drawing graphs, we consider to
a «*a/tfltl lit A l/v 1%A m */t amJ litA AMMAntIa /IimaaIvam l/t 1\auic iigiit Hum ui^ ungiu iu uts puoiuvt aiiu uiu uuc^uuii tu uc

negative. Thus the arms a
x
and a2 are positive; a3 and a4, negative.

Fig. 2.35 indicates the signs of the weights and the arms of Fig. 2.34

and the p^?.<*aci6P'7gti^nc or signs of the corresponding moments. w
(positive) acting at a distance a

x
to the right of O (positive) has a

tendency to give the lever a clockwise, positive, rotation; i.e., the product

of a positive weight and a positive arm is a positive moment. And
& vi 1

remembering the Cheshire cat who disappeared so hastily that he left his

grin behind, we may put the matter schematically

There is a superstition that mathematical notation must be always

perfect. But English with never a colloquialism, never an ellipsis is
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Figure 2.35

unendurable; it leaves the reader nothing to do but passively listen. As

with English, so with mathematics. Let us consider the grins without the

cats.

What is the sign of W2? Yes, negative. And the sign of a2? Yes,

positive. And their moment? Yes, anti-clockwise. So,

It is left to the reader to satisfy himself that consideration of W4 and a4
gives

+ • - - -
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and axioms of algebra. But, we have shown that it has an intuitive

interpretation, that it is applicable to physics; above all, we have made it

tancnhle. Of oniirse. anv nhvsinal nhennmennn whose magnitude is the—0 — 7 —j [

—

j x
—o _ —

product of the magnitude of two physical quantities will serve to illustrate

the rule provided that each magnitude is capable of taking both positive

and negative signs. Yet what can be a more elementary, or a moreW W 0 -
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intuitive, illustration than that furnished bv the lever? And is it now so
' /

very difficult to conjecture how that minus times minus equals plus was

first discovered?

2.2.6 Von Mises* Flight Triangle

We have discussed instances of equilibrium, namely, inclined plane,

nullm; onrl Iavat in fprmc rtf uArtforc Onr nAvt AvamnlA altlvtnffii c+rint-hry ^ MAAVIi IVT V*} M« VA WW4 WW<V\*y WMAVW^

speaking a problem of dynamics, is so simple that we include it in our

vector treatment of statics. Our problem is how to determine the air

sneed of an aimlane.r ' ' i

First, what do we mean by air speed? We do not mean ground speed.

The former is the speed of the plane relative to the air it flies through; the

latter, its speed relative to the ground it flies over. This distinction is vital

to our problem. To fix it clearly in our minds let us ponder the following

illustration.

Suppose that an airplane, flying at constant speed, goes from San

Francisco to Los Angeles in 4 hours. For easy arithmetic, let us take the

distance to be 400 miles. It follows that the airplane’s ground speed—or,

if you prefer, road speed—is 100 m.p.h. That is, it gets there in the same

time and at the same speed as a motor car would, if automobile engines

were just a little more powerful, the San Francisco-Los Angeles road

much less congested, and the California speed cops less vigilant. Clearly,

an airplane that keeps pace with a car racing to Los Angeles at a road

speed of 100 m.p.h. must itself have a road speed of 100 m.p.h.

But what is the air speed of the plane? That depends on the speed of
j
LUC ttU .
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speed as it flies over the ground. Its air speed is 100 m.p.h., the same as its

road speed.

Movl cimnAco fVkofr fllA /»ar ctnr\c fnr rroc ort/I ffiot tliA I’tloi'tx* rtirArkao/1 ic
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battling against a 200 m.p.h. head-on hurricane. The plane, to continue to

keep pace with the car, to remain directly above the filling station while

the car refuels, must be flvinfr through the hurricane at 20ft m.n.h.
' ----- j £7 o" — - r - '

Although the plane’s road speed is now zero (as is the car’s), its air speed,

its speed through the air, is now 200 m.p.h. When the car, refueled,

continues its journey at 100 m.p.h., the plane to keep pace with it must

(because of the head-on hurricane) increase its air speed to 300 m.p.h. In

short, the air speed of the plane is the road speed (or, if you prefer,

ground speed) it would have if flying in still air.

Let us now use vectors to make visibly obvious the relation between the

plane’s road velocity v (i.e., a road speed v in the direction PL), its air

velocity a (i.e., an air speed a in the direction FO'), and the wind’s

velocity w (i.e., air moving with a speed w in the direction FO). See
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Fig. 2,38, The situation is analogous to that, considered earlier, of a

motorboat crossing a river. With no wind, the plane would, say in one

minute, fly from P to O'. With no air speed, a balloon would, in the

same time, drift with the wind from P to O. And we have already seen

that the resultant of simultaneous displacements is as if they had been

consecutive. Thus, the actual path of the plane is PL; its road velocity v

is the resultant of its air velocity a and the wind's velocity to. As we
anticipated, when there is no wind (so that PO is zero and Land O'

coincide) the actual road velocity PL and the air velocity PO,' of the

plane, are identical.

So, to determine the air speed of a plane it is sufficient merely to

determine its maximum road speed on a calm day. The snag is the sparsity

of windless days. Airplane manufacturers want to make money as well as

planes, and so cannot afford to sit around for six months waiting for still

air over some hundreds of square miles in which to test the performance

of their machines. Impatiently, you exclaim, “Why wait for a windless

day?” True if w can be accurately measured, as well as v, then a is

readily calculated by means of a vector parallelogram of velocities. The

snag, here, is to measure w accurately. The practical problem is how to

ugi^iuiiij^, iivm tut; iuau ui a ^iiau^ ai iuu uuviu^ ui a nuiu u/rn/ao

velbcity w is not known , the maximum road speed of the plane when
there is no wind. Quite a problem. It was solved by Von Mises some fifty

years ago; this I well remember as I heard it from him at that time.

We are now ready to begin introducing his method. An airplane flies at

full throttle from A along a triangular course ABC, a flight triangle,

whose vertices are chosen to be easily identifiable landmarks, preferably a
* ' A +

few hundred miles from one another. The lengths of the legs

AB, BC, CA, being known, and the time to traverse each one of them

recorded, the road speed for each is readily calculated. But of course the

directions of the legs are also known, so that we know the three velocity

vectors, say, vv t?2, % See Fig. 2.37. And since the plane was flown at

full throttle, its air speed a is its maximum air speed. How is a to be

determined from the data?
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It is important to note that the sides of the flight triangle represent the

directions of the velocity vectors, but not, except when there is no wind at

all, their magnitudes. We use heavy arrows in Fig. 2.37 as a graphical

device to indicate the road velocity in direction and magnitude. Suppose,

for example, that in flying the longest leg BC the plane has a head wind.

In consequence, in flying BC the airplane’s road speed is slower than on

either of the other two legs—assuming, of course, that the wind remains

constant in both speed and direction. But, if the least road speed is

represented by the length of the longest side, the greater road speeds

would need be represented by sides longer than the longest. Agreed?

To make the data fullv visible, starting from some Doint P. we draw__ - - - / ^ j,

line segments PL, PM, PN, to represent olt e2, e3, respectively, three

vectors (in Fig. 2.38) which agree with the three arrows in Fig. 2.37 in

magnitude as well as in direction, specifically PL||AB, PM||BC, PN\\CA.

How are we to utilize this vector diagram to determine <z, the maxi-

mum air speed of the plane? Can we introduce a vector for a? Alas, no.

That the plane flies around the flight triangle at full throttle merely

implies that its air speed a, the magnitude of a, is constant. It does not

imply that the direction of a is constant. We must think again.

Can we introduce a vector w for the wind? Doesn’t this suggestion

seem more fruitful? Remember our assumption that the wind velocity

remains constant throughout the entire flight, so that one directed line

segment from P should serve as a vector component of the road velocity

along each and aU of the three legs of the flight triangle. As in Fig. 2.36,

let PO be a directed line segment representing w. But wait a moment;

to, although constant, is unknown. Are we baffled? Think a moment. Do
we, in algebra, delay embodying an unknown, x, in equations until we
have determined its value? No, to the contrary, we put in x in order to

determine its value. So? Tentatively, we insert O. See Fig. 2.39.* What

* We shall determine its precise location in a moment.
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now? Reference to Fig. 2.36 suggests completion of the parallelogram of

Fig. 2.39 of which PO is a side and PL a diagonal. However, in Fig.

2.36, OL is parallel and equal to PO', an equivalent directed line

segment, so that a could alternatively be represented by OL and the

vector parallelogram dispensed with in favor of the vector triangle POL.

Thus, in Fig. 2.39, OL will be an air-speed vector which together with

tv has the resultant vv And what of triangles POM, PON? We have

remarked that PO should serve as a component of the road velocity

along each leg of the flight triangle. See Fig. 2.40.

Figure 2.39 Figure 2.40

Note how delightfully the three vector triangles “interlock** on PO
just like pieces of a jigsaw puzzle. Not only is the resultant of tv and

an air-speed velocity OL; also v2 is the resultant of tv and an air-speed

velocity OM. and o* die resultant of tv and an air-sneed velocitv ON.
/ , O '

"I
' “ V

But the plane flew the entire flight at full throttle. Therefore its air speed

a
^
(but not its air velocity) was the same for each leg. Therefore

OL, OA^ ON have the same magnitude (but not same direction). There-

fore O is equidistant from L, M, N; it must be the center of the

circumscribing circle of triangle LMN. Construction of O determines

both a and w. This is Von Mises* elegant, ingenious solution.
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Whereas statics, we recall, is that part of mechanics which is concerned

with the equilibrium of bodies, dynamics is that part which is concerned

with the motion of bodies. The former, as we have had occasion to note,

goes back to the Greeks; to Archimedes* discovery of the Law of the

Lever and his application of it to the integral calculus. The latter is

relatively new; it starts with Galileo.

SECTION 1. GALILEO

Galileo is known by his first name; his family name is Galilei. He was

bom in 1564 and died in 1642. To believers in the transmigration of souls

the date of his death is important. Not only did he die in the year in

which Newton was bom, conveniently for their speculations, he died

shortly before Newton was bom. A much more important date is 1636,

the year in which he completed the book on which his fame so securely

rests, the Dialogue Concerning Two New Sciences. Although many of his

brilliant predecessors, beginning with Aristotle, and including that most

versatile of versatile geniuses, Leonardo da Vinci, had been interested in

the free fall of heavy bodies, Galileo was incomparably the greatest

dynamicist of them all. He inherited a dogma and bequeathed a science.

lA«nl\ «n ^Aiiv%/I •«% CHawamaa ««h A «V»aL aI^ f' 'l*AAA
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among those of Leonardo and Michelangelo the artists, Dante the poet,

and Machiavelli the politician. His instruments are also to be found in

Florence, in the Museum of the History of Science; among them the

telescopes he made, used, but did not invent, and the thermometers he

made, used, and did indeed invent; also his instruments for the study of

dvnamics. Florence is an interesting citv.
0 0
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His father sent Galileo to study medicine, but he was soon bored by it.

In those days the college course was a digesting, and the examination a

regurgitation, of the texts of Galen. Galen had lived from about 130-200

a.d. Meanwhile, his texts—presumably in Latin, for then as now few

knew Greek—had been accumulating the dust of dogma for fourteen

centuries. In medicine it was sufficient to quote Galen, as to quote

Aristotle in practically everything else. For Galileo, to quote was not

sufficient; he turned to mathematics.

3.1.1 Heavier Bodies Fall Faster?

Aristotle naa stressed tne importance or oDservation, yet he aid not, in

dynamics, observe well himself. It is a matter of casual observation, well

known to mountaineers and others, that bodies free to fall, fall to the
j nr~ i 1.1 a. • i\.~ i it..glUUUU. XU AIOIUUC 3 VCI^ UOaiUU UU3CI VdUUll, U1C UCdVlCl U1C UVAiy U1C

faster the fall; Galileo argues to the contrary.

Suppose two bodies W, tv to fall freely from rest and to have
irol/V'iHM 1/ «> rocnAfvtiirAlv at tKo anrl rtf unit Hmo TKon annnnfintf tnV&WAVAVJ W } Vj t^Af^VVU f M*V V^AW VA UlUi VXXXXU « A MVAAj ~ W
Aristotle, given that W is greater than w, V must be greater than t>.

But, asks Galileo, “What happens if the two bodies are conjoined?” Let

U be the velocity at die end of unit time of the conjoint body W + «?.

Since tv alone falls more slowly than W, the tv part of W + w must
retard the W part; the fleet of foot has to slow down to help the lame

along. U must be less than V. Yet since W + w is greater than W, bv
Aristotle’s hypothesis, U must be greater than V. Therefore U is both

less than and greater than V; W + tv falls both slower than and faster

than W. This is absurd.

What has Galileo done? He has said, in effect that here is a possible

law, supported by a rather weak observation. Is it consistent? He has

argued that it is not. Therefore it is unacceptable to mathematics; it

cannot be an ingredient of a systematic description of phenomena.

Galileo's argument was an important one; it made uneasy the dogmatic

slumbers of many of his contemporaries. He spoke and wrote with an

edge to tongue and pen. Like his father, he was quarrelsome as well as

argumentative, and witty as well as logical—a combination that made his

opponents look silly and their arguments unsound. He did not endear
U; 1£ x 11UU119CU IU Oil.

3.1.2 Not “Why?”, But “How?”
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shepherd Aristotle and bleated by his sheep down through the centuries.

Why do heavy bodies fall? “Because,” says Aristotle, “each body seeks its

natural nlace.* He argues as if an inanimate object were an animal
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seeking its mate. Are you much enlightened by this argument? No,

because you are bom in modem times; Galileo was not. He had to argue

the point; such was the intellectual climate of his day. Galileo, frighten-

ingly modem, asked a better question; not “Why?”, but “How?”. His

question was a demand for precise description of the phenomenon under

consideration, not speculative anthropomorphism. “How,” he asked, “do

bodies fall freely?” His “How?” was much more. Behind his question

stood his fundamental tenet: The great book of Nature is written in

mathematical language. (See the motto on front cover.) His demand was

for a precise mathematical law, no less.

3.1.3 How Do Heavy Bodies Fall?

Galileo asked the right kind of question. Finally he asked the right

1 TJ- i.l_ - T- 1
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founded a new science.

How do heavy bodies fall? The farther, the faster. Even the most casual

riKcorvar r»onnrtf aviYirl tTla ^nnolncinri f-Vtat tliA vpl()(jjjy jnr>r<iqcac until
r VIVt VV11V1UVAVAA WAWV WAV

distance fallen. We all know that the greater the drop of a hammer, the

harder it hits. We all know that it is better to be hit on the head by a bag

of bone meal dronoed from the second storv window than bv one- A1 / j

dropped from the top of the Empire State Building. It can be made

painfully evident that free-fall motion is accelerated. So what is the

mathematical law relating the velocity to the distance? What is the

simplest conjecture? That the velocity of the falling body is directly

proportional to the distance fallen? This was Galileo's first question. It is

the right sort of question.

It is likely that Leonardo and a few others before Galileo had raised

some similar question; the difference is that Galileo took it more seriously.

After some years of pondering he came to the conclusion that this

conjecture is absolutely untenable; it has the self-contradictory con-

sequence that the free fall could never get started. He reached this

conclusion by a highly ingenious and subtle elementary argument which

deserves our admiration, yet we snail not discuss it here.’ With present

day mathematical technique we can give a quite straightforward argu-

ment by using a differential equation, as we shall see later (Number 5.1.2).

So, Galileo's conjecture, based on the undeniable fact of free fall that the

farther the fall, the faster the fall, is untenable. The fall could never get

started. He had to think again. But, it is also an unavoidable observation
b'lVkA |-1\A fltA £rk11 r |^l\A VMAnl frtL’AA l/*\ri/TAl* 4aUiai uic luiigci uic uuiC) uic laovgi uic iau. me wuc meat uuvvo iciigci tv

hit you the harder when dropped from the top of the Empire State

Yd 2 (2nd edition, 1968), pp. 207-209.
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Building instead of being tossed from a second-floor window. Free fall is

accelerated with respect to time as well as with respect to distance. So

what is the mathematical law relating velocity to time? What is the

simplest conjecture? That the velocity of the falling body is directly

proportional to the time? That is Galileo’s second question. It turned out

to be the right question of the right kind.

How did Galileo verify his conjecture experimentally? Remember he

did not have today’s elaborate photoelectric equipment with which to

handle split-second motion. Stop a moving particle to take a longer look

and you have destroyed the velocity you wished to observe. Yet there is

no hurry in measuring distance; this can be done at ieisure and with

accuracy. So Galileo’s problem was to deduce the law relating distance to

time implied by (and implying) velocity being directly proportional to
i.: 1 1 : 1* ./I- . il.. 1-11. U.. Jj i
nine:, anu ncimc muuceujr iu vci u.y uic lauci iciauun uy uucti vciuita-

tion of the former.

So, to understand fully Galileo’s indirect experimental verification of his

rvmi'ivHiraw.ijw.u. v/j
mud* firct aclr Vinu/ La rlivliir'Arl tlvif rololirtn KutwimnIU aV L/W WW Wll

distance and time which is implied by his conjecture. To facilitate

deduction, like Galileo but unlike Aristotle, we shall use diagrams with

coordinate axes: “essential characters of mathematical lanmiatre.’* as__ o o ' —
Galileo would put it. Galileo’s investigation of dynamics was physical;

Aristotle’s was metaphysical. But, unlike Galileo, we have the additional

convenience of algebraic notation. Had it been invented in his day he

would certainly have known it; almost certainly he would have been able

to push his development of dynamics much farther.

Suppose that a heavy body has a velocity © when it has been falling

freely for time f. Then Galileo’s hypothesis is that © is directly propor-

tional to t; that © is a constant multiple of t; that

tj * constant X

The numerical value of the constant depends upon the units we use for ©
and t, and the constant is nowadays usually denoted by g. Our primary

Alt A AjLuvui igauiGi miv lau^ni ua uiai fAl* A«\«\1A nilAllU ArfU AjJ Al* A An iui auuiuu uavc auucu uiai

g is for gravity that made the apple in Newton’s orchard fall. Thus,

algebraically speaking, Galileo’s conjecture is

(i) o - g-t.

But the distance s fallen from rest in time t by the heavy body depends

upon i; $ is a specific, yet unspecified, function of f;

(2) * - f(t).

Galileo’s problem is: Given (1), to specify (2).
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How did he solve it? Most ingeniously, by conceiving accelerated,

non-uniform motion as a limiting case of non-accelerated, uniform mo-

tions.

First, consider uniform motion. If you drive for two hours at a steady

rate of 40 m.p.h., you go a total distance of 80 miles.

80 - 40 X 2.

More generally.

distance Uuifurw Velocity X unit;.

Algebraically,

(3) « * v X f,

where v is constant. Granhicallv. see Fie. 3.1. The ordinate t> is
A / ' V

constant, so that the graph of v is a straight line parallel to the 1-axis.

Note that the area under the curve, i.e., the area of the shaded rectangle,

is v X t. So, by (3), the total distance traveled is represented by the area

under the curve—when the motion is uniform. Oh yes, an obvious

observation, but nevertheless important.

V
<t. V)

O
I

t

Figure 3.1

Second, consider the non-uniform motion. What is the graph of (1)?

This equation is of the form y * mac, with t> instead of y, t instead of
_ . : 1 Ii J 1 .* 1.1 l aL '-.v ill. _1
a, ouu g uuicau ui n». u is a suaigin 1111c uuuugii uic uugui wiui siupc

g. See Fig. 3.2.

Why is the velocity of a freely falling body not uniform? Because its

vpWifu nnntinnallv inArnacAC nf nnnrcA Anri an arv*n1nraHncr nor rlnnc nnfr» yyiam mwy a*«v» Wl iui%i yy t»yy»v*v VtWif

for example, move at 0 ft/sec for the first second, at 5 ft/sec for the

second second, at 10 ft/sec for the third second, at 15 ft/sec for the

fourth second, and so on. To the contrary, let us temnorarilv sunDose
' / ' A / A 4
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velocity which continually increases at a steady rate to be characterized

by such spasms of uniform motion punctuated by accelerating jerks at the

end of regular intervals. This grotesque caricature of the truth is

O O T«\ A £m IffAi A/VAAA/l l>hA AiUUUUai^U VJJ 1 Ag» 111 U1G 11131 UIG «ma«*aa aa«*a C 1. 4-Vv1IIUTW WIV IC^I, U1C11

instantaneously with a bone-shattering jerk it accelerates to 5 ft/sec.

After a second of gentle driving at this constant velocity there is a
wf>.h

a

rl-KpHf>r.ineta 11-cafAh/.Kpjk jerk to 10 ft/sec. There follows a sec-

ond's driving at 10 ft/sec; jerk; a second's driving at 15 ft/sec; jerk; a

second's driving at 20 ft/sec; and so on. The distances covered in the

successive intervals are reoresented bv the areas of the successive rectan-
A /

gles. (The first rectangle is of zero height.) The total distance traveled is

represented by the total area of the shaded rectangles.

Now suppose the accelerations and the time intervals to be halved. In

the first five seconds the car now acquires successively, for half-second

intervals, the ten velocities, 0, 2 f , 5, 7 f , 10, . . . , 20, 22 1 ft/sec.

Illustrate this for yourself by a diagram of the same type as Fig. 3.3. The
olfl\Aiirvk“ lUlVUgll 11V\JUV11L|

Anltr kolfnuu cfrommiicJU fnr fki

sudden increases in velocity are now only § ft/sec instead of 5 ft/sec.

Now suppose these accelerations and time intervals to be halved too.

Although the jerks are four times as frequent as in die initial case, they
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are only one-quarter as strenuous; the sudden increases in velocity are

now only 5/4 ft/sec instead of 5 ft/sec. With the jerks eight times as

frequent they are only one-eighth as strenuous; the sudden increases in

velocity are now only 5/8 ft/sec instead of 5 ft/sec. When the intervals

are each l/2n of a second where n is large, the jerks become gentle

jerks, for the sudden changes in velocity have been decreased to 5/2*

ft/sec. The larger we make n, the more nearly we smooth out our ride.

By making n sufficiently large we make the smoothness of our ride differ

imperceptibly from the glide of a car whose velocity is continually

increasing at a steady rate. By making n sufficiently large, our grotesque

caricature becomes a description of continually increasing velocity as

close to the real thing as we please.

Mutatis mutandis , these considerations of course apply equally well to
c i__ l i • * 1 _ _ _i_ _l l i* rv*_ oo J ii. .

ireeiy lauuig uuuiesi. suiu wiiai nappcus tu r ig. o.o aiiu uie figure uiai yuu

have drawn for yourself when n becomes large? As the rectangles

become more numerous they wear a leaner look and more completely fill

4-Vwi o ra<i linear fV>a /vunra a( « K tt . YYiolriTtrr 4m ciiffiAiAnfltr Iowta u;nUtv iMVU UAlUVf U11V VU1 f v VI 1/ g ¥ * If unrtAVIV/itwi/ uugv TT v

come arbitrarily close to filling the whole area. See Fig. 3.4. So? Why, of

course, the area under the curve in Fig. 3.2 (i.e., the shaded area in Fig.

3.4 (b)) represents the total distance traveled in time t by a heavy body

falling from rest. Despite the fact that the motion is non-uniform, the total

distance traveled is, as in the case of uniform motion (illustrated by Fig.

3.1). nevertheless represented bv the area under the curve. But, the area
r - A 0

under the curve is a triangular area of base t and height gt. So,

Itxgt

1 _.i
i g? •

Figure 3.4(a) Figure 3.4(b)
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This is the wav in which Galileo deduced the specification of fit) of
* ^ * »

equation (2). This is the law relating distance to time implied by velocity

being directly proportional to time. (And is it not evident that if the area

under the curve is £ g#
2

for all values of f, then the equation of the

curve must be v » gt?) The distance fallen is proportional not, as Galileo

first thought, to the time, but to the square of the time. In disproving the

former and deducing the latter, he investigated two important corners of

the calculus.

Galileo's basic difficulty, we recall, was that he could not “freeze” the

motion of a falling body to take a longer look at its instantaneous velocity;

his guiding motive, that distances are easier to measure than velocities.

His final problem was to verify (4) experimentally, thereby verifying

indirectly its implication, (1). How did he do this?

Consider the following tabulation.

t Total distance fallen

. _ t _.a

0

1

2

3

4

5

in i seconds ™

uM
ig-4{
U-9

j

i g-

ig-25>

tsr

Distance fallen in

successive seconds

igi
I rr. a16 w

f g'5

ig*7

ig*»

The distances fallen in successive equal time intervals are in the ratio

1:3:5:7:9 and so on.

Thus if a heavy body dropped from the top of a wall passes a chalk

mark 1 unit down at the end of one second, it should pass a mark 3 units

farther down at the end of two seconds, a mark 5 units farther down at

the end of three seconds, and so on. But bodies fall so fast that even these

observations are difficult; despite a legend to the contrary Galileo did not
AnrmAn Kolle (rAWt T TAtimr a(VUUp VCUIUVil musj AIWM Uiv UVlUIlllg A VTT VA VI X AJOt

«!• ttAee«U1x I-a elAitr
% At tv JAV TV

up the motion to facilitate observation? A reduction in the value of £ g
would not alter the ratios. A vertical wall is a limiting case of an inclined

nhnA:
i 1

shouldn't wo oxneot those ratios to hold for motion on an incline?

Unlike a vertical, an incline takes some of the weight of the body sliding

along its surface, thereby reducing the body's acceleration. Surely the

smaller the angle of inclination a, the slower the motion.

Galileo experimented to find out. See Fig. 3.5. He found that a ball let

roll from O, which moved from O to A in unit time, moved from B to

C, and from C to D, also in unit time. As near as he could tell, this

phenomenon was independent of the angle of inclination of the incline. In
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this wav Galileo substantiated his right answer to the right question. (See
r v v * i

the last paragraph of Number 3.1.7.)

3.1.4 Dynamics of the Inclined Plane

When the angle of inclination a is reduced to zero, the plane is

horizontal and a body on it does not move; the plane takes the whole of

the weight. The greater the angle a, the faster the body slides down and

the smaller the proportion of its weight taken by the plane. Finally, when
a = 90°, the plane takes none of the weight; we have free fall. Obviously

the proportion of the weight taken by the plane depends on a as does die

condition for equilibrium of a body on it. The condition for the latter,

which Galileo knew either from Stevinus or by figuring it out for himself,

helped him to deduce the former. His method is what really amounts to

an implicit use of a parallelogram of forces.

First, what causes a body to accelerate? Yes, the force acting on it. We
.11 1— ..... iL . l. i_. _ . . J ...L .. J.’.J.. ±- . . . . .1._ i.. .... _an miuw um iu apC6u up wiicu uuvuig, iu autciciaic, wc nave iu step

on the gas,*’ as we say. Our engine has to deliver more force. And what is

the force which causes a freely falling body to continually increase its

Vacvtwn^ * a uj| rrroinfofirtivil mill Af tVtA Farfli ife UfAlffltfu iwuuuwi puu uiv * ...» ui| iw nviguu Wa nAttfff V UVTT

know what Galileo could not know, that the acceleration of the free fall

of a body to the Moon’s surface is only about one-sixth that to the Earth’s

surface. Although die substance of die body is unchanged in moving it

from the Moon to the Ear*, its weight is increased about sixfold. On the

Moon it weighs less because it is in a weaker gravitational field. There,

with onlv one-sixth the effort to surmount an overhang, rock climbing

must be a less strenuous affair. And when you slip and fall off you have

only one-sixth the terrestial acceleration. The free fall of a body—its

acceleration—is proportional to the force acting on it—its weight.

Next, what is the g of equation (1)? Consider Fig. 3.2, the graph of

this equation. What is w in p mx? Yes, m is the slope. More

explicidy, m is the ratio of the change in vertical displacement to the

change in horizontal displacement. So, mutatis mutandis
, g is the ratio of

the increase in velocity to the increase in time. But the curve is a straight

line, a curve of constant slope, so that the ratio g is the same no matter

how small the change in time. In snort, g is the constant rate of
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instantaneous change of velocity due to gravity—in a word, the accelera-

tion.

To sum up: g of equation (1) is the gravitational constant, the measure

of the Earth’s gravitational field. The force exerted on a body by the

Earth’s, the Moon’s, or any other gravitational field, is proportional to the

constant for that field.

Accordingly, let us take g as a measure of the force acting vertically

downward on a body on an inclined plane. See Fig. 3.6. Since the surface

of the incline is supposed to be perfectly smooth, the only effect of the

plane’s reaction A, must be perpendicular to its surface. But, recalling

the geometry of Number 2.2.1 (Vectors, Inclined Plane) the vector g
may be resolved into a force g cos a perpendicular to the plane (and so

equal and opposite to A as there is no motion perpendicular to the

incline) and a force g sin a down the incline. Thus, the problem of free

motion down a smooth incline becomes, in effect, that of a body “falling”

in a gravitational field of g sin a (instead of g) which acts in the

uucvuuu r\ a
1//1

-f 11-. J ... J„\^luaicau ui vciuvauy uuwuwaiusy.

R
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(l) ®“g*

we have

(0

But,

(
4
)

v “ g sin art.

is a consequence of (1), so that

s “ g sin a • f r
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is a conseauence of (D. Taking t 0. 1, 2, 3 it follows, as we4 ' r W '

anticipated, that displacements down the plane in consecutive unit inter-

vals are in the ratio 1:3:5:7: ....

This completes our exposition of Galileo’s deduction of (4'). His treat-

ment was much less explicit.

From the relation (1) between v and t for free fall Galileo deduced,

as we have seen, the relation (4) between s and t. He went on to ask

what is the relation between v and s. The answer to this question is the

elimination of t from (1) and (4). Dividing (1) by g and squaring, we
have

i?
2

g
2

f*.

Substituting for t
2
in (4), we get

so that

(
5
)

%/
2

o* “ 2gs.

Next he asked the same auestion for free motion down an inclined
A

plane of angle a. Remembering that (T) is similar to (1) and (4') to (4) in

that the latter pair are the former pair except for the factor sin a, what

do you anticipate for motion down the incline? Do you not expect an

equation (5') which has the same similarity to (5) as (l'j has to (1) and (4')

to (4)? Yes, we conjecture,

(5?) c* « 2g sin a • $.

We have committed ourselves; we must test our conjecture.

A

i

I

I

I

I

I I

^—
Figure 3.7
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Referring to Fig. 3.7, we suppose a body which starts from rest at O,

i.e., with I? — 0, s * 0, and f = 0, to reach A, the bottom of the

incline, with velocity V, after traveling the distance S from O to A, in

time T. By (!')

V « g sin a • T,

and by (4
r

)

S “ | g sin a • T2
.

Dividing the former by g sin a and squaring, we have

V2

g
2
sin

2 a

and substituting for T2
in the latter,

1 y2 y2

^ " A § ® 2 • 2
S

O — eir| n *^ g^ sin a -fig sin a

so that

V2 b 9.<r cin /v • f!
\
_

/
' ""

This, with appropriate change of notation, is (5?). Our conjecture is

confirmed.

(5') has a vitally important consequence for the entire development of

dynamics. In Fig. 3.7, let OB, the total vertical drop during the free

motion along OA, be H. Then, since OA “ S, we have

H

Substituting for sin a in (5'), we obtain

1/2 -
r — H

S
c

so

(6) V2 = 2gff.

Hasn't Galileo's question a truly astonishing answer? (6) makes no

reference to the length of the incline nor to its angle of inclination. The
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square of the velocity—and consequently the velocity itself—is indepen-

dent of these things. The velocity acquired depends solely upon the height

lost from the commencement of the motion. And since the acquired

velocity is independent of a, we should expect the formula to hold even

when a = 90°, i.e., for free vertical fall. And doesn’t it? Is not (6) the

same equation as (5) but for difference in notation? With the clarity of

hindsight we now see that (6), not (5'), is the truly enlightening analogue.

The questions of remarkable men have remarkable answers: even Galileo

was astonished.

3.1.5 Conservation of Energy

From (6),

= gH>

and introducing mass m, the substance whose attraction by the Earth’s

1 ftalsl /i A itrl%/\ca urAi' MA/f llfA llA17Agiaviuiuuiicu nviu rv vt uign to ir^ rv u nar

^

(7) |mV
2 = mg • H.

And what is | mV2
? Yes, the kinetic energy, the energy of the motion.

And mg • H? mg is the force exerted by gravity on the substance m, so

that mg * H is the work done against gravity in raising mass m a height

H. When so raised, although not in motion, m has capacity for motion;

it has, as we say, potential energy. When m is let fall, its stored energy is

utilized to produce motion; what was potential becomes kinetic. The loss

of the former is the gain of the latter. There is no overall loss, the total of

used and ready-to-be-used energy remains unchanged; the energy is

conserved.

Although Galileo came close to formulating this concept, it nevertheless

escaped him—and his successors for more than two centuries. He fully

appreciated the implications of (6), but not those of (7). He did know that

the motion of (6) is reversible; that if a body in sliding down a perfectly

smooth plane from rest loses height H in reaching the bottom with

velocity V, it will when projected from the bottom with velocity V just

1COLI1 LUC Lup Ul OU UlLllUC ui llClgill
r T WL I. _ fl nM - * - - > J _ _ | II* .. _
11 . 1111a iic uciuuuauaicu ujr xciuiig a

body slide down one incline and up another of the same height. See Fig.

3.8.

To prevent the body sliding down one incline from jamming against the

edge of the other at A, it is of course necessary to round off die comer at

A. Actual conditions being less than ideal, there being some friction

desnite smoothed and Dolished inclines, the Darticle from O does not
» * a
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quite succeed in reaching O'. Were it successful it would return to O,
frAw\OUU i& l/lil

n 4aIV V n/1 o/tfoin PAt*t\n4iirtl mA^iAn iV on _agajlli* A VI|A/VUCU 1UVUVU U (U4 iUVCUlM'

tion, not a reality. A fact that reminds us that absence of friction is

essential to conservation of energy. With friction, some potential energy is

changed not into kinetic energy, but into heat.

To eliminate friction Galileo made an experiment justly regarded as a

classic. What is needed—apart from genius—to conceive it? Two nails,

string, a heavy bob. and a lighted candle. See Fig. 3.9. Whv the candle?W € ' W W /

Figure 3.9

To bum through the auxiliary string, thereby releasing the pendulum from

icaa. Although ever Su earcful in releasing by hand, uue might inadver-

tently pull back or push forward; the object is to let the bob start of its

own accord. What happens? The bob swings down from O to L and
fVion VtanV m _o1nr»Acf 1a 4-Vto comA Iai/aI of ^1 * A IiyiacI- Vvi.f nof riniln frv.V U1V WHIIV IVTVA Ul . iUUlWV, WU1 UUl. \juiiv IV

the same level, because there is just a little friction between die not

perfectly flexible string and supporting nail and friction of air resistance

to motion of both string and bob. In thus avoiding the relatively gross
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friction of a pair of inclined planes, Galileo’s experiment closely ap-

proximates the ideal.

Did you anticipate the result? Oh yes, I know you are tediously familiar

with the swinging of a pendulum. The point is: did you anticipate this

result as a consequence of the inclined plane result (illustrated by Fig.

3.8)? Or did you from the all-too-familiar swing of the pendulum infer the

result for (idealized) inclined planes? It takes genius to see the common-
place with discerning eyes.

What did Galileo see? At any point P of its circular arc the bob is

moving, momentarily, tangentially to the circle at P. It is, in effect,

moving—just for a moment—along a very short segment of an inclined

plane whose slope is that of the tangent at P. For other moments the bob

is moving along other inclines; other inclines with other angles of inclina-

tion. But, precisely because the motion is independent of the angle of

inclination it matters not whether the bob traverses two or two hundred

planes. Isn’t the circular path a limiting case where the motion takes place
olAnrr infirtifAlt/ moAt/ nlnnAc) TPirr *1 1A ic mmAcftVA Tkinlr olvkiif if T-JoimCUVUg UUUUiVI^ lilUU^ ^/WilVQf A W tvuggv v* M. uiovuv aauvv

you ever discerned the swinging of a pendulum as motion along infinitely

many inclined planes? More important, would you have seen its implica-

tions?

Vary the data. Galileo did. To repeat his additional series of experi-

tanfc wo YioA/J orlfli'tinnal annorafiic- wa riAArl QnntViAr nail Caa TTinf 111— I^UIM TTV 11VVV& VXAV1 WV *rV 11VVVA UW
The extra nail N

x
is fixed vertically below that suspending the bob.

What happens? When the bob reaches the lowest point L its suspend-

ing string pets caught against V.. so that the subsequent motion of the0 Q Q O - “O 1' - X ”
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about N0 . But its motion at L is simultaneously tangential to both

circles since here they have a common tangent, so that there is no

disruption of the continuity of its motion. There being no disruption, there

is no loss of velocity. There being no loss of velocity we expect the bob to

ascend to almost its original level. (Remember air resistance and the

imDerfect flexibility of the string.) It does. Additional confirmation is

reassuring. See. Fig. 3.12.

L
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Continue to vary the data. Vary the height of N, above L. What
happens when is midway between L and H? The bob just about

reaches H. It has, in effect, climbed planes of all angles between 0° and

180°. And if is nearer to L than to H? See Fig. 3.13.

%

The physical constraint of the string prevents the bob from going any

higher than Jf1# where tf s NjL. The bob is carried beyond H
1
and

the string begins to wind around the nail Nv thereby demonstrating that

the bob has a residual velocity at Hlt that it would have gone higher but

for the constraint.

Here is verification, elegant in its simplicity, that a falling body acquires

sufficient velocity to return to its original height. Do not be deterred from

making these experiments for want of a nail; for want of a nail a kingdom

was lost The whole apparatus can be purchased for a quarter of a dollar

or half a crown. Yet remember it was the man behind the experiment who
made what could be an idiot s plaything one of the great experiments of

physics.

3.1.6 Law of Inertia

What more is there to say? That depends upon whether you think

about these experiments with Galileo’s intelligence. We reconsider the

cihiotinn illnctrafprl Kv S’Jof 3 ft Wo Imrwu that unfit nlanoc aIN%WI»WVU 1MU4IWWVVVI Wy m *^» WIWI f » V I%A1V TT WAWf t WfVhl u

body let slide at O would regain its original height no matter what the

inclination of AO’ to the horizontal Now suppose AO

’

to be nearly

horizontal What hannens? The done is so gentle that in retraining its
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height the body has to travel miles and miles up the incline. The more

nearly the incline is to dead level, the farther along it the body will slide

to regain its original height. If the incline is precisely horizontal, the body

will have to travel on, and on, and on.

What about its velocity? We all know, willy-nilly, without experiment,

that the steeper the incline, the greater the deceleration of the body

ascending it; the gentler the incline, the more slowly a body ascending it

wili lose speed. If AO* is only just uphill the dropping off of speed must

be a very gradual affair, yet if AO ' were downhill ever so slightly there

would be an increase of speed. So, what happens if AO* is dead level?

lucre Cau be neither a slowing uuwii uur a speeding up.
P.'i IT*L _ 1 1--
jor me uuuy

must continue at constant velocity. And how far along the horizontal

incline must it go to regain the height of O? It has to go on, and on, and
Ca9 Tt rVA An on/1 An ^a«*a«mr on«l atravUUl iA/i Al liltui gu VUy CU1U V/U| IViVTVI) HUU VWl*

Galileo’s theory being consistent with our common experience, we
anticipate that these conclusions may be drawn from his theoretical

equations as well as from his experiments^ From (Y) in Number 3.1.4, we
obtain the equation

V
ff sin a

T;

in other words, a body with velocity V at the foot of a plane of

inclination cl will, under idealized conditions, reach the top of the plane

in time T. Consequently, since sin a tends to 0 as a tends to zero, T
becomes infinitely large when the incline becomes horizontal. Also, we
recall that the bodv in auestion is. in effect falling freelv in a gravitational

/ A ' W / W
field g sin a, i.e., with an acceleration g sin a. When a “ 0, sin a ** 0,

so that g sin a « 0, i.e., there is no change of velocity.

What from all these experimental and theoretical considerations do you

conclude? Galileo’s conclusion is the Law of Inertia. A body will continue

in its state of rest or of uniform motion in a straight line until acted upon

by external forces (e.g., gravity, friction) to change that state.

The astute reader may protest that we have tacitly used the Law of

Inertia in deducing it. Such protest misunderstands the situation: Galileo

was not making deductions from established theory; he was establishing a

theory. Tacit use is a step towards explicit use; inarticulate experience a

step towards articulated experience. And the steps? Varying the data in

accordance with the concepts of a fertile imagination.

But why is this law described as Law of Inertia? An inanimate body,

unlike a person or an animal, does nothing to control its own motion.

Whither it goes and how it goes are at the mercy of external forces. It is

U1U ii
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Galileo invariably considered the Law of Inertia within the context of

his discovery; he always thought of uniform motion along a straight line in

an infinite plane. Never could he escape the terrestial; his thoughts were

Earth-bound. Of course he knew that the Earth is spherical, yet he never

thought out the consequences. He knew what little in his time there was

to know about the stars, he was one of the first to use a telescope, but he

never came to the idea of applying his Law of Inertia to the stars. A
simple idea, yet a tremendous jump forward. It is as if Galileo became a

victim of his own law, bound by the inertia of a fixed context. It is

remarkable Galileo did not make the jump; it would have been more

remarkable had he done so. Galileo was Galileo, not Newton.

3.1.7 A Cannon Ball’s Trajectory

It was in Galileo’s time that firearms were invented; cannon became

the final argument of kings. Although a deadly subject, the efficacy of

new methods of killing for one s country is always a lively issue. What is

j iL i ito ti r i • ,_!£•_ i_i &-

uic paui ui a camiun uaur iuc tjucauuii was ui great seieiituu; interest as

well as of practical importance. Characteristically, Galileo was engrossed

by the problem; characteristically, he solved it. The outcome of his

in<vamn*fir lira lmrau ta/lotr qcUlgVllUiV^ V XUAVTT IVUWJ CW rtf ciitt^mAcifiAninvuivu vi vxvu»

Like Galileo, to reduce the complexity to the manageable, we neglect

the dimensions of the cannon ball and consider it to be merely a material

point. To simplify further we neglect friction although air resistance to a

cannon ball is by no means negligible. Galileo did not have the means for

precise measurement, and remember that a first approximation is a step

towards a better approximation. Unlike Galileo, we are able to facilitate* &

his solution by using a little algebra and an orthogonal coordinate system.

It is vital to his solution that the one axis is horizontal and the other

vertical. See Fig. 3.14.

Figure 3.14
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The initial velocity of the cannon ball when leaving the cannon's mouth

is represented in magnitude and direction by the big vector from 0. This

vector is resolved into a component u along the horizontal x-axis and a

component v along the vertical (/-axis. (Note that the letter u comes

before v as does x before y> so that u is associated with x and v

with y. Respect the alphabet!) So, timing the ball's motion from the

cannon's mouth, at x m 0, y
— 0, when t * 0, its horizontal velocity is

u and its vertical velocity v. What are its component velocities in these

directions at time t?

Galileo's deep insight is that the horizontal motion is unchanged. The
horizontal component of the ensuing motion is that of a particle traveling

in a gravitationless field. Remember his Law of Inertia. This component

remains u. So, at end of time t, the horizontal displacement x is given

by

(8) x “ ut.

And what about the vertical component of the motion? Likewise, if

there were no gravitational pull vertically downwards, we would have

y * vi.

But this is contrary to fact, so let us be mindful by writing the letter y
with a subscript 1. viz.

a

(9) y r
- vt.

Next, taking gravitation into account and ignoring the initial velocity,

from (4) we have

y
1

2 &

where the positive (/-axis is vertically downwards. So, with positive axis

vertically upwards.

y
- - 1 gt*

Vn* fn Ka wim/1(i«l a( Anr AArrlnAf a( tko trolnAifir uro fkiAVif IA/ l/V IIIUIUIUA \JM. VU1 llVgAVVV UiV UUUW V VIV/Viljr J TTv TTUVV UJ^I

letter y with another subscript.

^ li„ « - l frt
2

.\- / S O -

It is at this stage that Galileo makes use of the principle of superposi-

tion. He argues that the total upward displacement y (in time t) of a

particle leaving O with initial velocity t? and decelerated by gravity will
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be the sum of the displacements (/, and t/g, i.e., of the displacement (in

time t) with initial velocity v but no gravitational field and the displace-

ment (in time t) with gravitational field but no initial velocity. What is his

argument? First, suppose the displacements to take place consecutively;

in time t the particle is displaced y Y \ subsequently in a similar time the

particle is displaced a farther distance y2. Clearly, the resultant of the

consecutive displacements is their sum, the joining on or adding in

position of the latter to the former. In short, superposition is obviously

applicable to the displacements resulting from the successive motions.

The crux of the matter: Is superposition applicable to the resultant

displacements if the motions occur simultaneously? Whether or not a

particle has an initial velocity is independent of the presence or absence

of a gravitational field, and a gravitational field is independent of whether
At* «%a|i a A /%1A l%Ail AM «V\« 4-«
vi uvi a pcuuuv &iao cut ituuai fAlftAliif Ca «VkA^tAAO «MA«» AAA««M

(jv suivijr wui iiivuvtio iiiajr wvui

simultaneously without either altering the other, so that the displacements

due to these motions are unchanged by the simultaneity of the motions.

Superposition is still applicable; from (Q
/

)
and (9

;/

)
we have

(9) y - ct - £ gt*.

We can describe completely the cannon bail's trajectory if we can

always answer the question: Where is the cannon ball now, t seconds

after being fired? The pair of equations (8), (9) give precisely this answer;

from (3) we get its present horizontal displacement x, from (9) its present

vertical displacement y; i.e., we get its present position (x, y). Told

when, we can compute where. For any “when” (t) we can plot the
/ a* « j\ nn/1 am a aX aa«\*\Aia InaIVa aa^I^ttiiviv iff

ciuu av wuuu cl piviuio vi uiv voiiiivii uau a paui*

If we know the cannon ball's present horizontal displacement x, by

(8) we can find when it was fired and so by (9) find its present verti-

cal displacement; given x we can compute the corresponding y via

the go-between t. Mathematically speaking, t is said to be a para-

meter, x and y are said to be given parametrically. Somewhat analo-

gously. if X is the father of T and Y is the only son of T. T is thew / ' /

parameter, the middleman between Y and X. Eliminating reference to

T, the middleman, we have that Y is a grandson of X. It would be

convenient to have y deal directly with x. Can we get rid of the

middleman t? From (8)

t £
>

U

t*
**
A *

V*

so that
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Substituting for t and t
2

in (9). we get

(
10

)

x 1 x2yssv g
.

u * u

What sort of curve is given by (10)? Can we transform this equation

into a more familiar pattern where the graph is known? To make the

coefficient of x
2

equal to 1, we multiply through by — 2u2
/g, obtaining

2a2 2uv . o

y = — x + x.
g S

Adding a2u
2
/g

2
,
the square of half the coefficient of x, to each side, we

get

2«2 2uv

g
x + x2,

i.e. (the square completed)

2u*

g

But this is of the form

2u2

g

V
I

v2A >

where

tr
y — — and X
* 2g

x — U£

g

i.e., a parabola with vertex X = 0, Y * 0, and axis X = 0. When
X * 0, x « u • t?/g, and when Y * 0, t/ * t?

2
/2g, so that (10) is the

equation of a parabola with vertex (uv/g, t?
2
/2g) and axis x • uu/g.

At first sight the coordinates of the vertex seem unenlightening. What is

their,physical significance? Think back. By equation (5) we know that a

particle projected vertically with velocity v will just reach a height of

o2/2g; the vertex is at the maximum height of the trajectory. But a

parabola is symmetrical with respect to its axis, so? Why, we must expect
/- i- 1 1~„1£ T- U7L«. i.Ln «««.«» 1— 11

1*1/j g iu uc nan uic uuiuun s iougc. xa ill ttucu uic uuuiv/ii uau loiiuiu
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to the horizontal plane, y * 0; i.e., in (10)

0
u

But (the ball having left the cannon's mouth) x 0; therefore

Au
g
2

so that

2uv
x * .

g

Thus uv/g is indeed half the cannon's range. We are now able to

complete Fig. 3.14. It becomes Fig. 3.15.

r

How did Galileo verify experimentally that the cannon ball's trajectory

is a parabola? Have you not seen performing dogs, and even seals, jump

through hoops? Success is assured by placing the hoop where the jumper

is going to jump. Galileo used this principle. See Fig. 3.16. The inclined
—1 : J : i.l 1 11 .* 1 1 :i.. .. -1 j.1puuic u a ucviuc iu give uic uaii a picueicinimcu vciutnjf u cuung uic

horizontal A'O f

t so that it hurtles horizontally into space as if at O' in

Fig. 3.15. Its neat passage through a series of hoops whose centers are on
a norolwltA orA AAnftrmc kic t^AAn;w ^fuiuvvuv ui v vvmwuiu 1110 uiwa^ «

Yes, a little naive by modem standards, but who with the technology of

Galileo's day could devise a better? Speaking of ingenuity, refer back to

Fur. 3.5. I never told vou how Galileo measured time: watches were
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Figure 3.16

nonexistent. He giued tiny slats across the incline at A, 5, C, D, big

enough for the sliding body to be audible when hitting them, yet not

sufficient an obstacle to impede the motion appreciably. His ear his

metiuiiunic—like his father he was a good musician—he judged the

intervals equal. All physicists use their heads; the best also think with

their fingers.

SECTION 2. NEWTON

Inevitably, Galileo leads to Newton. Newton was bom on Christmas

Day, 1642, some eleven months after the death of Galileo; a fact the

transmigrationists among my readers cannot fail to remember. Never has

Santa Claus brought the world a more enlightening Christmas present.

Newton died in 1727, yet the important date for us is 1687. This is the

year in which he was finally goaded by his staunch friend Halley into

publication of Frincipia Mathematica—Hailey paid for the printing.

Never before or since in the history of science has a man with so much to

say been so reluctant to publish. Leibniz said that of all the mathematics

that had ever been done, Newton had done the greater part. inis rcuuurjt

was made before they quarreled.

Newton’s personality was less colorful and his career less dramatic than
TTnlilrA ^oIiIaa tirnr ckt/ on/1! ra+irirwt an/1 knfo/1 /\AnfrAimrct/ IfVCU11W V11UAV \jcuuw uv ncu au^ uuu ivutuig hum iiavvu wiiu \s f vioj t av

is said that when asked to allow his name to be put forward for election to

the Royal Society, he at first declined on the grounds that election would

necessarily enlarge the circle of his acquaintances. His life is his works.
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His body, like Galileo's, lies in the Westminster Abbey of his country; his

System of the World, his Law of Universal Gravitation, his mechanics,

have become an integral part of educated common sense.

a a i a . 1 m _ 11 1 . 1 w
o.Zr.i Appies, cannon i>aus, ana me iviuuu

g is for gravity that made the apple in Newton's orchard fall. That this

is an old story is certain, that it is a true story is not certain. Certainly it is

a good story.

When Newton was a young man up at Cambridge there was a plague.

To escape it he retired to his parents' farm at Woolsthorpe in Lincoln-

shire. There in a year or so of countryside peace he made his greatest

discoveries: the concepts of universal gravitation and the infinitesimal

calculus. Whether or not he was hit by a falling apple when meditating in
1.1 1X7 1~a1 ~
U1C VVUUUUlUljlC 1 3

Ultlltuu, lie Witt eciuuwy -A 1-auueA uy great idea.

Although Newton approached the problem of gravitation with an open

mind, he did not approach it with an empty mind: thousands of people
coon annloc fall untliniif Koinw cfmr>lr Ku Mou/fnn’c iilpa

f V UWVAA AVM4 ff *1 W*V WV4U^ UW VtVA A 1V TT iVll hJ 1VIVWI

What did Newton have in mind when meditating in his orchard? A
diagram in an appendix to Prmcipia entitled “The System of the World"

must make his train of thought an ooen secret. He knew certain thingsO 1

about apples, cannon balls, and the Moon, things that were common
knowledge to the physicists of his time. The Moon, like the apple, is

roughly spherical and presumably heavy, so why doesn't the Moon fall

too? The apple is pulled to the Earth by the Earth's gravitational

attraction. Why not the Moon? What makes the Moon orbit about the

Earth? Galileo's Law of Inertia implies that the Moon would continue

with uniform speed in a straight line were it not acted upon by a force to

change this motion. What pulls it from its would-be straight-line path to

move on a curve concave towards the Earth?

But how on earth can one relate the path of a falling apple to the

elliptic orbit of the Moon? Straight lines are so different from ellipses;

apple paths so different from Moon paths. Could two curves be more

dissimilar? How could both possibly be exemplifications of one law?

Newton saw the possibility; he had the insight of genius. His great idea?

Cannon balls. Yes, cannon balls. Had not Galileo shown the trajectory of a
-i i n a- i i i-o ¥ »a - r„n.- l i:aa1~ l— li ci iuuuiui n*iii iu uc a paiauuiai xaii i a laxuxig appe a muc ^dimuii uau tucu

with negligible horizontal velocity? So, isn't its trajectory a limiting case of

parabolic motion? And the Moon? Isn’t this a large cannon ball? Isn't this

q lorffo nonnrm Kali firml uritK (TtpqI hnri7nntal vflWitv?U A«M^V VW1I11VII l/UU AU VI* > * VMV XXV« AUVUVM* T VftWXVy *

Consider a cannon ball fired toward the Pacific from a mountain peak

in the Andes. Given a high muzzle velocity, isn't it conceivable that the

ball could be fired right out into the Pacific? With a higher Deak to fire
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from and a greater muzzle velocity to fire with, wouldn’t its trajectory be

a larger parabola? Couldn’t the ball be fired clear across the Pacific

Ocean? But if its trajectory could reach halfway around the Earth, why
not three-quarters? Imagination costs nothing; if three-quarters, why not

four-quarters? How exciting to see the cannon ball score a direct hit on

the cannon from which it was fired. For more excitement, more muzzle

velocity. What now? The cannon ball does not land on its cannon after

circling the Earth; it blows the gunner’s head off and keeps on going. An
ending parabolic trajectory is replaced by an unending closed curve; we
have a cannon ball moon in orbit.

Newton had the fertility of mind to see the continuous transition from

apple to Moon. Surely this must be the most spectacular argument by

analogy in the history of science. You will find a copy of Newton’s
DMIMAAiMi/f #1 1ASWf* OTft in «Vt«r /VM/} D7/1J ftuIl7/1 fi/l/VA/WlAM/y \Tr>1 ¥ «
1 UMglCUU lii lllj iUWHiClimtHfl) l»l*U * » Vlt X, p.

27 .

If the Moon is kept in orbit by a force exerted by the Earth, are not

Earth and the other planets kept in orbit about the Sun by a force exerted

by the Sun? To let imagination run riot is one thing; to back up highly

speculative conjecture by what finally becomes an overwhelming ac-

cumulation of suDDortin? considerations is entirelv another matter. New-
1 A U /

ton had the capacity of mind to do both.

3.2.2 Never Smoke Without Fire

Apples and stones fell; the farther they fall, the faster they fall. What
causes them to speed up? Supposedly a force exerted on them by the

Earth. Yet a force is not something that can be seen. If it cannot be seen

how can it be measured? By its effect: smoke is evidence of the valley fire

the other side of the hill. What is the effect of a force? Acceleration, the

increase in velocity it causes.

From Galileo, for a body falling from rest, we have

v m g * t.

If time t later the velocity has increased by /?, then

v + p = g(t+ r).

Subtracting the former from the latter, we have

P “ g r.

P
g;

and
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i.e..

increment of velocity

increment of time

But if, for example, an increment in velocity of 6ft/sec occurs in 3

seconds, this is at the same uniform rate as an increment of 2 ft/sec

occurring in 1 second, i=e=,

g * increment of velocity per unit time * acceleration.

We know that Galileo found g to be a constant, yet remembering the

necessary imperfection of measurement we must be cautious. At or near

the Earth's surface g is a constant within the errors of measurement. It

turns out that this answer is a very close, but only a very close, approxi-

mation to the truth.

However, the crux of the matter is that acceleration is a measure of
£ 1 I iLj. il. *..• 1.L„ 17 lL I _1 -i.
luitc. rruai ucaiuig iuu uus uu ujc iiiuuuii ui uic jckuui auu uuici puuicu

around the Sun? What would be evidence that each is kept in orbit by a

force exerted on it by the Sun? Its acceleration towards the Sun.

3.2.3 That the Planets do Accelerate Towards the Sun

Let us suppose that the Moon accelerates towards the center of the

Earth and that the nlanets accelerate towards die center of die Sun. What

are the consequences of these suppositions? What sort of orbit will Moon
and planet have? This is a hard mathematical question because the

acceleration takes place continually and is therefore difficult to take into* *

account. How are we to deal with continual acceleration? Well, how did

Galileo deal with continually increasing velocity? Look at Figs. 3.2, 3.3,

and 3.4 again and think about them.

Yes, Newton as Galileo, and we as both Newton and Galileo, must deal

with the continual, the continuous, the gradually changing by starting

with a caricature, discontinual, discontinuous, discrete jerky jumpy

change and then by increasing the number and decreasing the jerkiness of

the jumps, make the jerky change become less and less perceptibly

different from gradual change. Thus fiction becomes reality. To treat the

continuous as limiting case of the discrete is really the fundamental idea

behind the integral calculus. Newton invented it precisely to facilitate this

treatment. Of course, he inherited much from Archimedes, from Cavalier!

and from Fermat, yet his contribution was definitive. History justly claims

him as a founder of the calculus.

We may be certain that Newton obtained his results in mechanics by
rrval il i Knf Viic r\i Af

i

fa/\n DmImaimI/i AMAUkVgatU VCUVIUUJ| l/ui UI 11U pUl/UOUUU VA|A/J1UV11^ X I l* iriUHIWIWIVU)
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he insists on not using calculus—even though he invented it for himself.

He argued that his readers would find his mechanics shock enough

without the difficulty of learning calculus. Whether this made Principia

easier reading for his contemporaries I cannot tell you; unquestionably it

makes it harder for us. The elementary but obsolete methods used therein

can compete with the calculus as successfully as the abacus with the

electronic computer. However, fortunately for both author and reader,

Principia contains one deduction which is as simple as it is important. It is

the answer to the question posed above: What is the orbit of a planet

which continually accelerates towards a fixed point C? We turn to

Newton's answer.

We suppose a planet P the instant it is at to be moving at v

ft/sec. Furthermore we suppose that during the ensuing second it is not
l\«r AAt p ai»^Am*%a1 (awaa \X71% a! T«k aaaamJamaa «*n^Vhavim u^A/ii uj aujr uav^i ucu iui vriiai ua^pciui jlai a\;u;iuaiitc mui

Galileo's Law of Inertia it continues to move uniformly in a straight line

with a velocity of v ft/sec. Consequently, since velocity is space

traversed in unit time, one second later it is at a point A2, o feet from

Ai t and the directed line segment AjA2 represents in both magnitude

and direction its velocity during this second.

Also suppose that the moment P reaches Aa it receives an instanta-A * *«

neous acceleration towards C (C is for Center, say, the center of the

Sun). What does not happen? Had our planet not received this accelera-

tion when at A2, in accordance with the Law of Inertia, it would, of

course, have continued at v ft/sec along AjA2 (produced) forever. One
second later it would have been t? feet from A2, at F* such that

AiA2 a2f3 (F is for Fictitious—

P

never actually gets to F3). See

Fig. 3.17. But when at A2 our planet receives an acceleration towards C
which is represented in magnitude and direction by (say) the directed

line segment A2C3 . Thus the resultant velocity of P on leaving A2 is

represented by the diagonal A2A3 of the vector parallelogram illustrated

by Fig. 3.18.
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What happens afterwards? Remember that the accelerating impulse

which acted on P when at A2 acted only for an instant. When P left

A2 this impulse no longer acted. So, after leaving A2, in accordance

with the Law of Inertia, P continues to move in the direction A^A^
traversing a distance A2A3 every second—until it is subjected to another

external impulse. One second after leaving A2 our planet actually

reaches A3 (A is for Actual ).

At A3 we suppose our planet to receive another instantaneous impulse

towards C. Similarly, this causes a second instantaneous change of

velocity. The actual velocity of P on leaving A3 is likewise represented

by the diagonal A3A4 of the vector parallelogram illustrated in Fig. 3.19.

A x
A2 F3 A 2

Figure 3.19 Figure 3.20

Had P not received an accelerating impulse towards C when at A3,

it would by the Law of Inertia have continued along A^A3 (produced) to

reach P4 a second later. Had P not had a velocityA^ when it received

at A3 an acceleration towards C, it would have moved along

A3C to reach C4 a second later. With both velocities P actually

travels along A3A4 and reaches A4 a second later. It is unnecessary for

us to consider the next accelerating impulse given to P at A4 .

Careful consideration of the consequences of these discrete discontinual

accelerations of P towards C is the key to determination of the
r 1 1 1: £

tuuSc^uciitcs ui L'uiiuuuai awctciauuii ui
D£ IUW01U3 V/.

Note that in Fig. 3.19, AjA-j — A3F4 and that F4A4||A3C (because
||

to A3C4). Let us redraw this figure with a new emphasis: Fig. 3.20.

a c.a a _ ri 17 Vioua Actual Via

c

ac A A A J? ari/J (’Via camauwtw uiwu) * ,^ .3, ,*34 4 «U4V4 iuv awuv

altitude, they are equal in area. Symbolically,

AfA-A.—
36—

J

AfA.F..j-
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And because A’s CA3F4, CA3A4 have the same base CA3 and equal

altitudes (because they lie between the same parallels F4A4, A3C), they

also are equal in area:

Ari.17 « A r*A _ A<—» WAAVJA ^

Therefore,

A CA^Ajj “ A CA<jA4 .

What do we conclude? What is the relevance of this result to the

known laws of planetary motion? That in two consecutive seconds (actu-

ally the second and third, but this is not important) the radius vector

joining the center of attraction C to our planet P sweeps out equal
AWAAA aIaA* A A«AA««tAAati ««#Aa«U Ua1«1uui uu i ii vivai uiai uiv cuguiuvm ytuuiu uuiu u WC took SGmC

other unit of time instead of a second? Alternatively we could take a tenth

of a second, or a hundredth, . . . , or a millionth, or a billionth, or a
trill

i

nnfrVi nr Ac tVw* onnal infprvolc Hpprpacp in rlnratinn flip pffppfV* I • • 9 4*W 4 * V9*W MVV*V9WV «*• MAV

of jerky jumpy discrete central accelerations differs less and less percept-

ibly from that of continual central acceleration.

What must we conclude? That if a planet P has a continual central

acceleration towards C, then its orbital motion is such that its radius

vector PC sweeps out equal areas in equal times. But this is precisely

Kepler's Second Law.

Seldom has such a simple argument had such important repercussions.

It convinced Newton—and should convince you—that the planets are

accelerated towards the Sun. Regard Fig. 3.19 and 3.20 with respect: they

link together the mechanics of terrestial and interplanetary space.

3.2.4 What is the Law of Universal Gravitation?

We have seen how Newton by discerning a continuous transition

between the fall of an apple, the trajectory of a cannon ball, and the orbit

of a planet was led to conjecture that the planets have accelerations

towards the Sun as do falling apples towards the Earth. And how did he

adduce strong support for his conjecture? By showing that Kepler's

Second Law is a necessary consequence. (It is just possible that Kepler's
T A... 1J 1 .Ii 1 1 \urn tuuiu uc a ucvcsaaijr wiucijucuec ui mi oiiciuauvc euiijcviuic.j

What is the next step? Granted that the planets do accelerate towards

the Sun and the Moon towards the Earth, surely, because of the regularity

rtf fflpir rtrVkit-c fTiPCP opppI

P

rofinne ponnrtt Via lionViQTQrrJ affaire Vtuf mnefV4 MAVH v* M1VJV MWV*V4HMVMU w V* VLV 1A1wv
be subject to some law. And isn't the whole point of Newton's insight the

continuity of the transition? Surely similar effects have similar causes.

Surelv the Earth’s gravitational null on the armle. the cannon halL and the
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Moon must be of the same nature as the Sun's gravitational pull on the

Earth. Surely there must be a Law of Universal Gravitation. The next step

is to specify it.

At school, I was cheated by my physics teacher. Conjurer Newton puts

up the most spectacular show on Earth—or the Solar System—by produc-

ing the gravitational rabbit from the universal hat. And what did 1 get? A
bland statement of the Law of Universal Gravitation without any indica-

tion of how the trick was done.

How did the rabbit get into Mr. Newton’s hat? To appreciate his

legerdemain you must first learn a basic trick of orbital conjuring, namely
J 1 u _r lU* 1 1 l: -£ _ 1 I.. : :£ucuuuuuii ui uic tcuuiu itutciciauuu ui a uuuy iiiuvmg wiui uiuiumi

circular motion. The most elegant method of dealing with the latter was

found, subsequent to Newton’s derivation, by Sir William Rowan Hamil-
trtn 1 1 flirt tm/oninr rtf fVirt rtalrtiiluc rtf Aiiatomt'rtnc Trt Cii*

,
4-V/W X\/Wf VWV UAUL4J v* IUWWA

William’s method we now turn.

3.2.5 Uniform Circular Motion: Hamilton’s Hodograph

We consider a particle (or planet) P to move with uniform motion in a

circle of radius r and center C. Since P moves in a circle, the direction

of its motion (tangential to the circle) is, of course, continually changing,

and consequently, its velocity is continually changing also. But, since P’s

motion is uniform circular motion, it moves equal distances in equal times,

that is, its speed v (the distance it goes in unit time irrespective of

direction) is constant. Therefore, if the velocity of P at Pj is repre-

sented in both magnitude and direction by PjA
t
and its velocity at any

other point P2 is represented in both magnitude and direction by PgAg,

then both directed line segments must have the same length. Further-

more, this common length must be equal to v f the distance traversed in

unit time. See Fig. 3.21.

Figure 3.21 Figure 3.22

That the velocity vectors P
t
A lf P^Aj have the same magnitude was of

great interest to Hamilton. What is its significance? Yes, of course, it
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implies that P moves with constant speed. But what other significance

does it have? Hamilton introduces a new representation to exhibit this

other significance. He terms it a hodograph.

Suppose duplicates of the vectors PjAj, P$A2 to be moved parallel to

the originals so as to originate from some fixed point O. See Fig. 3.22.

Thus OAj is the duplicate of P
x
Aj and OA2 is the duplicate of P%A2.

And since the duplicates are parallel to the originals, the angle between

the duplicated pair is equal to the angle 9 between the original pair.

Consequently we may think of Figs. 3.21 and 3.22 as the dials of

synchronous watches—synchronous in the sense that as an arm CP
rotates uniformly from CP

l to CP2 on the original dial, an arm OA
rotates from OA x to OA2 on the hodograph dial. It follows that OA
will rotate full circle from OA

Y
back to OAj in the same time T as

/-in r 11 _ • 1 r /-in i 1 . _ /-inur rotates ruu circle rrum uauK to

What follows? In time T, traveling with uniform speed t?, P traverses

the circumference of a circle of radius r. So,

Tv * 2t7T.

Similarly, in time T, traveling with uniform (because synchronous) speed

a (say), A travels the circumference of a circle of radius v. So,

Ta * 2ttv.

Hence,

i.e.,

Ta ^ 2ttv
Ml <•%.

it? Z97

r

a v

v r

so that

(ii)

9
v~

a ** — .

r

The simplicity of the mathematics belies the subtlety of its interpreta-

tion. What is a? a is, because uniform, the speed of the vector tip A at

any instant; the instantaneous speed of A. And what is the instantaneous

speed of the vector tip A? The answer to this question is Hamilton’s

ingenious insight. It is the magnitude of the instantaneous rate of change

of velocity of the vector OA. But, OA is the duplicated vector repre-

sentation of P’s velocity. In short, a is the magnitude of the instanta-

neous acceleration of P: Acceleration is the velocity of velocity.
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Thus, (11) gives the magnitude of P’s acceleration. But what is its

direction? Because of Newton’s argument that the planets do indeed

accelerate towards the Sun, you are no doubt prepared to accept the view

that the acceleration of P is towards C. However, it readily follows from

Hamilton’s hodograph that such is the case, thereby bolstering up our

conviction.

The motion of A when at A
x , for example, is instantaneously tangen-

tial to the circle through A
x

with center O, i.e., perpendicular (down

the page) to OA
x

in Fig. 3.22, and consequently parallel to P
X
C in Fig.

3.21. So, the accleration of P when at P
x

is along P
X
C. But Av Px

are

(corresponding) arbitrary points. In short, we conclude that the accelera-

tion of P is invariably towards the center C of its circle of rotation.

i*

What has been said in short about the magnitude of the acceleration

may be said at length—at the expense of spoiling a good short story.

Suppose that OA is in the position OA2 time t after being in position

OA|. We complete the vector parallelogram OA
l
A2B. See Fig. 3.23.

OA2 is the resultant of OA, and OB, so that the velocity of P at Px

has to be increased by OB for P to have velocity OA2 at P2. But this

increase of velocity OB occurs in time t, so that OB/t is the average

rate of increase of velocity, i.e., the average acceleration of P in moving

from P
x to P2. But, equally well we may take the equivalent vector

AjA2 instead of OB.
(
Considering the triangle OAiA2, velocity OAj

has to be increased by A
X
A2 to give OA^. Consequently, A

l
A2/t is

the average acceleration of P in moving from P
x

to P2 .

Next, suppose A2 to be arbitrarily close to Av The closer A2 is to

A
x the more nearly

length of A,A2 * arc A,

A

2 of hodograph
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and, consequently, the more nearly

A1A0 arc A1A0
length-^- ^

But,

lAnn+li r%( nrA A AIVHgUi VI (UV /I V *u »

so that

length of arc A XA2
- a.

inus, tne snorter tne interval r, uie more nearly are tne lengths or arc

A
x
A2 and segment A

X
A2 the same; i.e., the more nearly

lencrth A. A-O 1--J6

t

= a.

We conclude that the magnitude of the instantaneous acceleration is a.

3.2.6 On Newton’s Discovery of the Law of Universal Gravitation

Newton’s great discovery is specification of the relation between the

acceleration a of a planet P towards the Sun and its distance r from

the Sun, the provision of a formula for a in terms of r. Just this—and

the audacity to suppose that every body in the universe exerts an

accelerating force on every other body in the universe in accordance with

this formula. What is the relevance to Newton’s discovery of the formula

giving the central acceleration of a body moving with uniform circular

motion? A clue is the reminder that an idealization, a good first approxi-

mation, often reduces the complexity of a problem to what is manageable.

What holds in the simple case may perhaps hold in the general case, or be
.l l.A.i l
at icaai a guuu uiuitauun.

According to Kepler’s First Law every planet moves in an elliptic orbit

with the Sun at one of the foci. In fact the planets move in elliptic orbits

that havA vArv cm £>11UM V VAJ
AA/'Antrif'ih;.wwuvi white that arA vArv nAarlv /**w*1acV f v*y UW*« VUV4WI

Mars, of which Kepler made a special study, has a less circular orbit than

the other planets except Mercuiy. It, like the other planets, has minor

nerturbations or deviations (due to the gravitational attraction of the other

planets), yet its orbit is still a very good first approximation to a circle.

Introduce simplifying idealization; suppose that it is a circle. What
follows?
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According to Kepler's Second Law, the motion of a planet is such that

its radius vector from the Sun sweeps out equal areas in equals times. But,

if the orbit is a circle, then obviously equal areas cannot be swept out in

equal times unless the motion is uniform circular motion. So? Why, of

course, (11) is applicable. Suppose that R is the radius of Mars' circular

orbit about the Sun and v its uniform speed, then by (11) we have that

the magnitude a of Mars' acceleration towards the Sun, its centripetal

acceleration, is given by

What follows? We have a in terms of R and t>; Newton's problem is

to obtain a in terms of R alone. Therefore we must eliminate e; we
need a second equation. Cast your mind back for a moment to the

derivation of (11). If T is the period of Mars' orbit, then we have a

precise analogue to an equation used to obtain (11), namely

Tv « 2irR,

so that

v

Squaring, and substituting for v* in (12), we have

a

i.e••

(13) a
4ir

2

T%
R.

We have eliminated v at the expense of introducing T. Are we really

any better off? Remember that the existence of a Newton presupposes a

Kepler. Hasn't Kepler something, something important, to say about T?

According to Kepler’s Third Law, the square of T is proportional to

the cube of R. Put alternatively, T is proportional to R 3' 2
; algebrai-

ii_.
uuty,

T -
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where c is a constant, independent of ft. The square of T is

T% - c
2
*ft

3
.

JUUOUlUUUg 1V»
/I 0\ IttA 1.A«fAi ui
V
X**V>

nv' ncirv,

a
4rr
>»2u 3
i/ ii

•R,

i.e•»

(14) a ill _L
c*

"

R*
’

so that u is inversely proportional to the square of the distance between

Mars and the Sun. This was a great step in Newton’s Discovery of the

Law of Universal Gravitation.

3.2.7 Scientific Attitude: Verification

The difference between conjecture, hypothesis, theory, and law is a
JifCniinnAn nf rnflinr fVkonVUAIVI V11VV \J± UVgftVV A CIUIVI UUUi UU1VIVUVV VA AAIAU* JA AAV VU11VA VltW VI

terminology is one of emphasis, indicative of the well-foundedness of the

proposition in question, and consequently, the degree of conviction with

which it is held.

The idea that a cannon could, supposing sufficient muzzle velocity, be

its own target is a wild conjecture; that a cannon ball could encircle the

Earth to return to its own starting ooint is merelv a flight of theW A / C7

imagination. But when such a conjectured flight is seen in the context in

which Newton saw it, as an intermediate case between the falling apple’s

trajectory and the Moon’s orbit, its status changes. The aspect of continu-

ous transition gives the conjecture plausibility enough to be considered

seriously. What, fancy free, might well have been taken from the pages of

Gulliver’s Travels or Alice in Wonderland% might perhaps after all be a

physical reality. Wild conjecture becomes sober hypothesis.

When Newton showed that Kepler’s Second Law is a consequence of

the hypothesis that the planets accelerate towards the Sun, he had a most

substantial indication that planets moving with a central acceleration

towards the Sun would have the sort of orbits which they do in fact have.

Falling apple and orbiting Moon have a common explanation; the terrres-

iial and planetary pieces of the cosmological jigsaw puzzle fit together.

What was entertained precariously is held with some conviction; hypothe-

sis becomes theory. Applying Kepler’s Third Law, theory becomes
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specific theory: that the centripetal acceleration is inversely proportional
* * • » * *

to the square of the distance.

Galileo, using the recently invented telescope, discovered that Jupiter

has three moons in orbit about it. Later he discovered a fourth. It was

found that the period of revolution of Jupiter’s moons, as those of the

planets around the Sun, satisfy Kepler’s Third Law. Here too, planets (i.e.

the moons of Jupiter) orbit about their sun (Jupiter) in accordance with

the law

T = c* It
3/2

.

Here is a second planetary system subject to the same law, the only

difference being applicability; each system has its own value of c, the

constant of proportionality. These considerations were of great impor-

tance to Newton; that Kepler’s Third Law also holds is a firm indication

of a second planetary system in which centripetal acceleration is inversely

proportional to the square of the distance. But if this holds for two

planetary systems, why not for a third, a fourth, . . . ? And so Newton was

led to his theory of universal gravitation.

But how in physics does theory become law? The act of ‘legislation”

that puts theory on the statute books of physics is verification. And how
could Newton make verification? By bringing his theory of the heavenly
1 J: * tU 1. 1, T J. 4.1 -• £ _1 11. ..JiL ¥UUU1CS UUWU IU COlUl, 9U IU 3JJCKW.. 13 IlUt UlIQ piCVC U1 *_liOUV VT1U1 Wllltu i.

write on the blackboard, as is the Moon, just another planet of the system

whose sun is the Earth? But when I let this chalk fall it accelerates

fmuar/^c fliA TTor+Vi’c AAn+Ar until tArrAC+iol a/wilAratinn«vm uwvtvimuvm ft Tc tilA iraluA nf&* " * 'VWUV VI

g, the central acceleration of our little planet, as deduced from Newton's

theory the same as the factual measurement of g? This is the crucial test.

What is the theoretical value of £? Newton deduced it in the following

way. By hypothesis, centripetal acceleration of Moon as well as chalk is

inversely proportional to the square of its distance from the center of the

Earth, i.e., both satisfy the law (equation (14) with notational simplifica-

tion)

centripetal acceleration — ,

(distance)*

where c is a constant of proportionality, independent of the distance. (It

does the mind no harm to remember that c stands for constant and for

centripetal .) Let R be the distance of the Moon from the center of the

Earth and g^ (M is for Moon) the Moon’s gravitational acceleration
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towards the Earth's center; then

(15) S* = fi •

Likewise, if r is the radius of the Earth, and consequently the distance of

my chalk from the Earth's center, and (E is for Earth) my chalk’s

gravitational acceleration towards the Earth’s center,

(15') fe “ ^
•

Supposing the Moon’s orbit about the Earth, as Mars’ orbit about the Sun,

to be a circle, and consequently by Kepler’s Second Law, its motion to be
-*£ 1 I.: .. I 11.' /lft\ 1uiuiuiui muuuu, v, auu icvaiun^ ui iicuiiiiiuii s uuuy

graph,

tr..ON

we deduce from (15),

c

R 2

v2

R ’

and thus

c * v
2
R.

Also, since the Moon’s motion is uniform circular motion, its orbital

period T is related to v by

2irR

T

Squaring, and substituting for v2 in the preceding equation, we get

/»

(2vRf
i-p2

that Is,

4ir
2R 3

T*
c
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Unfortunately c cannot be measured directly, but gp can. From (15')

(16) &
4v*R 3

rV
'

This expresses the gravitational acceleration at the Earth’s surface in

terms of the quantities r, R, T known to Newton. The principal in-

gredients of this deduction are given in the diagram shown in Fig. 3.24.

Figure 3.24

Does Newton's theoretical value for gg coincide with the experimental

value? Does the formula check? This you can find out for yourselves.

Newton's data are:

1.L . n 1.L a T? _ . -A 1- u
U1C l OUlUd U1 U1C £i<U Ul —1 T — C OTO A

u.oio**
1/\6 M.

xu meters

the distance of the Moon from the Earth — R — 384.4 X 1O0 meters

(so that the Moon's distance from the Earth is about 30 times the Earth's

diameter) and

the period of the Moon's orbit * T * 27.322 days.

ah tne data are given to o significant figures, except /t, wnicn is given to

4. So work to 5 figures and your answer (supposing no arithmetical

mistakes) will be reliable to 4. Secondly, if you know the dimensions test.

.V il.A nC it.u uic auii ui (juoiiuijr it uugut iu uc,
AmmI.* X- /I 4a aIaaaIa ikniappijr it tts iu tuctiv mat gg
namely an acceleration, LT~ 2

. I shall illustrate the importance of this

procedure in the next section. Section 3. One more question: How can
TKic<r_ Vm* HptormineH PYrvrimpnfallv? Ypsec r J ’

V>y a pendulum experiment.
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also we will consider in the next section, g** is 9.806 meters/second2. (Cf.

Principia , Book III, Proposition IV.)

To his consternation, when Newton did the arithmetic the answer did

not come out close enough to the observed value. This set him back

eighteen years. The theory must fit the facts; this is the scientific attitude.

We must mention that Newton was reluctant to publish for personal

reasons. Sensitive, reserved, indeed somewhat of a secretive nature, he

had a strong distaste for controversy—and with good reason. His previous

publication of his Optics led to a violent quarrel with Hooke who was all

too apt to be as bitter as he was brilliant; and Newton’s discovery of the

calculus lea to similar unpleasantness with its other discoverer, Leibniz.

While Newton would have been reluctant to publish his Principia for fear

of further controversy, the discrepancy between his derived value of gg
i c i i .-i. ir £n~.- *. r i_* t i Li.-.L

(uiu uic i<u,iuai vaiuc was ui iucu suuiucui leasuu iui 111111 inn iu puuuMl.

Because wrong in an important particular, he would not publish; yet even

if right he would have been reluctant.

So much of Newton’s theory fitted so well that he asked himself if the

data applied to (16) were well determined. T, the period of the Moon, was

known with fair accuracy from Babylonian and Greek times; the de-

termination of r and A. considered earlier in these lectures (cf.
* ^

Eratosthenes), although only roughly determined by the Greeks, were

known with but slightly better accuracy in Newton’s day. He decided that

r was probably ill determined, and awaited its redetermination by a

scientific expedition of the French Academy to South America for this

purpose. Their evaluation of r gave his theoretical value of gg close

agreement with the experimental; the theory, but not Newton, was ready

for publication. Finally, at Halley’s insistence and expense, Philosophiae

Naturedis Principia Mathematica was published. Is there an inverse square

law of publication that an author’s urge to publish is inversely propor-

tional to the square of his work’s merit?

The thoughtful reader will note a few neglected circumstances: for

example, formula (16) is derived on the assumption that the Moon moves

uniformly in a circle, yet if Newton’s theory is correct the Moon’s motion

will be influenced to a very minor extent—but nevertheless influen-

ced—by all the planets and all the stars in all the galaxies. Secondly, what
“i-l—

la uic umeu a( yw O Cmaa iUa 17n»lUvcuuu w ggi me; x^ot tii n iivi a

and therefore gg, vary. There is another reason; the rotation of our Earth

gives my falling chalk a centrifugal acceleration, so that gg is dependent

upon the latitude. And then hut you find others for yourself.

Isn’t it a wonderful thing that idealization enables effective investigation?

For otherwise, surely Nature’s complexity would bury her laws too deep

for man to nrobe.
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3.2.8 Hindsight and Foresight

Newton was not the only one, nor the first, to conjecture the Inverse

Square Law. His brilliant scientific friends, Halley who on the basis of

Newton’s mechanics made with soectacular success the first Drediction of
A A

a comet’s return, Hooke who is remembered by his Law of Elasticity that

the tension of a wire is proportional to its stretch, and Wren whose solid

mathematical achievements are overshadowed by his architectural, all

thought of it. The crucial difference is that they lacked that combination

of insight and mathematical ability necessary to lock it in with Kepler’s

laws. Newton turned the key, his colleagues couldn’t; they couldn’t find a

key to turn.

In retrospect, Newton’s theory seems obvious. How could it possibly

have been otherwise? Oh yes, told that this is the key to turn, and this the

way to fit it into the lock, the rest is obvious. It is tempting to say that

Halley, Hooke, and Wren also found the key—but wouldn’t this be

misleading, really? What use is a key if you can find no lock for it to fit?

Kepler also thought of the Inverse Square Law; he thought of it first. It

is interesting to see how he arrived at it and especially interesting to see

why he rejected it.

V a«* M/vrr^m/1o/l rfi*nt ft /\v\a1 a rt 1 *r i-/\ «%«»a a ita^«/\«\i^oiut/u giamaui/ucu aiuavui/11 ao cuicuv/gt;ld it; pu/pagaui;ii ui

light. His analogue is concerned with the intensity of propagation. Let us

introduce this necessary preliminary.

It is an inescapable observation that the Sun emits light; without

sunlight there would be no life on Earth. Climate is related to latitude, for
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on latitude depends the angle at which the Sun*s rays strike the Earth,

and on the angle depends the area of the Earth's surface over which an

incident beam of sunlight is distributed. See Fig. 3.25. Because of the

Sun's great distance from the Earth, its beams, e.g., B, B', will be

sensibly parallel. And supposing, as seems natural, that the Sun radiates

light equally in all directions, beams B, B', if of equal breadth, will

contain equal quantities of sunlight. Equal quantities may be distributed

over unequal areas, for obviously area ac is less than a' c'. With the

sunlight more thickly spread, more heating; the tropics are hotter than the

poles. Thus the concept

, quantity of light
intensity of sunlight *

' ^ area

naturally presents itself. But, 20 units of light falling uniformly on 2

square centimeters is 10 units falling on each square centimeter, i.e.,

intensity — quantity of light per unit area.

It is not necessary for pursuit of Kepler's line of thought to consider in

/I Ail Vi/\fir 4-Vta nmliitlif ic f/\ nv\ifuv/vcui nun uiv ^uoiiutj ux jumigiiv u vv/ l/v invfwuivu vi uiv vuuv i.v

employ.

Consider now the intensity of light falling on a planet P at a distance

R from the Sun. Let S be the total amount of light emitted by the Sun .

Again, as seems natural, we suppose this to be radiated equally in all

directions, so that the intensity will be the same at all points distance R
from the Sun. But these points constitute a spherical sheet (with center

A *

the Sun) whose radius is R and whose surface area, therefore, is 4mR 2
.

Consequently,

intensity of radiation at r
_S L
4m Jt

2 *

i.e., the intensity is inversely proportional to the square of the distance

between the planet P and the Sun. See Fig. 3.26.

Since light is radiated from the Sun according to an inverse square law,

could not gravitational attraction be similarly ‘‘radiated"? Kepler thought

carefully about the possibility, but was dubious—and so missed a great

discovery. That he did so, or rather that he was dubious, is to his credit;

he mistrusted the idea for a very good reason. His reason? That although

during a soiar eclipse tne moon diocks tne oun s radiation to part or tne

Earth, there is no discontinuity in the Earth's motion. If gravitational

attraction were radiated as light is radiated, this too would be temporarily
l\l^ aa /]*««*•«%#* 4-1* A aaIimaa «lf/\ll\A Ain/x/\v\ i 1^0
UlVA^At^U UJ UJC 1V1WU, 3U UUli UUIUIg UA^ at m/UAU UlOWIlUllUC/ iw
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Figure 3.26

elliptical orbit about the Sun. But, it doesn't. Therefore, gravitational

attraction is not radiated as light is radiated. See Fig. 3.27.

Figure 327

Kepler's argument is a good argument; do not let hindsight prejudice

you against its merits: any fool can be wise after the event. Try to view

the problem anew. That the Sun can keep the Earth in orbit and the

Earth the Moon without any material connecting link is, to say the least, a

most mysterious affair. It has been calculated that a steel cable, equal in

cross section to the Moon's diameter, would not, fastened from Earth to

Moon, be strong enough to replace the Earth's gravitational pull on the

Moon. How can empty space be stronger than steel? The notion has the
„fti r "tv: \ 4uiipiv/uauiinj ui n. \jr. ttciu aiiiic mavuiiic.

Only a lunatic or a genius could believe the Moon to be kept in orbit by

a force transmitted through empty space. Kepler, not a lunatic, rightly

i,pi’pr>fprl tVia invprcA cnnarA nnnip/'hirA* Mpwfnn nnt a liina+is* rirrVttlv• VjVV^VVk VBAV MAT v*W V VVAAJ A1VTT WMj V* iUUMUVj *

accepted it. Kepler’s conclusion was right relative to his partial under-

standing (and partial misconception) of the problem. Newton was justified

for he—if vou will Dardon the colorful nhrase—was not misled bv that red
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herring, white light. He saw clearly what Kepler could not appreciate;

that consequent upon Galileo’s Law of Inertia, an orbiting body must

have an acceleration towards the concave side of its path—and we are

back to the falling apple, the cannon ball, and the Moon.

The rest of the story we know—Newton’s eager utilization of Kepler’s

three laws. Yet it would be a mistake to suppose that Kepler’s works

displayed his laws for the convenience of posterity; chameleon-like they

were camouflaged by their context. Kepler, the last in the great

Pythagorean tradition, had the magnificent ambition to explain the whole

universe, lock, stock and barrel, in one devastating, all-embracing synthe-

sis of geometry, music, astrology, astronomy and epistemology. Newton
was less ambitious. In Kepler’s Harmony of the World (1618), the sequel

to his Cosmic Mystery (1597) and culmination of his lifelong obsession to
lU* U- ~£ /£ : v j.1 »_ TL-

csuiuuaii uic iimiuimy ui uic apicica ^iui ucuuu, again acc ivucauu 3 irw

Watershed ), his laws are a small part of the flotsam and jetsam cast up by
his restless tides of thought. It remained for Newton to pick over the
rlnfru/^wl Hp wqc q tw*asi>Visv\mVu*r nf rrpninc** AAV TTMV V* VVM WU1VVA V* ^VAMUUI

And how shall we best remember him? His friend Sir Christopher

Wren, architect of St. Paul’s Cathedral and hosts of other famous build-

ings. was fond of savin?. “If vou want to see mv monuments, look around
c* ' y o' y /

you.” Were Sir Christopher alive to make that remark to Sir Isaac today,

one can well imagine the latter’s retort; a shrug of the shoulders followed

by a sly jerk of the head in the direction of the Sputniks, Luniks, Pioneers,

etc. Daily, his monuments become more numerous.

SECTION 3. THE PENDULUM

Primarily for two good reasons we begin this section with the common
or garden variety of pendulum such as makes any grandfather’s clock go

tic-toc, tic-toc, and was used by Galileo in his experiments considered

earlier: firstly, because derivation of the right kind of formula for its

uj ~rpuiuu ui ua^uiauwu „1
is uic uuusti;

.•11 l. l: _r rL. J .• * 1 L.uiuauauuii ui uic uuuciiaiuiid icaij

secondly, because this formula is essential to verification of Newton’s Law
of Universal Gravitation by pendulum determination of g.

3.3.1 The Dimensions Test

This has nothing to do with the Hollywood producer’s measure of a
fpmalp filmetar’s nrnliahlA Kav nffipp annpa1> it ic a focf tn pnciirp that

formulae make sense, that the quantity indicated by the left-hand side of

an equation is of the same kind or category as, or is syncategorious with,

that indicated bv the ri?ht.
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For example, suppose it conjectured that the volume v of a sphere is

given by

t? * r
2

where r is the radius of the sphere and c a specific (but here

unspecified) number independent of r. Since r is a length, r* is an area.

i/I /* • a*® all. flit a/vtAf/lin/T ac /> ic /rroofor ncHVW« (W V/ glVUVV1 Vt

less than unity. In short, the formula states that a volume is identical with

an area, or that a quantity measurable in cubic units is the same as a

ouantitv measurable in saiiare units. Isn't this an absurd thin? to sav? The7 V - i " o /

quantities are not syncategorious, they are of different kinds.

Contrast this formula for t? with

v « c • r
3

.

Here v and c * r
3 are both measured in cubic units, so that the

X J.L 1_* 1 1 J.1 r TO.» r 1A^uoiiuuca aic ui uic Mine mhu auu uici ciuic emupaiauic. me xuimuia is

the right kind of formula, it makes sense. If c » 4?r/3, we have the right

formula of the right kind; yet note that if c is taken to be any other

niimVkOi* cau 1 ftw fVio fnrmula cfill malmc unco Tf lianrv/iric f/i Ko folco* urouvuMwm^ A\/if | uiw Aviauuiu uiau iiiunvii uvimw* ai ****j/j
/Vi

M

w amuvj rvv

have a wrong formula of the right kind. Conceivably c could have been

16tt; what is inconceivable is that, for example,

V » 167TT2

or

It just doesn’t make sense to say that a volume is equal to an area; die

quantities are not syncategorious, they cannot be compared. Likewise, the

teen-ager who says that his age is fourteen hundredweights has confused

his categories.

The dimensions test is the basic logical grammar of physics. Although,

unfortunately, it does not ensure that our equations must be true, it does

ensure that they do make sense, that they could conceivably be true. The
dynamicist’s working concepts, for example, velocity, acceleration, force,

impulse, work, momentum, energy, power, may each be defined in terms

of (at most all three of) the basic concepts or dimensions, length, mass,

and time. For example,

i mo\kinetic energy
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where, of course, m is the mass and v the velocity in question. But,

velocity is defined as displacement or length per unit time. Taking, as is

usual, the letters L, Af, and T for length, mass, and time, velocity is

indicated schematically by

j or L T~\

It has 1 dimension of length, — 1 dimension of time—and, if you wish to

be fussy, 0 dimension of mass, for its dimensions could be indicated

schematicallv bv
¥ ¥

Consequently, proceeding schematically, for v2 we have

(L 1
-

M

0*T _1
)* or L*-M0-T

_*

and, for kinetic energy

( Im \ . r 2
. Jtf°. T-*

v z *“ /
“

or, respecting the alphabet and ignoring the pure number £ (since this

affects onlv the amount of the auantitv considered, not its aualitv or
/ - 4 / ' A ¥

category).

L2Af xr -2
.

Next, let us check the dimensions of (16), the formula so important for

Newton’s verification. Since acceleration can be measured in cm/sec2 the
/11«Vk /r
uujiv>iiaivsua i/i

t
1UCljf

1\A oaI\A«MA^«AA11.. I...(iviucuujr uv uiuivaicu Kucutauuuijr ujr

orL 1

rp2

-1

But, proceeding schematically,

m (Number) • or L lT~*.
rV ' t2 *l* t2

Check. The test does not show that the formula is the correct formula,

but it does show that it is the right sort of formula, that it makes sense.

Had the test failed the formula could not have made sense, it would have
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been absurd. The test is a necessary but not sufficient condition for
¥

correct formulae.

Let us sum up: Any physical quantity Q has basic dimensions a, /?,

and y of length, mass, and time (and there are no others). Schematically

Q - L flM*TY
.

A iCaiiu, u

Q
f - L aM fi'Ty\

Q and Q' are quantities of the same kind (but not necessarily of the

same amount) if and only if

a * or, p — p\ and y — y'\

3.3.2 Simple Pendulum's Time of Swing

As with Galileo's pendulum experiments, we suppose idealization, that

the frictional resistance of the air, the weight of the string, and the

dimensions of the bob mav be neglected. It is of course essential that the
¥ t?

bob be heavy; with a feather for a bob air resistance is obviously not

negligible. We suppose the length of the string to be /. See Fig. 3 .28.

Our problem is to find T, the time of swing, or more solemnly put,

period of oscillation, of die bob. By this we mean the time of a complete

swing, from A across to A' and back to A, as when a grandfather’s

clock goes tic-toc-tic. This point is of importance as many textbooks give a

formula for only a half-swing; tic-toc without the succeeding tic.
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On what does T denend? We must make a eonieeture! to ing hare.
1 _ -- J -* J O '

first catch your hare.

Let us begin with what we know, congenital physics. Isn’t there some
analogy between the swing of a pendulum and the swing of the leg as one

strides along? Even in this car-ridden country motorists become
pedestrians to reach their automobiles. Haven’t you ever lingered at a

street comer to observe how people walk? Presumably Aristotle did—for

he observed that there is a minimum speed at which one can walk. Also

there is a comfortable speed for each pedestrian, when the swing is

natural and unforced; short legs naturally swing more quickly than long

ones. Doesn’t this suggest that a pendulum’s time of swing depends upon

the length of its leg?

The simplest assumption, that T is directly proportional to Z, is

disproved by a minimum of experiment. Yet T clearly depends on Z, so

what is the next simplest conjecture? Let us suppose that T is propor-

tional to some power of Z, say Z
fl

.

J T1 n a. 1 M.X r 1 LOvii wuai cisc uucs 1 ucjjcnur x^uca 11 ucpciiu ini uic mass ui uic uuur

By experiment (keeping Z constant) we find that provided the bob is

heavy, thereby keeping air resistance relatively small, it does not matter
Vimv Iimw••V TT f y I

What else? If there were no gravitational field the pendulum would not

swing at all. So, supposedly under a very weak gravitational field it would

swing to and fro ever so slowlv. Doesn’t it seem reasonable to surmoseo ___ y - ir
that as g becomes greater, T becomes smaller? But the dependence

need not be simple inverse proportion; so let us suppose that T is

proportional to g^, where ft is expected to be negative.

Thus we have grounds for conjecturing that T is proportional to Z°

and to gP
y but independent of the mass of the bob; i.e., that

T cZ"g*

Have we taken all the relevant factors into account? Not being able to

think of any others, let us apply the dimensions test to this equation.

Schematically, for the left-hand side we of course have

T - L°M°T\

And for the right-hand side? c is a pure number and only affects the

amount, not the quality, and so may be ignored, g can be measured in

cm/sec2, so that its dimensions, as we ought to exoect from Galileo’s
r W *
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work, are those of acceleration. LT 2
. So. schematically.

' ---- - - , .

dV* - L“(LT- 2f
« L a (L fiT~ 2fi

)

which, making fully explicit that the formula is independent of the mass

of the bob, we write as

Consequently, T and cl
ag& have (as stated in the last paragraph of

Number 3.3.1) the same dimensions of length only if

0 — a + ft

and the same dimension of time only if

1 - -2B
9

(they already have the same dimension of mass, 0). From the latter

equation

p - - 1

2 »

negative as we anticipated, and from the foimer,

giving

i.e.,

(17)

T = d^g-V*

rw. VMjwj. our nnni^hiro uroc rlaririrr tKom woe nnftiincr u/nrcAVVU VVMj
WV VVU V Tf MU ^W W1VAV TTMU UVMMAl^ T V/A i/v of

stake than the possibility of being wrong and having to think again. As it

happens our conjecture was fortunate. It remains to determine the

numerical value of c.
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Manv dvnamicists of ability tackled with unsuccess the nroblem of a
/ / A

formula for T. Galileo came close to solving it, yet never quite succeeded.

Its complete solution demands use of differential equations. Finally it was

deduced with less than full rigor by Huygens; his working knowledge of

the calculus was not quite adequate for a fully explicit derivation. It turns

out that c = 2 77, and that the formula is accurate only if the oscillations

are small. It would not do, for example, to have the pendulum swing

through half circles, but when the pendulum string does not oscillate

more than a few degrees from the vertical the formula is quite accurate,

even for scientific purposes. So, for small oscillations,

3.3.3 Determination of g by Pendulum Experiment

A - — 1UJ1 r 1« £— - i- : \I7- - /i ONrui cajjuui iiHiuuia iui g as uiimcuiaici^ avaiutuic. ttc »|uaic

so that

4tt
2
/

(!9) g - -jT •

Thus g (for here the subscript of g^ in (16) may be dropped without

confusion), so essential to the verification of Newton’s theory, may be

obtained experimentally by observation of a pendulum s period of oscilla-

tion.

The accurate measurement of l is no problem, but how is T to be
mnncivrn/1 OKinmielif fa falrA caif aaa a{ 4-1\a fitviA111VU4UAUU UWUl * W IV W VCKVV'j 9 VUV UUUVUVUUA V/A UiV

of one hundred complete oscillations is better than to time a single

oscillation, for then the error in timing is, so to speak, dispersed over a

hundred individual observations. And to determine die bob’s return to a

former position it is best viewed against the hairline of a telescope. It

would not do to set the hairline at A (see Fig. 3.28 again), for air

resistance, though small, does have a damping effect on the oscillations, so

that they gradually become smaller. The obvious position for the hairline

is B, along the vertical through the bob’s point of support; for the

motion, as we know from Galileo’s experiments, is symmetrical about it.
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3.3.4 The Conical Pendulum

The determination of T, the period of oscillation of a conical pendu-

lum, is a somewhat similar problem to the determination of T for the

simple pendulum, but has the advantage that we can solve it completely

even with the mechanics of the preceding lectures.

First, what is a conical pendulum? The apparatus is that of the simple

pendulum; the distinction lies in the path of the bob. If the bob swings to

and fro on an arc of a vertical circle, the pendulum is simple; if it rotates

in a horizontal circle, the pendulum is conical. Suppose a bob B to be

suspended from a nail N in the ceiling by a string NB, and let C be

the foot of the (vertical) normal in the horizontal plane through the initial

position B0 of the bob. See Fig. 3.29. Let B start from rest, and it will

swing to and fro in an arc from B0 of a circle of center N and radius
im
L\£>r in the vertical plane NB0C: we have a simple pendulum. Alterna-

tively, give B an appropriate push in the horizontal direction perpendic-

ular to B0C and (supposing the string free to swivel at N) it will rotate

in r% nimln rvf Annfm* ^ nn/1 /linriu a V/ii V/iv ui vt/uigi v cuiu iavuiu u n"0^
in 1i/vi*irmnfnl nlnnnin iuv ui/iuiuiiicu pianu uiiuugii

B0 : we have a conical pendulum. As B circles C, NB generates the

lateral surface of a cone; the term conical is appropriate.
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As already mentioned when sneaking of Galileo, as well as being simple
0 A V W A

the apparatus is inexpensive. Here is another experiment you can perform

for an infinitesimal outlay—provided that you already have a roof over

your head. Moreover, in contrast to make-your-own-atomic-pile experi-

ments, there is no risk of burning the house down or blowing the ceiling

up; although not destructive, instructive.

Yet even without performing any fire-proof experiments we already

know, willy-nilly, something of the results by congenital mechanics.

Suppose the horizontal circle of rotation of B to be such that NB is

inclined at an angle a to the vertical NC> i.e., such that a is the

semi-verticai angle of the cone generated by the string. If a is increased

(with the length of the string invariant) will T, the time of revolution of

the bob, increase or decrease? Part of the answer we can feel with our

muscles; the nearer B f

s plane of revolution to the ceiling, the greater the

thrust to get it started. Could we get B to rotate in the plane of the

ceiling? Can't you feel the situation? No, not quite in the plane of the
AAllin/T r

I ’rt VA^A^A 1 W\ V\1 A 4“l\A AAtlmiT 11 fAIll /I^guiug. i \j i/ k\j iuuuu iii ci piculs juoi u^u^aui uiu Luuuig wuuiu

require an enormous initial thrust. Don't your muscles ache at the very

thought of it? And with an enormous initial thrust B would rotate with

enormous velocity. So? We conclude that the nearer <x becomes to 90°,

the nearer T becomes to 0. T depends on a.

On what else does T depend? Consider a limiting case. If, in the

complete absence of a gravitational field. B is started on a horizontal
A W

circular path at the ceiling, it will continue on this path for there is no

force to pull it down. So shouldn't we expect T to depend on g?

Next suppose that a is kept constant and that /, the length of the

string NB
, is increased. When l is increased, the radius of B's horizon-

tal circle of rotation is increased. With a short string, just an inch or two

long, would B need a smaller or a greater push than if the string were

several feet long? Your muscles tell you that the longer the string, the

greater the force. The greater the force, the greater the velocity. But

there is a complication; the longer the string, the greater the circum-

ference of the circle of oscillation. So, the farther the bob has to go to

complete an oscillation, the faster it goes. Does the increase in velocity

more than compensate or less than compensate for the increase in

distance? Does T decrease as i increases, or does it increase? What
seems unlikely is that the increase in velocity with increase in l just

compensates for the increase in distance, thereby making T independent

In short, it would appear prima fade that T depends on I as well as

on g and a. Recalling the formula for T for the simple pendulum and
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remembering the dimensions test, is it really too wild a conjecture that for

the conical pendulum

T
M.

,/r
V g

.x/~\
J

where f(a) is of zero dimensions? Be this as it may, it would appear that

a correct formulation of our problem is:

Given a
, g, l

, find T.

Take another look at Fig. 3.29. Isn’t it a matter of complete indif-

ference whether we start the bob rotating at B^ Bv or Ba? Whatever

forces are acting on B initially will continue to act and no new forces are

introduced. By the Law of Sufficient (or Insufficient) Reason there is no

reason why the motion should not be uniform. Therefore B has uniform

circular motion. We recall Newton’s argument for central acceleration so

that B must have a centripetal acceleration o, and that, according to

Hamilton's hodograph deduction.

where v is the initial horizontal velocitv i^en^ndicular to B-C and

B0C - f.

But how is this acceleration caused? g acting vertically (downwards)

has of itself no horizontal component: there must be a second force. If N*

is not securely hammered into the ceiling, it will be wrenched out by the

motion. There is a tension in the string. Thus a is the resultant of two

forces acting on B; g vertically downwards and the tension in the string

obliquely upwards. We complete the parallelogram of forces: See Fig.

3.30. From the obvious geometry of the figure BG — N'C', so that

considering the right ABN'C\ we have

tan a * — .

g

We have related a to the geometry of the figure.

Our problem, remember, is to find T—supposedly in terms of a, /,

and g. So far, we do not have what we must have—an equation

containing T, and we do have what ultimately we must not have—the

intrusion of v and r. We must introduce T and eliminate v and r.

Can we kill two birds with one stone? Since the motion is uniform circular
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N

motion. 2w hcincr thpi circumference of the circle of oscillation of radius

r, we have by definition that

4*
1/

2m
T *

Do we now have enough equations to find T? The business of solving

problems is so important to mathematicians and the business of getting

into formulae problems stated in words so important to many who are not

primarily mathematicians (such as engineers and chemists) that it is well
iiroi4lutrk«lA f/\ Imp 4-olMilofi/Mt iho Anr AAiiofiAne on/1 UawTTU1U1TTUUC/ IVI VillplHWlfcl/ ISJ UIUUMSUVIU VAiV lUiV VI VU1 VXjVWUVMO WKIM MV TT

we obtained them. We tabulate:

a

tan a

v

r
n

e
2irr

T

from dynamics: the principal equation

by geometry of vector triangle

since v is constant
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How many quantities are there? Six, namely, a, t?, r, a, g, and T. How
many of these are known? Two, namely, a and g. So that leaves four

unknowns, namely, a , v, r, and T. Primarily we are interested in T. The
others, a, v, and r, are only means to an end, so let us term them auxiliary

unknowns; their role is to help solve the problem. Yet characterizing their

role will not alter the fact that whereas we do have four unknowns we
have only three equations. We need a fourth equation.

What quantities ought the fourth equation contain? In mathematics, if

not in metaphysics, it is necessary to be clear about what you are doing.

Again we recall the original problem:

Given a
, g, /, find T.

Note that our above list of six quantities does not contain L Although l is

given, it has not been taken. So look at NB in Fig. 3.30. An obvious

relation involving l is

r
sin u — t •

We have obtained a fourth equation which introduces l without in-

troducing anv new unknowns. Four eouations. four unknowns: the staee is'
' O / "1 » O —

set for the determination of T.

It is my personal opinion that there is nothing of greater importance to

be taught in mathematics to the high school student than the business of

setting up equations. For better or for worse, whether we like it or not,

we live in a technological society that daily becomes increasingly so.

Although a typical student will not become a professional mathematician,

the nearer his future field of endeavor to science, the greater his need to

understand textbooks, manuals, journals, and articles in which mathemati-

cal formulae are steadily becoming more numerous. And unless he is to

rest content throughout the whole of his life as a non-contributor to his

chosen field, he will at least need be able to set up similar equations for

himself. It is not in the nature of intelligent man to be a spectator to life.

To repeat a point whose importance in my view justifies its repetition:

without getting to understand what a problem is about and what is

relevant to it and (when appropriate) translating it from words into

formulae, there is no mathematical education. That most of the word

problems in the traditional textbooks are so boring and useless does not

invalidate my point: of course, the problems must be intelligently de-

ciemorlIH^AAWVft« Tc if nnt ciemifl/tant fliof ovon of oAU AA AAV#V Ul^HAtiyWll A % V v T VAA 4*
ftmo urltan fa^tinnlnrru uracUlliv VW Aivu VWAjlUVAVg^ WU

attending an antenatal clinic, Newton, Euler, and Descartes each thought

the topic of solving “word problems” and the setting up of equations

worth his writing about?
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We return to the determination of T. From the second tabulated

equation,

g tan a a.

Substituting for a in the first equation, we get

g tan a * — .

Squaring the third equation and substituting for v\ we have

g tan a
4ir*r* 1 4w s

rp2
|* y2

%

so that

t4 - -JsL. ...

g tan a

Finally, from the fourth equation,

so that

r * / sin a,

4g2

g* tan a
*Z sin a 4^2. I COS a

g

giving

/on\
\“v/

Owl I—

.

“"V g

That (20) is of the form

T ’/(«)•

where /(a) * Vcos a and is of zero dimensions confirms our conjec-

ture.

A consequence of (20); as cl tends to 90°, cos a tends to 0, and

consequently so does T. For the bob to rotate in the plane of the ceiling

its velocity would need be infinite. Mathematical deduction supports

muscular oerceotion.* A
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And the other limiting case? As a tends to 0, cos a tends to 1, and

consequently T tends to 2ttV 1/g . Thus, most curiously, when the

circle of oscillation becomes very small, the period is the same as that of

the simple pendulum.

In conclusion, note the importance of the conical pendulum for New-

ton's Theory. Here is a simple demonstration of the necessity for a

centripetal acceleration for uniform circular motion, a limiting case of

planetary motion. Reconsider the circumstances of Fig. 3.30 as in Fig.

3.31. The force of gravity g acting on B may be decomposed into a

force BN acting along NB and a force B(T' dong BC, as is indicated

by the parallelogram of forces. The first component is utilized in keeping

the string taut. What about the “spare” force dong BC? This provides

the centripetd acceleration necessary for uniform circular motion.

SECTION 4. ESCAPE VELOCITY

Tilic coAfiAn ifc fiflo (c nnf oKnnt flua fa /it r\( oA1U« (7VVV1VU) UViV) UVt «|WUV VUV * UVV VI UV^/MtiUlV UA U

convict over the penitentiary wall. Our concern is much more exciting;

namely, the velocity necessary for a space capsule to excape the Earth's

PTavitational null. Although convicts have been escanin? from nenitenti-q - it o * c? r
aries for as long as there have been penitentiaries to excape from, it is
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only within the last few years that technological progress has made
possible generation of the extremely high velocities to put satellites into

orbit about the Earth and to send rockets to the Moon and to outer space.

What was science fiction is rapidly becoming fact; the other side of the

Moon has been photographed. The space race is supplanting the World

Series in public interest; we live in the Satellite Age.

With ever increasing frequency projectiles are being hurled into space.

Students, stimulated by newspaper, radio, and television reports, will be

eager to know more. Better students will ask better questions; among
others, questions bearing on the relevance of mathematics to space travel.

The answer to many such questions is a difficult complex of differential

equations, but happily there are some such topics of Newtonian

mechanics amenable to elementary treatment. An especially amenable

xupic is me velocity or space capsules, so tei us consider «.

We begin by distinguishing between orbital and escape velocity; by the

former we mean the velocity of a satellite in orbit about the Earth, by the
tr^lAAi^ir v\AAACCr‘ii*i)r fft t\A fi>nm fVia I?nI+Vi 1

'e rtmin'tafinnolaciilvi uig vviiA^ujr uvwoocuj iiuni uro uaiui o giavuaiAuiicu iiwu

to outer space. Alternatively, we may use the self-explanatory terms

go-around and go-away velocities. See Fig. 3.32. Which velocity do you
cimivKA thfi errflfltfir? Manv riftrsnns renlv—n o j l

‘The cro-awAV veloritv. nhvi-o J ' / »

ously.” Here “obviously” is all too apt to mean groundless conviction. You

have grounds for your conjecture? Either way you have committed

yourself: the auestion must be answered. Since die eo-around velocity is
/ a w r

easier to compute, let us deal with it first.

Go-around Go-away

( o^ Earth J

Figure 3.32

3.4,1 Go-Around Velocity

Suppose a satellite in orbit about the Earth, just skimming the chimney
1% ITAMf ^AAllpflA if 1 , tfAMf /Inn/TAHAlirpOkOi nui a- ywjr i^aii3uv ouppOoiuuu } w/ijr uaiigv/iuuj iui tug

Moreover, although We do not feel the friction of the air when strolling

along, the friction of the Earth's atmosphere is tremendous at high

velocities and horribly complicates our problem. So, idealization is imper-

ative; we suppose no atmosphere. Also, that the orbit will be precisely a
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circle instead of an ellipse and that the velocity will be exactly uniform.& * *

Now the main idea, of course, is that the Earth’s gravitational attraction

must provide our satellite with a centripetal acceleration. We recall

Hamilton’s hodograph derivation of centripetal acceleration, namely (11),

a

What, for our present problem, is r? Since our satellite is skimming the

roof tops, r is the radius of the Earth. And what is a? a is the

<i/>r>o1arofmn /Ina tn fliA ITarfli’c m-oiritafi/mol mill Hi it- fita cfrAmrtk /if fliiUVVViVlUMV11 ViUV tv/ JVM VIA i? 6* 14V AVUMV/UIM A/Ui U1V JM UUELVIl Vi UUJ

pull depends upon the distance of our satellite from the Earth. To be

precise a is the acceleration due to the Earth at the Earth’s surface. To
remind ourselves of this, as in an earlier context, we denote this accelera-

tion by & rather than g. (£ is for Earth and for Emphasis.) We have

so that

/A 1 V i f~Z ~“ v 6E *

We have found the go-around velocity at the Earth’s surface.

More realistically, let us consider a satellite in circular orbit, say, 300

kilometers above the Earth’s surface. At this height our satellite is above

the Earth’s atmosphere, so that friction, if any, is negligible. We can

immediately write that the eo-around velocity at 300 kilometers
/ vrw v/ /

above the Earth’s surface, is given by

C300 ^£300* f300 »

where is the acceleration due to the Earth’s gravitational attraction

300 kilometers above its surface and the orbit radius (300 kilometers

more than the radius of the Earth). The problem to find is reduced

to the problem to find

The latter problem can be avoided by using Kepler’s Third Law, yet

another fact that underlines the crucial role of this law in Newtonian

dynamics. Let T be the orbital period at the Earth’s surface and ^300

the period 300 kilometers above it. Since the motions are supposedly

uniform circular motions,

r- Ssr.
ti

277T300

300
r)
'JUU
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where iw * r + 300, r being measured in kilometers. Hence

T ^ 2mr V3QQ

Tgoo v 2^300

i.e•j

0 300

At this stage we make use of KeDler’s Third Law" " O" - a

J f
3/2

" ’ ow

From this last pair of equations

c300 r ^ r
3/2

® f300
" 4?’

so that

(22) \

and from the first of the pair

m
We leave as an exercise calculation of the go-around velocity and

period of space capsules in orbit 100, 200, 300 and k kilometers above

the Earth’s surface. Surely the reader will be keen to work out in this way
the average go-around velocity and approximate period of any orbits

actually being made, to compare their answers with the figures publicly

announced in newspapers and on radio and television.

3.4.2 Apropos Go-Away Velocity

As already remarked, the calculation of the go-away velocity is more
rhfPifMilt' \/f rliffioiilt kAoanCA frVip Farfli’c nravitoHnnal mill nn aVMA VvuV • 4TAV»V > 1AVVMV) WVWUW WAV UtM WA ^AW* *VV*VAVA1MA |#\AAA VU W AWAAW

heading for outer space is not constant, but varies with the rocket’s

distance from Earth. The answer depends upon the instantaneous deceler-

ation at everv noint of its Dath from the Earth’s surface to outer soace. In
/ r ‘ A A
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calculating the go-around velocity we were able to avoid determina-

tion of gjQQj in determining the escape velocity we cannot avoid knowing

the various g’s. Yes, the problem is more difficult.

What is the Earth’s gravitational pull at a distance x kilometers from

its center? According to Newton’s Law of Universal Gravitation the pull

gives our rocket a deceleration inversely proportional to the square of the

distance; i.e., proportional to l/x2 . Hitherto, we have been concerned

with the effect of gravity, acceleration or deceleration; it is only indirectly

that we have been concerned with its cause, the force of gravity. In our

next problem it is convenient to deal with gravity in terms of the force it

exerts ratner tnan in terms or tne cnange or velocity it errects. Accord-

ingly we now consider this necessary preliminary.

3.4.3 The Force of Gravity

Let us suppose that you are weekend climbing the mountains of the

Moon. There, as here, your rucksack contains spare socks and a pint flask

of brandy for medicinal purposes. Although on the Moon your spare socks

are still the same size and the brandy (before the emergency) still fills the

flask, each article weighs less; the Moon’s gravitational pull is about

one-sixth that of the Earth’s. Whereas mass remains the same, the force to

which it is subjected does not. The weight of the mass or substance is the

measure of the force exerted on it. If on Earth the force exerted by

gravity on a pint flask of brandy is 1 pound weight, on Moon it weighs

about | pound; in either place two pint flasks of brandy weigh twice as

much as one does. If when climbing in either place your flask is let slip,

you can console yourself with the thought that two would have fallen just

as fast. Although two weigh twice as much as one, although the gravita-

tional force exerted on two is twice that exerted on one, the accelerations

are the same. A force of 2m * gg acting on a mass 2m produces in it an

acceleration gg as does a force m * gg acting on m; a force 2m * g^
acting on a mass 2m produces in it an acceleration g^ as does a force

m * gM acting on m. This conception of force, mass mid acceleration is

embodied in Newton’s Law

(24) force = mass X acceleration.

And we recall that Kepler’s laws are valid for Jupiter’s moons as well as

for the Sun’s satellites, so that as a consequence of his third law the

centripetal acceleration of each of Jupiter’s moons towards Jupiter is

inversely proportional to the square of its distance from Jupiter, just as (in

consequence of Kepler’s Third Law) the centripetal acceleration of each

of the Sun’s satellites towards the Sun is inversely proportional to the
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square of its distance from the Sun. Likewise, the Moon's centripetal

acceleration is inversely proportional to the square of its distance from the

Earth. The moons or satellites of each system each have a centripetal

acceleration such that

centripetal acceleration proportional to -

(distance)
2

or

/oz\ centripetal acceleration * .

x_ ' / " (distance)*

The point to note is that whereas c, the constant of proportionality, is the

same for all the moons or satellites of the same system, it is different for

different systems. How did Newton get a truly universal law, a law in

which the constant of proportionality is the same for all systems?

Combination of (24) with (25) enables us to consider gravity in terms of

the force it exerts instead of in terms of the acceleration it causes.

Combining these equations, we see that a planet's gravitational pull on its

cofnllifn ic /Yirn/tflti t\rai\ai4iAno1 4a fkn marc on/1 lmrArenltrJOiVAAAiV W VIMVVUJ V/^A/i U\/1KU IV U1V OOiVUliV o niaoo cmVI UITUJVI^

proportional to the square of the satellite’s distance. Let Fm be the force

exerted on a satellite of mass m to cause it an acceleration g at a

distance t from its attracting body. By (24)

Fm “ »*&
1 I /Ot\

aiiu uy

g
r
2

’

so that

„ m
Fm “ C * o'

Note well that the attracting force is a function of the mass of the

attracted bodv as well as its distance.

The Moon is attracted by the Earth, the Earth is attracted by the Sun.

It is natural, but audacious, to conjecture that every particle is attracted

by every other, that gravitation is universal. But, if particle A attracts

particle B and every particle attracts every other, then also B attracts

A. If every particle attracts every other, then every particle is attracted by

every other.
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m m

c*m _ cm'

*3

Figure 3.33

consider tne simplest imiverse or bus Kino, narneiy inai witn just two

particles, say m, m\ distance r apart. See Fig. 3.33. If m is regarded as

a “satellite” in the gravitational field of m', then the force exerted on it is

in 1 4-/1 Ml 9 vw/wv/vt*!-* /\v\a1 ^/\ 4-kAuucvujf uuiicu tv iu ma» n» auu uifciaci^ pu^uiuuucu iw uiu

square of its distance from m i.e.

/CU2\

\
m

, m/» —
f*’

where c' is a constant of proportionality for mn
s gravitational field.

According to Newton’s theory, this constant c of proportionality de-

pends only on m'. What is the nature of this dependence? To answer this

question, we now regard m' as a satellite in the gravitational field of m.
Ti. _ r i?1UC lUItC i‘m'

. 1 V...CAciicu uy rf» uij ff»
1m 4l« rtiiu uicij given uy

(26')
17 mFm’ " c •

where the constant of proportionality c, associated with m*s gravita-

tional field, depends only on m. Because of the complete symmetry of the

situation, the relation of c to m is the same as that of c* to m'.

Now according to another law of Newton s, the law of action and

reaction, the forces two bodies exert on each other are the same in

magnitude and opposite in direction:

Fm « Fm-

Then by (26) and (26')

cm cm

*

r
2 **

r
2 *

so that

— * —
m mf

Since c depends only on m, c* only on m/

, the left side is independent
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of m\ the right independent of m. We denote the common value ofV M.

these ratios by G:

c_

m
c

m'
G

and since m and m' are arbitrary pairs of masses, we conclude that G
/ifUAU^/^A/llUVllt VS& U1U1V1 \\ruM urA n fi 1TTU^ll VT \s dUU/JUiUiV 1/ mur ftn/1

CUIU 1/

m'G into (26) and (26') we find

and

**m
m'mG

r
2

(270
mm G

r
2

Each of these forces is directly proportional to m, directly proportional

to m', and inversely proportional to r
2
, with the fame constant of pro-

portionality G for the gravitational fields of anu two particles m and* / W i/ A

m\ Being universal, G is appropriately termed the universal gravita-

tional constant.

Supposedly it is along some such line of thought that Newton arrived at

(27), his Law for the Force of Gravitational Attraction, from his already

established hypothesis that acceleration due to gravity is inversely propor-

tional to the square of the distance.

To be precise, this law is taken by Newton to hold only for mass points,

that is, for bodies whose dimensions are negligible. It is a consequence of

this law—which Newton had considerable difficulty in proving—that the

resultant attraction of a uniform sphere on a particle outside it is as if the

whole of the mass of the sphere were concentrated at its center. So when
dealing, for example, with the gravitational attraction of the Earth at a

instance r from it, we must take f as uie distance rrom us center, not

its surface.

3.4.4 That Kepler’s Third Law is a Consequence of Newton’s Law of* m-

Gravitation

We recall that the crucial step in Newton’s formulation of his Law of
T Ti%itr/^rrnl PminfnfiAn io An ~c 1vuiTvioot uiauvauvn u uiai cui uituk ov|u<uc taw ui ^taviiauuiicu aiuac*

tion is a consequence of Kepler’s law that the square of a planet’s period

T is proportional to the cube of its orbital radius r. We shall now show,

conversely, that Kepler’s Third Law is a consequence of Newton’s.
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With close approximation to the facts, we suppose a planet to move

around the Sun with uniform circular motion. Let M and m be mass of

Sun and planet, r the distance between them, and F the gravitational

pull of the former on the latter. Any letters subsequently introduced are

to be given customary interpretation. By Newton's Law of Gravitation,

(
27).

_ GMm

And since the motion is uniform circular motion, the centripetal accelera-

non is given py (ai),

and by (24), for the centripetal force F, we have

(2H\
\—

/

z? —* —

It remains to introduce T. Since the motion is uniform circular motion,

bv definition of velocitv
/ /

277T

Our problem is to find the relation between T and r.

First we eliminate a. From (11) and (28),

Substituting in (27) to eliminate F, we have

m GMm
r
2 *

so that

2 GM
xr * ,

r

and m also is eliminated. Squaring (29) and substituting for t>*, we have

4 GM
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SO that

(30)

47t
2/GM is independent of T and f, so that

T2
is proportional to r

3
,

as was to be shown.

The attentive reader will note that this deduction, as that in Number

3.3.4 to determine the period of oscillation of a conical pendulum, readily

lends itself to detailed “Word Problem” development: What is given?

What is to be found? How manv eauations?- - - / i

3.4.5 Planetary Mass

From (30), solving for GM, we have

(31) GM - 4ir

The product of G and the mass M of the Sun is a function of r and T,

the orbital radius and period of a satellite, but is independent of this

satellite's mass. And of course the formula is equally applicable to any

other sun and a satellite of that sun. Jupiter has moons, so let us apply it

to Jupiter and one of its moons. If m is the mass of Jupiter and r' and
T,/ 4-Vv mama/I /if a m/wivk /if T. .rt 4-A. ii.a liotrAx luc uiuiuu tauiuo aiiu ^\/1 ivai ui a mwii ui ju^fiu/i, wc uutv

Gm * 4 -
77

-

^/3

7v2

so that

GM
A A A #

4ttv/ r
Gm 49rV3/J/3 '

i.e.

(32)
M
in

(r/'f

(T/rf

Thus we can compute the ratio of the masses of the Sun and Jupiter.
A*
similarly, since me SLaxxn nas a moon, me rauo or me aun s mass iu me
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Earth's can be determined, and consequently, the relative masses of Sun,

Jupiter, and Earth.

To find M, the actual mass of the Sun, (31) is of course insufficient; we
need to know G. From (27), when M * 1, m * 1, r * 1, we have

F - G.

That is to sav that G is the gravitational force exerted bv unit mass on

unit mass at unit distance. So, in principle, G could be determined by

measuring the force of attraction between two bits of blackboard chalk.

However, the force is so very small that it is rather impractical to

determine it in this way. G was determined with accuracy by the English

physicist Cavendish, the German physicist von Jolly, and others. 1 wish to

mention that one method of determination, using the torsion balance, was

devised by the Hungarian physicist Eotvos—a brilliant lecturer and my
teacher at the University of Budapest.

Actually (30) is not exactly correct Since it makes use of the formula

for the centripetal acceleration of uniform circular motion (Hamilton's

hodograph result), it presupposes that the center of attraction is fixed. But

the Sun is not nailed to a point in space; it moves. When you jump into

the air you kick away from the Earth and so move it. True, such a small

impulsive thrust acting on such a gigantic mass moves it a negligible

distance. Although your prancing does not cause an earthquake, the
tL. c

Uiailll^llUll IS UJllCLl. lOUUg UIC JU119 lUUUUU IlllU OUWUlll, WU1U1

involves the concept of relative velocity, it turns out that (30) must be

replaced by

4ff
2

t
3

G (M + m)
'

That is to say that the relation between T and r depends not only on

the mass M of the Sun, but also on the mass m of the attracted

satellite. And just to indicate that we have not exhausted the topic of

planetary mass, let me conclude with the remark that it is possible to

determine the mass of Mercury and Venus, even though they have no

satellite moons. It is sufficient to know their orbital periods to the

required degree of precision.

3.4.6 Go-Away Velocity

We arrive at the titular topic of Section 4: to determine the initial

velocity with which a rocket must be fired from the Earth's surface to

voyage straight on into outer space, never to return. With inevitable

idealization we neglect the frictional resistance of the Earth's atmosphere.
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Also, we suppose Earth and rocket to be the only bodies in the universe,

so that the only force acting on our rocket is the Earth's gravitational pull.

Even with these simplifications the answer is far from obvious.

What happens? Immediately our rocket blasts off, its initial velocity

begins to decrease due to the Earth’s gravitational pull. The farther away
from the Earth the less the Earth's pull and the slower the rate at which

our rocket's velocity decreases. Yet its velocity continually decreases and

if it were finally to come to rest way out in space, its rest would be only

momentary; the Earth's pull though weak, being the only force, would

begin to draw our rocket back to Earth. The nearer our rocket returned to

Earth, the greater the Earth's pull on it; it would arrive back at the speed

with which it set out. The crux of the matter is to determine an initial

velocity just sufficient to overcome the effect of the Earth's continuously
« ril-n 4-« /\v>la1umcoAuig giavuaui/iiat puu>

How are we to set about computing this continuously variable effect?

Let us cast our minds back to the section on Galileo. He dealt with the

Tvtnfinuallv /tkanmrwy in forme nf- mj vw ~ m*tu v# uiv noVtancrincr ParirotiirA fKo onntimi.VWAVUkUIV WAV WA1WACW

ally changing as intervals of steadiness punctuated by instantaneous

jumps, then decrease the intervals and the magnitude of the jumps until

the nhennmennn is smoothed out into a Pradnal continual change. Recall
r _ _ _ _ ' " - o' — -- - - - — 0--

Galileo's treatment of the continually increasing velocity of free fall.

Accordingly we, as Newton, conceive of continually decreasing gravita-

tional pull as the limiting case of intervals of steady pull punctuated by

instantaneous decreases of pull.

How are we to compute the effect of an interval of steady pull on our

rocket's velocity? What is the key concept here? To this we also find the

answer in Galileo: Number 3.1.5, Conservation of Energy. There we have

(
7
) . .

mu mg-H.

| mo
2
, we recall, is the kinetic energy of a mass in moving with velocity

v; mg is the force exerted by gravity on this mass at the Earth's surface;
TV
II

il l. i1 £_11_ 1X71 il. - r_11_ _
15 U1C UClgill UllUUgll Wills'll U1C 111(155 1(1115. VViiCll U1C 111(155 W 1(1115 «1

distance H, its loss in potential energy, mg * H, is converted into kinetic

energy, | mo
2

. Alternatively put, gravity exerts a force mg on m over a
urlicfonr'n /ifwAouuivv vrx in tk* Airanfi/m r\f i a m nr . HU1 VA1V UUV^WVU VI U1V IVIW) HVI) Iftg A A

c ti/Arlr /Inn^to uiv rr v*a uvuv

by gravity. And since the free-falling mass starts from rest its initial

velocity, and consequently, initial kinetic energy, is zero. So (7) may be

read as

gain in kinetic energy * work done in direction of the force.

Alternatively, considering the sequence of events to occur in the reverse
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order, so that the mass is thrown up with initial velocity v and work is
M. *

done in the opposite direction, (7) is to be construed as

loss in kinetic energy = work done against gravity.

Isn’t this just what our problem needs for each interval of constant

gravitational pull? We must add that Newton was familiar with the
Ia«ia4«a A*\A«*/n TU1 AUl^UV wiwgjf AA/)(U1U YTU1 JV UUI1V) KnfUUl 11V tt/a c aaiireATTCM) \/l WUiOVy

unfamiliar with the terminology. Contrariwise, many schoolboys are

familiar with the terminology, but not the concepts.

Let M be the mass of the Earth, t its radius, and w thp mass of our

rocket. See Fig. 3.34, We recall that the gravitational attraction of a

uniform sphere acts as if the whole of its mass were concentrated at its

center, so that the Dull F on our rocket at a distance x from the Earth’s
A

center is, by Newton’s Law of Gravitation (27),

p _ GMm
x
2 ’

Since we shall need consider a sequence of n positions of our departing
/ J:J „r , £ f„ll: 1 l..\ :i. : * iL.

iwaci uiu uoiucu ui a ncc*iiuuiig vnj\iyy, il u luiivciuciu iu ucuuic uic

n-th position by xn and the force exerted on our rocket at that point by

F **»•

(33) Fn =
GMm
4

Also, it is convenient to denote the work done against gravity by our

rocket in moving from xn_ 1
to xn by Wn_ l n .

Since the initial position of our rocket at blast off is on the Earth’s

surface, we put x0 = r, and we suppose it to reach a distance R from

the Earth’s center in the n-th position, xn = R. (We let it voyage first to

fi, later to infinity.) Our problem is primarily to compute the work done

against gravity by our rocket in moving from x = r to x = R. We
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eranh the eoiiation of the force F = GMm/r2 bv Dlottiner the oointsO i 4 - / / 4 O *

where abscissae are % JCj, . . .

,

xn and complete inner and outer rectan-

gles in relation to these points as shown in Fig. 3.35.

Figure 3.35

What is the work done against gravity by our rocket in moving from
v- frn y. • what ic IV- .? Tlift Hictanoo from to r. k (v. — anH
"U ~l» •“ " u, ] "U — "1 — \"l ”U/

the initial force is F0. If this remained constant the work done would be

F0(xl — x0), but we know that the actual force continuously decreases.

So? It is clear that

W0. i < (*i
~ xo)'

F continuously decreases from F0 to F\; the least force exerted is F\,

and that only for an instant. So? It is clear that

ir /* v\ / w
*1V~1 ~0/ ^ "0,1*

Combining these results, we find that

(*i “ *o) < ^o. l < (*1 ” *<))•

Similarly, we estimate W12, W^ 3 Wn_ l n :

&»(*»
-

*l) < Wl.t < *l(*2 ~ *l)

F* (x« — < W* *< Fa (x* —U \ 4/ O * \ U A/

*»(*, - \_ij < w,-i.» < f.-i

Adding what do we get?
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What is the geometric significance of F1
(x

1
— Xq)? This is the area of

the rectangle with base (xj — x0) and height GMm/x\, shaded in Fig.

3.35. Similarly, F2(x2 — Xj) is the area of the rectangle with base

(x2 — Xj) and height F2 . In short, the sum of the left-hand side elements

of our inequalities is the area of the sequence of rectangles just reaching

the curve. Let be the area of this inner staircase of n steps. And
what is the geometric significance of F0(x1

— Xq)? This is the area of the

rectangle with base (x
l
— Xq) and height F0. And F\(x2 — Xj)? Simi-

larly, the sum of the right-hand side elements of our inequalities is the

area of the sequence of rectangles just containing the curve F *
GMm/

x

2
. Let Gn be the area of this outer staircase of n steps. Adding, we

get

I C W« , + W. - + W- - +
t» - w, i i,« «,<>

+ W- . - < CL.

i.e.

(34)
1 f

L < W < 0_

where W is the total work done against gravity by our rocket in

traveling from Xq to xn, that is, in traveling from x * r to x * H.

What happens as n, the number of positions considered, is increased?

The steps become more numerous and inner and outer staircase more

closely coincident. Isn’t it clear that for sufficiently laige n, the dif-

ference between On and ln becomes arbitrarily small? But, it is equally

evident that

(35) L < area under curve < Om .

So what do you conclude from (34) and (35)? We must conclude that for

sufficiently large n, W and the area under the curve are squeezed

arbitrarily close; that

work done against gravity * area under curve from r to R.

Symbolically,

(36) W - [area]?.

The problem to compute W becomes the problem to compute the area

under the curve.

ncvuiuiiucr (*«), (vxjy. i acsc cue ui uic lumi

in <x<on .

The method is to find X—and squeeze.
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First, to find an X. (34) is a summation of inequalities such as

*1 (*1
-

*o) < W01 < F0 (x1 - *o).

Can we, more modestly, find an Xj such that

F
1 (*1

-^)<X
1
<F0 (*1

-*
0)?

If so—and if similar quantities X2, X3, . . .

,

XB can be similarly found,

there will be nothing left to do but add, getting X — Xj + X2 + • • • +
X_.n

What is Fj? Remember that we are dealing with the curve

j-, GMm
* “

x2
'

(Do not omit m, the constant is not for General Motors.) By (33)

GMm
x2xi

also
GMm

4 ‘

So,

*«)
\jtiYiw

(*,
- *0)

and ^o(*i
-

»«)

*0
(*,

- a^).

What quantity lies between them? Not helpful? Well, try a change of

emphasis. We rewrite the right-hand sides of these equations:

GMm and GMm

Helpful? Try another change of emphasis; concentrate on the similarities

(or on the dissimilarities)

[
GMm (*,

—
*b)] -7 and [GMm(*, -

*„)] .

*1 *6

What lies between them? Obviously something of the pattern

f f "
* S i # *» \ 1

l~

'o/j v
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The immediate problem is to find a Y such that

At this stage one needs luck and a keen sense of what is appropriate, of

the fitness of things. Isn't the following a more apt formulation? Find a y
such that

.3 ^ .2 ^ .3 *

*1 y *o

Suppose that there is such a y ; then

so that

— <— and — < — ,

x\ y
2

y
2

y
2 < x\ and x

2 < y
2

,

and consequently, since we are dealing with positive quantities,

—

i

auu *0

I.e.

(37) *o < y < xv

These steps are reversible, so that any y satisfying the latter condition

also meets all the former conditions.

Can we find such a y? We do know

V V

and the abundant occurrence of squares does (whether helpful or not)

suggest introducing x2 and x\. Multiplying this inequality first by X&

and secondly by xlt we have

XqX0 < XqX
x

and XqXj^ < aqxj;

i.e*»

V® / V V /^ *0*1 ^ *15
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so that

Xq <VxqX
x < xv

TLi, * n/7.«tr*1
II® SS -1

y -tr
moofc nnr rMiniromont /UTiitAVVW VUA 1 W\^UU VlliVtlh}

In short, since x0 < x
ly
x0xl

is such that

111
i? ^

and

GMm{xy
— Xq) GMm(x

1
— Xq) GMm^ —

*<,)

¥i x2*o

i.e.

fkaf tcutav m

Fi (x, - *o) < GMm(^-^)<F0 (xi- *,),

*i(*i ~ *o) < GMm( ^ - £ )
< F0 (x

1
- *o).

\ ”'1 /

Of course we can deal similarly with the subsequent intervals. The

pattern is obvious. All told, we have.

F2 (*2
— *1 )

< GMmu-

Fi(*i - *0) < CMmi ^ j

< F0 (*,
- Xo)

^ )

< Fi (**
- *1)

F,(a® - *2) < CMrof f - f )
< F2 (*, - **)

\ X2 *3 /

~ *,-1) < CMml -
-jr I < F„_!(^ -

A JJ.*_« .... .1.1.'.
nuuiug, wc uuuuu

< GMm[ “-“)< On,

\ 'O ~n /
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i.e.,

(38) h < GMm( i - £) < 0„.

Note how neatly all the x*s other than the first of the first difference and

the last of the last difference canceled out. We are luckier than we knew.
T7/^itofiAn /Qfi^ rrttmc Anr IT* Fa AAmrvtAfn fliA mAFl%A/4 «F i*Amn«nc« Fajjxjuuwu givvi? vui w wiupiviv uav ltiv ui\/u u i viiicuiij wj

squeeze In and On together. Since for sufficiently large n, the dif-

ference between the area of the inner, contained and the outer, contain-

ing staircase of the curve becomes arbitrarily small, by (38) we have

CMm(
y - j )

- [area]?.

By (36),

And since

TI7 /-* 1 MW “ IjrlVIin
1 1 1

\7 R)

loss in kinetic energy “ work done against gravity

W,|mu
2

giving

Imv2 = GMm( — — 4- ^
V r n /

or

„ - - i)
,

where v is the initial velocity for our rocket to reach a point in outer

space distance A from the Earth's center before being pulled back. For

complete escape A must be infinitely large and 1/A, zero. So the
ACA<iT\A i»nlAAiFt7 ir chirnn K«rvova|/v i/ u givvu uy

(39)
2CM

We have solved our problem. In solving it we circumvented the

techniaue of. but not the ideas basic to. integration. We did it in the
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old-fashioned way which really goes right back to Archimedes. To com-

pute the required area we really needed tremendous luck; with integral

calculus such problems become merely routine—and less exciting. I hope

you will use this method to pave the way for the integral calculus.

Concentrate on the essential concepts: area under a curve, successively

better approximations, and the specific, lucky inequaliy.

*1 A *1 Da4iA T?r/kA«%A A«%/) ^1»1\«^a1 \7a1jttauv vi uova^ anu viviuu t viwiu^

Which is greater, the go-away or the go-around velocity? At the

beginning of this section you were asked to commit yourself to an opinion.

We are now in a position to determine if you are right.

The roof-top orbital velocity v is given by (21),

17
\ / _

~

v Se't

And m being the mass of our rocket and M the mass of the Earth, by
WA ItAtrANAwtrin’c T aw nf Hrovih; (0 W

T\- »» V* wiU f 1^ ^' u

GUm
*2

that is,

g

E

r
2 *

GnKrfifiifin/V *nVUVJUlUUilg ill
tl 9A /Va4

And by (39)

so that

i.e.,

£ . V2
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Perhaps it is obvious that the go-away velocity is greater than the

go-around velocity, but it is not obvious that it is V2 times as great.

We have seen how Newton, primarily by relating the motion of falling

apple, cannon ball, and the Moon to Kepler's Laws, was led to his Law of

Universal Gravitation and Theory of Dynamics. Are not the Luniks,

Sputniks, Pioneers, etc. voyaging overhead a fitting memorial to, as well as

a vindication of, his genius?



CHAPTER FOUR

Physical Reasoning ino
Mathematics

To date, what have we done? First we discussed measurement, espe-

cially in astronomy; then simple but pervasive topics culled from the

history of statics, and finally, great discoveries from the history of dy-

namics—so many of which hark back to the stars. We have seen some-
1%«I «V\A AWkA /\r* ««\ At ra1uung ui uii/ iuiu ujr iiiauiuiuauvo 111 ui^ wvc;iu|;iuum vi

that the aim of physics is to condense its knowledge into mathematical

formulae; that, as Galileo so delightfully expressed it, the book of Nature

is written in characters.

Yet this view, although undeniable, is one-sided—or should I say

unidirectional? Of course mathematics helps physics. But you must not

suDDose that helD alwavs flows downstream from mathematics to Dhvsics:
* A A / 1 /

the river of thought is tidal. My object in this chapter is to navigate an

incoming tide, to show how help flows also from physics to mathematics.

My lecture-room navigation will not be reproduced here as my up-

stream voyage is already carefully charted in my Mathematics and Plausi-

ble Reasoning, Vol. 1, pp. 142-167, to which the interested mariner is

directed.
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Their Use in Science

The reader should be somewhat familiar with the concepts and the

techniques of integral and differential calculus; yet knowledge of the

theory of differential equations is not a prerequisite. What such equations

are and how they must be treated will be explained (roughly but

sufficiently for our purpose) later, when they naturally emerge from

physical problems. It will turn out that differential equations are useful in

science. We cannot understand how and why they are useful before we
have used them.

SELTI'IUN I. * IKSI EAAMJ'EES

5. 1. 1 Rotating Fluid

r\ i i O r>. O \ir_ 1 11 ~1 I „ J..vsuc lump ui augdi, ui iwu.r v>ic<uu.r vrc imvc cut uujci vcu & ia\iy uiMiig

tea. What happens? The faster she stirs, the higher up the side of her cup

the tea climbs. If she stirs too fast she spills it and ruins an afternoon. Her
toq/tiin /irvnfoinc n r\mK1om frvr Kor an/1 a nrr»Klom frvr 11c Aiir nrrvWom icVVMVVt^# VVU tiM&AU I* ^/A W1VIII AVA A1VA l*AA%» M ^/A VMAVA1A AVA Wilt V «AA ^#IVW1VUI M
amenable to mathematical treatment: What is the surface shape of the

rotating tea?

First consider a motionless liauid. We have all seen a dass of water

when no one is kicking the table. Its surface looks flat, yet closer

examination shows its surface to be not entirely horizontal; it curls up

ever so slightly at the edges, due to surface tension. For water substitute

mercury, and surface tension causes precisely the opposite effect, a

curling down at the edges. A phenomenon distinctly visible in a mercury

barometer. See Figs. 5.1(a) and 5.1(b). The point, made so many times, is
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Water

(a)

Mercury

ir:~. K iriguic tr.x

that mathematics succeeds in dealing with tangible reality by being

conceptual. We cannot cope with the full physical complexity; we must

idealize. We neglect the minor circumstance of surface tension, we
suppose the surface of a non-rotating fluid to lie wholly in a horizontal

plane.

Fieure 5.2

Instead of the tea stirred by the lady, let us observe a more clear-cut

experiment. We set a glass half full of colored water well centered on a
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centrifugal machine* set it in uniform motion about a vertical axis and

observe what happens. At the center of the rotating glass the water is

depressed, at the circumference, elevated. If the rate of rotation is

increased, the water rises higher towards the rim and sinks lower in the

middle, forming a deeper hollow. See Fig. 5.2. A cross section (in a

vertical plane through the axis of rotation) looks roughly as illustrated by

Fig. 5.2. With a brightly colored liquid there is no problem to see what it

looks like; the problem is to state precisely what it is, to give a mathemati-

cal description of the shape of the rotating surface.

Another crude description is to say that the surface shape is

hemispherical—a remark that introduces the notion of surface of revolu-

tion. If hemispherical, what would a cross section be? Yes, a semicircle,

the same as any other cross section; the surface generated by rotation of a

semicircle about its central radius is a hemisphere. Similarly, the rotation

of a circle about a diameter generates a sphere. And, a most interesting

case, what happens if a circle is rotated about a line which does not
« 14-0 An mma ti 1*\IV n/#UllUIOUVl 1U HU OI4UIUI uug) wUUVUilg illlg“ Vi us uu lULiuuuu tauiui mail

nautical or matrimonial—a torus, is generated. See Fig. 5.3.

Since hemisphere, sphere, and torus are solids generated by rotation

they are appropriately, to be solids of revolution and their surfaces to

_"0
Circle not intersecting

axis ofrotation

Fipiire 5.3
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b$ surfaces of revolution. To determine a surface of revolution it is

obviously sufficient to know the shape of the plane curve which is rotated

and its position relative to the axis of rotation.

Reconsider the rotating surface of our liauid. As the different parts of
A. A

the surface rotate past our fixed gaze there is no discernible change in

shape, nor would the Principle of Insufficient Reason suggest one. So?

The rotating surface may be conceived as a surface of revolution, as

generated by the curved boundary of any cross section through the axis of

rotation. Other cross sections do not trace out new solids, they retrace the

same solid. Thus, to determine the surface of the rotating liquid it is

sufficient to determine the geometry of any cross section (in a vertical

plane through the axis of rotation).

Technically, the surface-generating curved boundary of the solid-gener-

ating cross section is said to be a meridian of the surface. This term, when
fully understood, is helpful as well as technical. Its helpfulness is revealed

by its origin. The Latin meridies (medius, middle + dies, day), which

became the French midi, means noon. The people who have noon at the

same time live on a noon curve or meridian. San Franciscans and

Seattleites—or whatever they call themselves—have the Sun at its zenith,
4tirAl«?A n/U\A C>a1a« i««WlA A^ i-l\A AA«MA \TA«lf Vai*1^AM 1%AlfA 4l\AIVVOIYO U ViV/VR UWU) 9UIOI lllilO) £LV Ul^ UlWi Iia?^ Ul^

Sun highest in the sky some three hours earlier; they live on a different

meridian. A meridian is any great circle connecting North and South

Poles, a curve that, if rotated, generates the Earth's spherical surface.

The upshot: our problem becomes that of finding the equation of the

meridian. How are we to do this? Yes, we begin by introducing a

rectangular coordinate system. And where are we to out the axes ofo / A

coordinates? It seems natural to make the (/-axis the (vertical) axis of

rotation. Consequently, the x-axis will be horizontal. And what about the

origin O? There remains some choice. Foreseeing that the axis of rotation

goes through the center of the hollow, it would appear convenient to

make O this central point, see Fig. 5.2. Yet observe that although we are

free to put the (/-axis anywhere we please and are free to put O anywhere

on the (/-axis we please, the two freedoms are not, so to speak, equally

free. A not unnatural alternative choice for O is the point of intersection

of the axis of rotation with the original horizontal surface of the liquid.

But what is an alternative for the (/-axis? True, we could make it the edge

of our container, but is this a genuine alternative? Does it really please us?

Although logically possible, it is physically abhorrent. The reader who
finds this point farfetched lacks reeling for what is of physical importance.

We insert rectangular axes as illustrated in Fig. 5.2.

Our problem has become even more specific: to find the equation of
iL* ! Ji i_ti t. _ .1 _r I; a. UTLiU
uic iiieriuioii reuuvc w uicsc it&cs» ui tuuiuiiwica. ttuuc uio u uut
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immediate interest, let us not lose sight of our greater ambition. Remem-
ber that these lectures are entitled “Mathematical Methods in Science”;

our major aim is to learn how to apply mathematics to physics.

Behind the special problem before us we wish to see something more

general-the typical attitude of the scientist who uses mathematics to

understand the world around us.

In the solution of a problem such as that of the rotating fluid there are

typically three phases. The first phase is entirely or almost entirely a

matter of physics; the third, a matter of mathematics; and the inter-

mediate phase, a transition from physics to mathematics. The first phase is

the formulation of a physical hypothesis or conjecture; the second, its

translation into equations; the third, the solution of the equations. Each

phase calls for a different kind of work and demands a different attitude.

iu ^Aciuj/iuj aim w am a luicuivj nc wuuiiul rr alii uui puuicm*

The Physical Phase Mathematical textbooks intend to propose well-for-

mntofiul nmKlamc T( 4-ko aim a! cnr»Vi a nmKlom ic fko rloforminafiAn aP arkIIIVUHVVVI A1 UIV UA111 VI JUVU H ^/IWIV11I IU UIV VIV^VA 1I1IIIHV1VBI VI (U«

unknown, the textbook should state unambiguously the data and the

condition by which the unknown is determined.

We have now, however, a physical problem. We want to find the

equation of the meridian curve whose rotation generates the curved free

surface of the revolving fluid. This equation is our aim, our unknown, that

much is dear. Yet what is given? What is the condition? We observe the

rotating fluid, yet the phenomenon observed does not give us anything by

itself. We have to take what we need. Especially, we have to produce the

concepts, the terms in which the condition determining the unknown
must be expressed.

I do not suppose here that the reader knows hydrodynamics. On the

contrary, if he knows it, he should pretend that he has forgotten it. Facing

any part of the observable reality, we are never in possession of complete

knowledge, nor in a state of complete ignorance, although usually much
closer to the latter state. If we deal with our problem not knowing, or

pretending not to know, the general theory encompassing the concrete

case before us, if we tackle the problem “with bare hands”, we have a

better chance to understand the scientist’s attitude in general, and espe-
—:_n.. 1.1 i £ 1.1 i* _ j j
vwiry uic ui uic appueu iiiauicuiaucicui.

I shall assume, however, that the reader is somewhat familiar with the

elementary dynamics of a material point.

If vnn rannnt cnlvn fV»o nmnncMl nmKIcmiU ^ VU V«HU1V% V VAIV V^/VUW WAVI11} trv tn cnlvp ftrcf a cimnlorUJ W UVAT V A&AfcJV. U tlUII^/lVIy

related problem. Why does the free surface of the rotating fluid form a

round hole? Well, why does the free surface form a piece of a horizontal

Diane when the fluid is not rotating but is at rest? fWe nedect the surface
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tension.) Consider a bit of the fluid at rest, a minute portion of it
' *

adjoining the horizontal free surface. It is at rest, it does not move,

although its weight, the gravitational force, acts on it, urging it vertically

downward. What is counteracting the weight? It must be a force pointing

vertically upward, perpendicular to the horizontal free surface, and it

cannot be but the resultant, say R, of the pressures exerted by the

contiguous parts of the fluid. We conclude that the resultant pressure R
is perpendicular to the free surface of the fluid.

Now let us return to our problem of the rotating fluid. We consider a

bit of the rotating fluid, a minute portion of it adjoining its free surface at

a certain point P. This bit of the fluid rotates uniformly, describes a

horizontal circle with constant angular velocity. We know from dynamics

that such a uniform circular motion supposes that the rotating mass is

acted on by a centripetal force of constant magnitude directed to the

center of the circular path. How does such a centripetal force arise?

It is natural to assume that the centripetal force is the resultant of those
i £ 1 1„ I— i.vM I.L„ UJ*. ri-_:J iJ 1
iuaj j Lr/otsS wc oucauj miuw uc avuiig at uic vit iu nuiu tuwiucicu;

Gravity, pointing vertically downward, and the resulting pressure R,

perpendicular to the free surface, due to the action of the contiguous

nQT+c flip flnirl Qpp T?io R AW VA AAWVB* WV * V* *1

We have arrived so at an essential physical idea that could explain the
nlionnmonAn Vac if nr\*t 1

A

ka an PVTilonafirtn Knf ic if rtnp roallv? 'iliaX XV W«#«V» k/v Ull VA^/UMlUilVAl k/Uk AiJ XV VXtV XVUU^i AUV

question is justified, but let us postpone it. Let us first restate our

explanation more fully, more precisely, in quantitative terms. We have

now oomnleted the first, nhvsieal. nhase of our inmiirv and must berin
E ^ . j - 1 / O
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the next chase which should brine us the mathematical formulation of the
A.

physical idea conceived.

The Transition from Physics to Mathematics We have to restate the

physical idea conceived in the foregoing more fully and more precisely, so

that we can eventually express it in mathematical symbols.

Let m be the mass and v the uniform circular velocity of the bit of

fluid or particle F at the point (x, y) on the meridian. What is the

distance of P from the axis of rotation? Yes, its abscissa x. Consequently,

since its circular motion is uniform, its centripetal acceleration has magni-

1UU\/ /~ Av\i4 p«f\AaXU1U JU1VV

force = mass X acceleration

thp ponfriruttol fr\rr»o nn tn Koc macmihirlo mil® /r an/1«V1W VAV* VAI WWW AAMW AI«I*^UAVUVtV f«W
j

WAV

gravitational force mg, where g, as usual, stands for the gravitational

acceleration. Thus, in addition to the directions of all three forces acting

at P beinp denicted bv Fiff. 5.4. we know the magnitudes of two ofQ ^ -/ —o 9 ~ O " ’ ”
them. Moreover, the centripetal force is the resultant of the other two.

This is the decisive idea discovered in the foregoing phase. So, to depict

the relations between these three forces we need merely complete the
W A

parallelogram of which a horizontal line from P (which represents the

centripetal force) is a diagonal and a vertical line from P (which

represents the gravitational force) is a side. It is sufficient to remark that

PC must be parallel and equal to AB. We have Fig. 5.5.

What next? Our physical hypothesis is that the shape of the meridian is

conditioned by the situation depicted in Fig. 5.5. How are we to deduce

the equation of the meridian from the depicted circumstances of P? It is

at least clear that we must make use of the geometry of this figure and

take into account the coordinates of P. But, of the relevant items
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(mo2/x and ms) onlv one contains x and neither contains t/. Perhaps
\ f W' / ^ A

we should console ourselves with the thought that half a loaf is better

than no bread. Whatever our disconsolations, we must utilize the item

mv2
/x, for otherwise we have no prospect of incorporating x in an

equation. Yet on second thought this is not a happy prospect, for with x

comes m. It would be most embarrassing if the shape of the curve

should prove to depend upon the mass of the particles along it. Em-
barrassing because mass will depend upon size—and our supposition is

that the dimensions of the bits of fluid at P are negligible. So? While

hanging on to x we must get rid of m.

How are we to eliminate m? Take another look at Fig. 5.5. Consider

AABP. The ratio of mv2/x to mg is independent of m. Doesn’t this

suggest that the tangent or cotangent of angle A ought to be of interest

to us? Or, the opposite angles of a parallelogram being equal, angle C?
Tangent of an angle? Wait a minute. Why, of course. We have neglected

an important fact discovered in the physical phase: that R is perpendicu-

Figure 5.6

Let us introduce this taneent shown in Fie. 5.4. At the same time, sincew w
we are at liberty to select any scale we please for the parallelogram of

forces, it is convenient although not essential to have B (and conse-

quently C) on the y-axis. We consider Fig. 5.6. Let the tangent to the

meridian at P cut the x-axis at an angle t (t is the Greek T and T is

for Tangent) and meet the y-axis at Q y and let QS be parallel to Ox. It

follows that L SQP = r. Since angles CPQ and CQS are both right

angles, angles QCP and PQS are both complements of Z CQP. It
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follows that L C * r. Hence

mo2/

x

tan r ** tan C ** “ —
mg xg

so that

(i) tan r
v

xg

Partial success. We have an equation involving x.

Obviously we would like to substitute a function of x and y for

tan r. Can we? Just about the first thing we learn in the differential

firef /?lf / //v 1C fKo cIaHA flip fQHfTAnf f

A

L(UVU1U9 ij mat Ltiv J. J_t Ol VIVllTaMTV y
AU u«V VA uiv %v

the curve y — /(x) at the point (x, t/). And since r is the angle the

tangent line at P makes with the x-axis, tan t is the slope of this

tangent line. Consequently*

Hence, by (1),

(2)

dy

dx

dy

dx

tan t.

t

r

*g

The left-hand side of our equation now contains x and y, even if not in

the straightforward way to which we are accustomed in dealing with

algebraic formulae. Perhaps we should take comfort in the reflection that

an unaccustomed appearance is preferable to no appearance at all.

Other aspects of (2) also provide food for thought. Let us suppose

ourselves to be looking down upon the rotating fluid from way up above

the (/-axis. What do we see? Conceptually, we view the surface of

revolution as hosts of particles rotating in circles concentric about O (for

the axis, from directly above, appears as a point). All the particles in the

same horizontal plane revolve with the same velocity, but the higher the

plane, the greater the radius of rotation x and the greater the velocity v.

In other words, v is a function of x. But what is the really remarkable

feature? That any two particles on a meridian continue to revolve with

tlw> mori^ton TKuv KaIiqvh qc if t)u>v urprp fV»p fine rtf rtlrtrtlr Kanrle fLaf----- - ----- ----- - -|1V^ A/VAAUT V U V V VI V U1V VA^#U V* VAW1% AllMtVtkl VAIUVVA«V 1I1V1 JVUIM14

turn to keep pace with one another. See Fig. 5.7. While one particle

circles about O from P
x

to P[y the other circles about O from P2 to

PL The two narticles rotate with the same angular velocity.
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/V
A

\

Figure 5.7

An/1 U/\tir /1/v nra wta a on rri «1 av* tiAl/v/iii^tO A v\a«4i/i1a ir rn i/I kniraiuiu iivTv vtvr vr\s iiivcuui \s aiigutai tliwu.j • ii. pat uvil u acuu w na V1

angular velocity w if it traverses an arc subtended by to radians of a

unit circle in unit time. We use the Greek letter « (Omega), as is

customary in these matters. The reader may reflect that since the ac-

curacy of a clock depends upon the rates of rotation of its hands and not

on their lengths. Omega would be an appropriate name for a company
manufacturing chronometers.

Let us suppose that OP
Y
= 1, OP2 * x, and that one particle travels

along arc P
X
P[ in unit time with angular velocity u while another

travels along arc P
9
P9 with velocity c. It follows that

arc PjPj' * «, arc PtP2 = v.

But obvious to intuition—and by a theorem of Euclid—these arc lengths

are proportional to their radii. Thus

so that

It remains to remark that since the clock hands are synchronous both

particles have the same angular velocity, so that the particle with velocity

v and rotational radius x also has angular velocity <*?.

Squaring (3) and substituting in (2), we have that dy/dx ** «V/*g,

dy (A
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And what are the imnlications of this eonation? With constant (

0

A 1 * 9
being constant, of course), dy/dx increases or decreases as x increases

or decreases; for any steady rate of rotation the surface of the fluid near

the y-axis is flatter, that farther away, steeper. And note that for a given

x, if <t> is increased, dy/dx is increased. Thus (4) implies that the faster

the lady stirs her tea, the steeper the sides of the hollow become. If she

does not stir, 40 * 0, the slope is horizontal and the surface flat These

implications are in accordance with the obvious facts; they afford grounds

for accepting (4) as a plausible mathematical statement of the condition

upon which the shape of the meridian depends. But according to (4) the

shape of the meridian is also dependent upon g. It implies that if g were

reduced to one-sixth its terrestial value the meridian would become six

times as steep. Although we do not yet take afternoon tea on the Moon,

and an appreciable change in g is outside our common experience, we
have reason to suspect that tea is more readily spilt at Lunar tea parties.

Our grounds are substantial, not conclusive. We are disposed to accept (4)

as correct.

Furthermore, we can apply the dimensions test. It is helpful to think of

the various entities in terms of units in which they could be measured. We
falrA nonfimptor on#l uwmil oc tLo unite nf lan/rfVt an/) fima< man ic n/%4-MM%V WUMAUVW1 Wli 1/WVAlVt U1UW VA IVIl^UA fal l\l UlilV) KAMfaM W UW
involved. And do remember that angular velocity is measured in radians

per unit time. Since the radian measure of a central angle is the length of

the intercepted arc divided bv the radius of the circle, it dike slnnel is the
4. / ~ \ r — -

ratio of two lengths; its dimensions are zero.

A..
“Sf * tan r — slope

cm
cm

v 0

L
L 1,

so that the left-hand side of 141 has zero dimensions.

x

fa>

cm * L,

radian

sec

g * acceleration

— - T %T

cm
A

fa)

_L_

r2

T\

LT‘\

so that
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g LT ~

*
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Our final mathematical statement, spelled out in full, is that the

generating meridian of a fluid that rotates with angular velocity w in a

gravitational field g is such that any point (x, y) of the meridian

satisfies the condition (4)

dy
m

dx g

This completes the second phase.

Oh yes, we have been a long time arriving at this statement. But we
were not told to use the notion of meridian; we were not told to think of a

liquid as a conglomeration of point mass particles; we were not given the

angular velocity; we were not given the gravitational field. All these

things we had to take for ourselves. The problem was to decide which

ingredients to take. If an investigator is clear about their relevance at the

outset, his work is routine; he does not have a problem.

The Mathematical Those The final phase is essentially mathematical: to

deduce the equation of the meridian curve from (4)

ft__

w~x

dx “
g

'

The novelty of this equation as opposed to our familiar algebraic

equations is that it contains the differential coefficient dy/dx. For this

reason mathematicians term it a differential equation . We have reached

the DiinciDal tonic of this chanter.A * A *

The reader may anticipate that since dy/dx may alternatively be

termed first derivative, (4) may alternatively be termed derivative equa-

tion . This is never done. The latter terminology would invite confusion for

all equations are in a sense derivative—from the given, or, as here, the

taken. The former is firmly indicative that the differential calculus is

involved. But, with equal propriety,

. jl
dx2 **

is, for example, to be termed a differential equation. This equation

contains a second derivative whereas (4) contains no derivative of higher
iL.. il.~ £j m. Ti n..i il.uiuci uuui uic ill si. u iiuua uui uiai uic uiuci ui uic uigucsi ucuvaurc

involved has an important bearing on the solution of the equation.

Accordingly, distinction is made: (4) is said to be a first-order differential

onnatinn tVu> eiin/^wlirur pvamnlp CAfvmrl nrrlpr
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Differential equations of the first order are indicated schematically by
A * *

(5) F(*-**)" a

This exhibits that the ingredients are the independent variable x, the

dependent variable y, and the first derivative of y with respect to x.

The F is to emphasize that there is a functional relation between these

ingredients. Note that from (4), we have

dtl — " _ 1

1

an especially simple case of (5), for we have no ingredient y. Unfor-

tunately there is no general method of solution of differential equations of

all orders, nor even a general method for just those of the first order. It is

convenient to classify the latter according to the methods to which their
/ v

solutions are amenable. (4) is readily solved by the method of separation

of the variables* (This explains why I chose to introduce the topic of

differential equations via the problem of a rotating fluid.)

Separation of the Variables The first derivative, the result of the dif-

ferentiation of y with respect to x, was written by Leibniz in the form

dy

dx

(other notations are y', y, Dy, Dx y). Leibniz's notation deserves some

comments, because it is both extremely useful and dangerous.

Today, as the conceDts of limit and derivative are sufficiently clarified.
/ ' A /

the use of the notation dy/dx need not be dangerous. Yet, the situation

was different in the 150 years between the discovery of the calculus by

Newton and Leibniz and the time of Cauchy. The derivative dy/dx was

considered as the ratio of two “infinitely small quantities", of the “infini-

tesimals" dy and dx. Such consideration was helpful: it greatly facili-

tated the systematization of the rules of the calculus and gave intuitive

meaning to its formulas. Yet this consideration was also obscure—so

obscure and nebulous, in fact, that it brought mathematics into disrepute:

some of the best minds of the age, such as the philosopher Berkeley,

complained that the calculus is incomprehensible.

•“Not a method, just a trick” says a voice which tries to sound superior. See the footnote at
.1 1 C 1 . * er t a _ inA
uic ciiu ui sumccuuu lm..**, p. i».
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It should be made clear to anv beginner todav that du/dx is the limit
* / if r

of a ratio and emphatically not the ratio of dy to dx: the full symbol

dy/dx has a clearly defined meaning, but (at least in the first semesters)

the best is to consider its parts dy and dx as devoid of meaning: the

word WORD has a meaning, but its parts WO and RD have none.

Once we have realized this sufficiently clearly, we may, under certain

circumstances, treat dy/dx so as if it were a ratio: adults and experts

may do things that children or beginners should not do. For instance, we
may conveniently recollect the geometric meaning of dy/dx as slope of

the tangent to the curve in considering the “infinitesimal” right triangle

with horizontal leg dx and vertical ieg dy. See Fig. 5.8. We may do so if

we take such consideration just as a colloquial but short (although

somewhat sloppy) expression for a limiting process which we have once

carefully considered and could reproduce if needed.

Trusting the wisdom of Leibniz's notation, we treat dy/dx as if it

were a ratio and multiply (4) by dx to achieve separation of the

variables. We get

dy — — -xcbc.

g

The left-hand side does not now contain x, nor the right y; we can

integrate immediately:

/<*/-/ !j'xdx-

And since a constant factor is not affected by integration
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And what do we differentiate to get x? Yes, f x
2

. So, not forgetting the

constant of indefinite integration, we have

or

(8)
\ f

fa)

y = —£**+ c
6 *

fa) 2 i /"»

y = — •** + c.
*g

By assigning different numerical values to C we obtain different

curves. Which curve is the renuired meridian? Recall that we selected nnr
1 - — - - - -

axes such that the origin O is at the bottom of the hollow, i.e., such that

y
— 0 when x = 0. This is termed an initial or a boundary condition.

These terms are used because the condition determines the position of the

point at which the meridian is initiated or by which the meridian is

bounded.

Although our problem is not determined by the differential equation

alone, establishing this equation is the major, more responsible work. To
obtain it we had to probe a complex physical situation. To the contrary,

the initial condition is obvious and somewhat arbitrary. Equation (8) bears

testimony that the horizontal plane in which we select our x-axis is a

matter merely of notational convenience. As remarked much earlier, our

choice, unlike that of the (/-axis being the axis of rotation, has no physical

significance.

Applying the initial condition, y » 0 when x = 0, to (8), we obtain

so that

and

The meridian is a parabola; the surface, a paraboloid of revolution. We
have solved our problem.

. fa?
2 . . ^

U ”
2

i' U+U ’

0.

fa)
2

2y- Yz
*

5.1.2 Galileo: Free Fall

Our second illustration of the use of differential equations is con-
VAfltanfltr Kir oIiIaaV m*AKlam enn
T V111VUUJ |HUMU\AI UJ VJCUUW 3 ^1 ISLSlt/lll U1 1ITO ICUii

We introduce a vertical x-axis whose positive direction is downwards

and suppose a heavy particle to be let fall from the origin O, x *= 0. As
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we let the narticle fall we start our stoD watch, f = 0. Thus the motion is
f *

subject to the initial condition that c * 0 and x — 0 when t « 0.

How far, t seconds later, will the falling particle be below O ? Obviously

it can be only in one place at a time, and so long as it continues to fall, it

will be in different places at different times. Where depends on when; x

is a function of t, x — f(t). Our problem is to specify the function, /(t).

See Fig. 5.9.

( x = o, t = o>

r
Figure 5.9

Aristotle, among others, noted that the farther a body falls, the faster it

falls. Galileo, we recall, was insistent upon being more specific and first

made the very natural conjecture that the acquired velocity v is propor-

tional to x, the distance fallen. That is, that

(9) v = cx,

where c is a constant independent of x. Earlier, in Number 3.1.3, we
remarked that Galileo eventually came to the conclusion that this conjec-

ture is not merelv wrone but logically absurd. But as he had no calculus

he was obliged to invent a highly subtle, not easily accessible argument.

Here is an opportunity to present the calculus version.

Since the instantaneous velocity v is given by

(
10

)

substituting (10) in (9), we obtain the first-order differential equation

dx _
T" — Cx*
dt

Again, trusting Leibniz’s wisdom, we treat the derivative as a ratio.

Multiplying by dr, we have
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But birds of a feather should flock together. We divide by x.

dx— = c*dt.
x

The variables are now separated. It remains to integrate.

t 1 . t .

J
— ax = cj at.

And what do we differentiate to obtain 1/x? Yes, log
e x. So

logt* = ct + k,

where h is the arbitrary constant of indefinite integration. But we want a

formula for x, not logex. It is, at this stage, convenient to remember that

by definition of logarithm the equations

log102 - 0.30103, 2 = lO*30103

are equivalent. With x instead of 2, e instead of 10, and .... Yes, you

can do it for yourselves. We get

x « e*+*.

But, by the initial conditions, when t = 0, x = 0, so

If k > 0, e
k

is clearly positive. If k < 0, say equal to — k' where k' is

positive,

e
k = e~ k = “j = }-— = positive.

e
* positive

Thus e
K

is necessarily positive. In short: if the free-fall velocity is

proportional to the displacement, then

0 ® a positive number.

This, as Euclid would say, is absurd. Therefore free-fall velocity cannot be

Drooortional to disDlacement.A A- A

Again we have a problem resolved by a differential equation with an

initial condition. Despite being effected by such a simple separation of the

variables it is historically important. We are apt to suppose that all
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untenable physical theories are eventually refuted by experiment. This

one was defeated by logic: we have proved that it is inconsistent.

Galileo’s second thoughts conjectured that the velocity acquired is

proportional to the time taken to acquire it. That is, that

(ii) c « g*

«*«lt A«tA
5 U a VUiDUUU AfUl *«

Now substituting (10) in (11) instead of (9), we have

dt
gt-

We seoarate the variables bv multmlving bv dt:
x / i / v /

dx = gt-dt.

It remains to integrate:

fdx = e ft' dt.
J

We get

* = | g*
2 + C.

And since initially x “ 0 when i = 0

0 - | g -0 + c,

so that

and

^ = U,

This is a useful nroDosition of Dhvsics. Reflection uoon the contrastXX X X

between its derivation here and Galileo’s (cf. Number 3.1.3) is rewarding.

By effecting solutions without having to think what we are really doing

we gain a lot—and can lose a lot.
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5.1.3 Catenary

Catenary is derived from the Latin catena meaning chain, and is used

as a technical term for the curve formed by a uniform chain hanging

freely from two points not in the same vertical line. Our problem is to

specify the shape of the catenary: to determine its equation. With one

point of support vertically below the other there is no catenary and no

Droblem: the shaoe is obvious.A ' 1

When I was young the well-situated gentleman was wont to indicate his

opulence—not to mention emphasis of his corpulence—by sporting a

golden watch chain across a wide expanse of waistcoat. But even if golden

chains and waistcoats were still with us this would not be sufficient reason

to consider the catenary. In this technological age, telegraph wires, and

high-tension cables display some important catenaries. Unless the strength

of steel has recently been increased it is still the case that a steel cable

catenary six miles long would break under its own weight.

Consider the catenary pictured in Fig. 5.10. Obviously the supports at

A and A' do much more than take the weight of the cable. Recall the

exertion needed to take up some of the “slack” of a sagging clothes line.

Many engineers spend much of their working lives calculating tensions in

wires and cables, particularly the magnitude and direction of the pulls at

the points of support. The effect of contact with a falling high tension

cable is apt to be permanent as well as instantaneous.
\t„i ~11 C 1.. 1 1 I —

a

: ] A..vnui au neeiy sus^iciiucu wucs naiig m i,aicii<uic9i 111c nuiu ^uain 111

the above definition is used to imply strength and flexibility. We think of

a chain not rusted at the links. Ideally it does not stretch and is free to

cuHvaI of tfrc 1inlra(TAC> if ic l’nAV+pnciKIp anrl nffprc r»n rpcicfanrp frt KpnrlinrrWTf «T v* WV »W ) » V «*uvt UV * VUiUMWtVV (L/

And the word uniform implies that it is made of homogeneous material,

that its weight per unit length is the same throughout. The more nearly a

susoended wire, cable, or chain is flexible, inextensible. and homogeneous.x ' ' ' v
the closer its shape approximates a catenary.

A 1

Hnrimut/il

We consider a perfect chain suspended from two supports in the same

horizontal plane. (The case where the supports are not in the same

horizontal nlane will be considered subseauentlv.l Does it hang_
!

_________ x - s r
~ o
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lopsidedly? If so, to which support is the bottom of the curve nearer? The

left or the right? Yes, we have encountered the Principle of Sufficient

Reason before. It will hang symmetrically with respect to the vertical

equidistant between its supports. It is natural to take this vertical as the

t/-axis. And the x-axis? As for a rotating fluid it is tempting although not

essential to put it at the bottom of the curve. I prefer to put it an arbitrary

distance below; my reason will become apparent later. We have the

situation depicted by Fig. 5.11. Our problem is to determine the equation

of the catenary, y /(*), relative to our selected rectangular coordinate

axes.

The first physical phase is difficult. Although it is clear what we are to

find, what we are to take as given is far from evident. Rereading the

definition of catenary we note that the chain is uniform. We take this to

imply that it is made of homogeneous material, so that it has constant

weight per unit volume. Yet on second thoughts, uniform chain implies

more than this: a chain with hefty links at one end and slender ones at the

other, or a cable thick at one end and thin at the other, would not be

described as uniform even if made of homogeneous material. Additionally,

it implies uniform cross section: every part of the chain has the same

weight per unit length. Idealized, with cross section shrinking until the

chain becomes a line, this amounts to saying that it has constant linear

density. As is customary we take this density to be X. (A is the Greek L
and L stands for Length,)

T C* 4-1h«« At* ufA vtaa/1 «%t*A«n^A 1 T/VA a a! /)a4aO
10 uuo suiitvu/iiV) ma uu ffc itvt/U uui w i iii auvuuuuai uata;

If a chain has linear density A, it has it no matter what its shape. It would

still have this density while being cracked like a whip. But it is not being

cracked lilr** a whip; it isn’t moving at all: it is in equilibrium. We
conjecture that the condition that a chain has density A and is in

equilibrium is sufficient to determine its shape. Or, not to do violence to

the English language, we mav reformulate our Droblem: Given that ao o o ' / a
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perfect chain of density X, suspended as shown in Fig. 5.11, is in

equilibrium, find its shape. It is of course understood that the answer is to

be given relative to our selected coordinate system.

The second, transitional phase is the translation of our conjectured

condition, equilibrium, into mathematics. We anticipate ending up with a

differential equation with an initial condition.

Unwind some cotton from a cotton reel and pull. The unwound cotton

is tangential to the reel, isn’t it? Unwind some very heavy cable from a

drum and pull. The unwound cable need not be tangential; its resistance

to bending may be too much for your strength. A perfect chain is

perfectly flexible. We conclude that the tension in the chain is every-

where tangential to it.

i

'Da ill a1 aa«wa1\aha aav\#\1«ia«a«sAcuuoi wuwuiauuii m uuo Lunviuoiuii u giv^ii xjy
AAVWPm/^AttA AA a£vuitoiu^iauun ui uiu

forces acting at B, the bottom of the curve. The crux of the matter is that

B is symmetrically placed with respect to the left- and right-hand

nnrfinnc nf flip nirvp cn tViot nn maHpr fnrppc arp pypi+pH nn it Ku
* V} W k>A«*« UV ?»***•% •VC'VVV «*• V V«»V*

the one portion, symmetrically identical forces are exerted on it by the

other. Since H stands for Horizontal and V for Vertical let us suppose

H to be the horizontal and V the vertical Sunward) comnonent of the
* A ' A

pull exerted on B by either portion. See Fig. 5.12. The symmetry is such

that the horizontal components H are equal but opposite; each annuls

the effect of the other. Contrariwise, the symmetry is such that the

vertical components V have a resultant 2 V. For equilibrium 2V must

be annulled by the weight of the particle at B. What is its weight? Since

the chain weighs X per unit length, the smaller the length of the particle,

the less its weight. But isn’t it singularly odd to speak of the length of a

particle? Arbitrarily short, it weighs arbitrarily little, so that 2 V, and

consequently V, is arbitrarily small. With an ideal particle it follows that

V “ 0; the only force exerted by either portion of the chain is horizontal.

But the tangent at B is horizontal. We again conclude that the tension at

B is tangential. If you sever the chain at B, in what direction must you
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null tn maintain BA in equilibrium? Surelv vour muscles mve vou the
X

—|- / / o
same answer.

Progress has been made: we are agreed that if the chain is in

equilibrium, the tension is everywhere tangential to it. Thus, in particular,

the equilibrium of BA is effected by a horizontal pull H at B and a

pull T (say) at A tangential to the chain. What other forces act upon it?

Yes, only its weight. Each tiny portion of the chain is subjected by gravity

to a downward pull proportional to its length. Yet we do not need

consider these forces individually; their combined effect is just as if the

whole weight W of the chain BA were concentrated at a certain point

(somewhere in the plane of, "but not necessarily on, the chain). And what

is this point called? Yes, the center of gravity. So BA may be regarded as

in equilibrium under the action of three forces, Hy T, and W. It follows

that the force W must be equal and opposite to the resultant of the

other two, and that the lines of action of these forces must be concurrent

Let them meet at C. (C is for Concurrent) See Fig. 5.13.

Think about this situation. With a little thought it becomes clear that

we are now able to describe the shape of the curve. Our description is: no

matter where the point A(x, y) may be, the equation of BA is such that

the line through the center of gravity of BA, parallel to the y-axis, passes

through C, the point of intersection of the tangent at A and the line

through B perpendicular to the t/-axis. Can we obtain a differential

equation from this? Not very inviting, is it? Well, perhaps there is a more

amenable description. Let’s try again.

Instead of starting from the fact that the lines of action of Hf T, and

W are concurrent, let us begin with the fact that these three forces are

in equilibrium. It follows that lines representing them in magnitude as

well as direction will form a closed vector triangle. Consider Fig. 5.14. As
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in our first examole. taking r to be the angle made bv the tangent line
A r W W / W

with the x-axis, we have immediately that

an t
w
H

And again using

we obtain

dy

dx
tan t

ffy _ w
dx “ H '

Is (12) a differential equation? What do we know about H and W? H
is the horizontal pull at 5, see Fig. *5.12, anr! so ff is independent of the

location of A(x, y); H is constant. W is the weight of the arc of the

chain between point B and A(x, y); if the length of this arc is s, then

(13) W - As.

Our next task is to relate $ to the coordinates of A. The required
tin «e a AAWWMAnr\ln/VA tmn lintrA

4vsxmuta cm iuavltwa wtuiiiuupiavvy uui ua^#o jruw uutv murngum?** mi*

Just in case, I shall derive it for you. My method will be the “nine-to-one”

method. No, no, I do not mean it will take me four hours; I mean that I

chall nop nirwa pni+$ intuition to one part logic.

<a>

Ficnim JLlS/alT O" ’ —

\

w/

(b)

Fitruie K. 1 .VKl
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Consider Figs. 5.15(a) and (b). As P moves along the curve towards OV \ r \ r w
the slope of the secant OP more closely approximates that of the tangent

line Op. (We consider p to come “infinitely close” to O.)

n /
^x\ y/ uiv «tmrin*»v ru»n/T* ie f/\ nr Af fA \Iau4aa fA /^ACAnVhA1L U IVlIKpUlig 1U UJ UO 1\J llWTiVU i\l UVOV14UV

—thereby covering up a multitude of logical sins—and to join Leibniz in

writing it as dy/dx (viz., dy divided by dx). The notation

Lim
Ay

x->o Ax
dy

dx

aids and abets intuition. Both notation and diagrams tempt us to assert

that when the secant reaches its limiting position, P coincides with p,
Ax becomes dxt

Ay becomes dy, and the straight line element As
becomes ds, the infinitesimal bit of the curve coincident with its tangent

line. Let us not resist temptation.

Bringing Pythagoras to our assistance, we find that

(*)* - (dx)*+
(
dy)*

or

it a\
V
A**/

ds_

dx

, C
r

(dy\*

\&)

Yet (12) and (13) vield

dy \

dx “ H*‘

We differentiate this, use (14), and obtain

This equation contains dy/dx and d*y/dx2, but no derivative of higher

order than the second, so that it is a second-order differential equation

and is characterized (strictly speaking, after transposition) bv the general
i r • w* a. * * w
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pattern

F
dy

dx ’
0.

And although choice of the x-axis was left open, we nevertheless have an

initial condition: at B, no matter what its ordinate, the curve is horizon-

tal. When x * 0, dy/dx * 0.

(15) is the consequence of a physical conjecture. It ought to make sense.

Does it? Let us apply the dimensions test. In an earlier application we
found that dy/dx is dimensionless; schematically

dy

dx
1,

so that

d*y _
d (dy/dx)

^
d( 1) ^

dx2 dx dx L *

dy/dx being dimensionless (a pure number), a bit of dy/dx, i.e.,

d (dy/dx), is also dimensionless (a pure number). Since dy/dx is a pure

number, so is (dy/dx)2 and consequently also the factor

yj\ + (dy/dx)
2

on the right-hand side of (15). The other factor is, sche-

matically,

\ linear density force/length 1

H tension force L
'

cA a.a «*> /«1\ 4- rklrvv rli'mAnciAnruic i igu I'ucuiu aiou nao uuiigiiaiuua 1 / I « rv/ui AA1lAflAV\ CCA/1i/vjuauuu iioj

its test.

Finally, for brevity, it is convenient to set

H

m
1

a
»

where a is a length, so that (15) becomes

This completes the second, transitional phase.

The third, mathematical phase is to solve (16). This is a very special

type of second-order equation, for it contains neither x nor y, just the first
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derivative and the derivative of the first derivative . This very special

feature enables us to do what can be done in a few more general cases: to

reduce it to a first-order differential equation. You can always try; you

will seldom succeed.

Let p = dy/ dx ; then

. Al*L\ =
dx2 dx V dx } dx vr/

dp

dx

and (16) is reduced to the first-order equation

dp

dx

What are we to do next? Separate the variables, of course.

/1*T\
\Xt t

f _dp_
J

1

A nil Ja ...amiu miai uu wc uui^iuiuaic With to 4a aa4-

IVJ
1 / /I
A /

„2\l/2o
v r 1

Yes, an answer you should know by heart, loge ( p + (1 + p
2
)

l//2
). We had

better have a check-up for those with weak hearts:

iM* -
7^=7 5 ( f + (1 + '’H

r f - r

^=r{l + |(l + p
2
)

_,/2

2p}
n + \/l + »2 1 Z '

» T »

i li + -p=-|
P T ViT P" v

V i_r P '

i p +yi + p
2

p

+

yi +

p

a yi +

p

s

V1 + p
!
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Consequently, integration of (17) gives

log„(p +V1 + p
2

) * f
+c-

Making use of the initial condition

we get

and we find

(18)

dy
p = -jr = 0 when x = 0,

log„l = C, so C = 0,

n ll • .1.1 a /v AAinn A inA.inUIA l l r
ivecamng uiai iog102 = u.ouiuj, z = iu we analogously iransiorm

(18) and obtain

du _ / / du \
s

£ +
V

1 +W
The next step is to get rid of the radical

i^TiT
\ /

/1v

by squaring:

so that

/ \
8

. . . du t du \
2

1 + U) +

2e x/a ^j- = c
2*/0 — 1,

dx

t‘ 11__
giving miiuiy

e^/1’ ~ 1 _ I
/fv a _at/<i 9.

'"" 461?
' —

a first-order differential equation. Solve this and we have effected the

solution of a second-order differential equation by solving successively

two first-order equations.
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Separating the variables, we arrive at

Jdy = | /e x/adx +!/(“« x/a
)dx.

Since the derivative of ae*/a is e‘/
a

, and the derivative of ae~ x^“
is

- e~ x/a
,

y - £oe*/a + lae-*/‘ + C.

When x = 0,

y - | a(e° + e~°
)
+ C = |

a(l + 1) + C = a + C'.

The simplest equation available to us is given by C' — 0; whereupon the

equation of the catenary, the shape of a uniform chain hanging freely, is

(e*>
a +

(i9) y=a 5
.

We obtained this equation by taking y to be equal to a when x ™ 0. If

now, in Fig. 5.11, we put OB equal to a, my reason for not putting the

x-axis at the bottom of the curve is made apparent (as promised when Fig.

5.11 was introduced).

There remains one point to complete the solution: we have considered

the shape of a uniform chain hanging freely from two supports A, A ' in

the same horizontal plane. What happens in an asymmetrical case where

A, A' are at different levels and B no longer lies on an axis of

symmetry? If the curve has a minimum point B, the bottom of a hollow.

it soil follows that the tension
wirn at d is horizontal, so that the rest

follows as before, despite asymmetry.

There is an alternative argument which holds even if the chain is so
aX a 1%a11 Aivr D A* C 1 139uuii uiai el uao iiu wuuui'vi-a-uuuuw p;uu ju* \juiioiuui rig* uav«

Figure 5.16
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Suppose someone cuts away part AC of the chain, but holds the

remaining part A'C at C, supplying the tension T that AC exerted on

A'C. The A'C part is under the influence of the same forces as before

and so keeps the shape it had before. Since C is an arbitrary point, (19)

covers all possible cases.

5.1.4 Fall with Friction

mere is some analogy oetween learning now to solve prooiems or

science by mathematics and learning a foreign language: an analogy close

enough to merit remark. Consider the English-speaking person who
J 1 P L Ai Ci *. 1J 1: 1 ^ _I1 Lj-UCV1UC3 IU iCcUil X'ICliVil. Al 11151, UU1 WUUIU'UC linguist IUB IU UU <U1 1115

thinking in English; having decided what he wishes to say, he has to

wrestle with the problem of translating his English into French. Later,

unfit irirraacArl fa/tilih; ho tc nfton ahlo fn ronlv in Fronnh fn o miocfinn1U1 U5V5 VMtf *MVIU ^ UV W \/X MVXV VW • A • VUV44 M

asked in French without intermediary translation of the question into

English and his answer to it into French. Finally, given ability and

nerseverance. he seldom if ever needs to fall back on his English ; he1 ' ' “ ' ----- - - —o /

thinks in French. Somewhat analogously, with scientific problems, given

mathematical facility, there is no need for prior painstaking formulation in

English of the physical condition; it can be expressed in mathematical

notation directly. Phases 1 and 2 may go forward, as the animals went into

the Ark, paired; they need not march in single file.

Our next problem is to specify the motion of a body let fall from rest in

a resisting medium; for example, that of a stone when air resistance is

taken into account. Let us deal conjointly with a conjecture of physical

condition and its mathematical formulation; we have the facility.

We consider die fall of a particle of mass m. To provide a convenient

frame of reference for our observations, we introduce an x-axis vertically

downwards such that the particle is let fall from the origin when we start

our stop watch. Thus in addition to the initial condition given by our

coordinate system that x * 0 when f — 0, we also have a physical

condition, dx/dt = 0. Obviously, the position of the falling particle is

dependent upon the tune for which it has been falling; x depends upon

f, say x * /(f). Our problem is to specify /(f). See Fig. 5.17.

<0, (V iii = n
dt

(x. t)

t
X

Figure 5.17
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Our difficulty is to conjecture the condition upon which the motion

depends. Since

mass X acceleration * force,

a stone of mass m falling under gravity, without friction, satisfies the

condition

d*x

'd?
=mg

What modification does air resistance introduce? Not only is the problem

difficult for us, it is by and large an unsolved problem. Knowledge of
{«« An Ikno liWta 4-V>AAVA^iAnl fAlin/^A jTVVk XJAlirAlFAVili^UUAi 1109 1UUV/ Ul^uiVUVCU lUUHUaUU11 » Atuwgvgi) lira «11

tt V/ an luiun

matter of crude observation that friction opposes the motion. So, if A is

the frictional force opposing the motion of our particle m, we have

d*x mg — R.

On what does R depend? It has been found experimentally that R
increases as the velocity v of the falling body increases. The simple

assumption that R is directly proportional to v turns out to be too small

an estimate; the assumption that R is proportional to too large.

Although wrong, the latter more closely fits the facts. Thus a better

assumption would appear to be that R is proportional to v
a where

1 < a < 2. In consequence, the condition for the motion is

d*x „ „m * TT "mg - Kv *

ar

where the constant of proportionality K is positive. The best empirical

value of a is about 1,71. It is not theoretically conclusive.

To obtain a differential equation amenable to simple treatment we shall

take a to be I. And since v * dx/ dt, we have

m •

dh
dt

2 mg - K dx

dt

Dividing by m, we obtain

d*x _ K dx

dt*
~ m dt ‘
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For brevity, we put K/m = k, a positive number, so that the condition

for the motion is

/on\
d\ .dx= a — Ic

dt
2 b

dt

The physical conceptions involved suggest the substitutions

dx

dt
V>

d2x

dt
2

— d
(

cbc \ _ jd_ / \ _ dv

dt\dt) dt dt

With these substitutions (20) becomes

dv

dt

*9— g w

We have a first order differential equation that cries out for separation of

its variables. Separation gives

f^r; - f*

And since

£loge(g -to).

integration yields

“ Tlogc(g- *») = t + C,

and

ioge(g ~ kv) = -kt-kC.

Again recalling log102 - 0.30103, etc., we have

g - kv =* e
-kt-kC

t ransposing g and dividing by — Ac, we get
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Using the initial condition v — dx/dt — 0 when t = 0, (21) gives

i _ l .-j

k k
0 = f 1 1 -*c

k k
’

so that

and

p = e ^O '

(
22

)

6 6 -fc
e .

* *:

But since dx/dt = ©« this becomes

(23)
__ J? g — jtf

dt kk
Again we have reduced a second-order differential equation to two

consecutive first-order equations. Unfortunately this is not always possi-

uig,

Separating the variables in (23), we get

r . /•/ e e _^\ .

1“*° J{t~t e ~~) dt’

so that

* = J t+ f £^ +c .

k k k

And by the initial condition x “ 0 when f =* 0,

so that

(24)

t\ a i g --iOy - u
fc
2

if T g .—T Tl/ ,

*2

_g r ,

AC”

a n a

* ** ^
We have determined f( t)i we have a formula for free fall with friction*
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Does it fit the facts? To check quantitatively is a matter for the

laboratory and costs time and money, so first check qualitatively. Often

much can be checked in this way with little computation. We begin with

the obvious question: How is our formula related to Galileo’s formula for

free fall without friction,

*- ig*
2
?

When there is no friction, K. = 0, so that k — 0, and (2-4) should reduce

to Galileo’s. But we cannot substitute k = 0 because we cannot divide

by zero; and it is difficult to see what happens when k is close to zero.

We will have to Dostoone this check until the next section (Number

5.2.2).

But (24) is derived from (22), so that it can be checked indirectly by

checking the latter. With k > 0, as t increases, e~h (that is 1/e**)

tends to zero; so that, by (22),

g
as t increases, v tends to -j- .

Thus there is a terminal velocity in the sense that no matter for how long

the body is falling its velocity will not exceed g/k. A terminal velocity is

confirmed bv the experience of parachutists jumping from high altitudes
/ X X. JAW W

—and has yet to be denied by those jumping without chutes. Chemists

observe that particles sinking in a strongly viscous fluid quickly acquire a

velocity that remains sensibly constant. To this small extent at least our

conjectured formula is in accordance with the facts.*

SECTION 2. APPROXIMATE FORMULAE; POWER SERIES

Introduction

In most applications of mathematics to science approximate formulae* * *

play a role. Often it turns out that the full solution is too complicated or

even inaccessible. When we cannot obtain the exact answer we must

content ourselves with the next best thing, a good approximation. Yet the

situation is not really as bad as, at first sight, it seems. Usually, provided

we are energetic enough to perform the labor of calculation, we can

obtain a numerical answer correct to as many places of decimals as we

•We have used the separation of variables in four cases (subsections 5.1.1-5.1.4) and we
shall use it in two more (5.2.4 and 5.4.1); but, of course, it is not applicable to all cases, but

only to a lather narrow subclass of differentia! equations of first order.

That great teacher Leonhard Euler wrote the first textbook of the calculus. An extensive

part of it deals with differentia] equations. The very first chapter of this part is devoted to

the separation of variables; see Euler’s Opera Omnia, series 1, vol. 11, p. 257. Even in our

times there are good reasons to begin an elementary introduction to differentia! equations

with the separation of variables.
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Dlease. Nowadays with electronic comDuters to do our hard work for us.
i / i

calculation is no problem. The essential tool with which increasingly exact

approximations are obtained, no matter whether driven by electronics or

by brain power, is a power series. No pun is intended.

What is a power series? Essentially, the expansion of a function of x,

say, in terms of powers of x. And what has this to do with increasingly

better approximations to the exact value? The basic idea is illustrated by a

sequence of successively better values of m.

3

3.1

3.14

3.14

1

3.14

15

3.14

159

3.14

159 2

3.14

159 26

3.14

159 265

3.14

159 265 3

3.14

159 265 35

(We add, parenthetically, that there exists in French a delightful

mnemonic for tt, a poem of which the number of letters in the 71
th word

is the II
th

figure of the decimal expansion of m. The first line of this

poem runs:

Que j* aime a faire apprendre un nombre utile aux sages

3 .1 4 1 5 9 2 6 5 3 5,)*

To expose the idea we write our last approximation for v with a change

of emphasis.

We have an approximation for it expressed as a power series, as a series

of powers of (1/10). To determine the first n + 1 figures of the decimal

'For more digits in the decimal expansion consider the continuation

Immortel Archimede, artiste, ingenieur

Qui de ton jugement peut priser la valeurl

and for a mnemonic in English, consider Eddington's

How I need a drink, alcoholic of course, after the heavy chapters involving quantum

mechanics.
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expansion of n is to find the coefficients Oq, av a®, . . .

,

an such that

ir ” fl0 + Ol(^) + fl

*(w)
+fl3

( w) + "‘ + '”-

The more coefficients we compute, the more accurately we determine it;

by finding a sufficient number of coefficients we find tt with whatever

accuracy we please.

Doesn’t the basic idea speak for itself? Replace the powers of (1/10)

by powers of x and we have a function of x:

f(x) - do + a,* + o,** + a,*3 + • • • +«*,*•+•••.

In this expansion, however, we must be prepared to accept for the

coefficients av . . . , an , . .

.

numerical values of any kind (and
/\n1«r O. n l oUVL Vlll^T U1V UlglU V, -L , a. Q\ A,.* ir4«A AAW1AA4l 1 t*A AV\Y F

) V/IU VpUUUOUU W11JLLLU1V AO UUIL OUJT

function f(x) can be expanded as a power series of x such that the

more coefficients alt 0%, . .
.

,

an we use, the more accurately we can

determine f(x) for any given numerical value of x*

It turns out that our optimism is well rewarded; almost all the useful

functions can be expanded in this way. There is just one complication: the

reauirement that accuracy increase with more and more terms usually
1 / *

places a restriction on the numerical values of x for which the power

series expansion will work. However, there are methods of circumventing

this restriction, as we shall presently illustrate in Number 5.2.1.

We conclude this introduction by listing a few well-known power series

expansions.

fa) Some expansions that hold without numerical restriction on x:

3 1 + i. + — + — + • • •* 1 +
II 21 3!

x3
,

x5 x7
+

51

_
7r

+,,>

1_
!r

+

(b) Some expansions that require numerical restriction on x:

T® Y®
log,(l + *) = *- — + y- — + (—!<*< 1)

arctan x

log.*

X . X X .x_ ¥ +yy +

x — 1 1 / X — 1 \ 2 1 / X — 1 \3

-r + 2l— J
+
sl-7-;

+ -

(-1 < * < 1
)

/ 1 \

' [*>t)
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5 9, 1 Calculation of V28

The reader will likely complain that our little list of power series omits

the best-known one of all: the binomial theorem, discovered by Newton
1- '1 j_!ll I I. >1 /-I I Ti Jo

wiiue suu dii unucigiduudic «u vjaiuunugc. 11 u

„ . , . ax .

«(° - 1)**
.
o(a - l)(a - 2)*

3

(1 + *) “l+ij- +
21

+ 31 + “‘-

We did not list it under (a) because in certain circumstances there is a

restriction on x; we did not list it under (b) because in certain circums-
„ *.1 A«%uuiLCd utcic; id iiu uvyn un a11 a a A A

ii cm vii u. xi u id a pudiuvg

integer, say n, the exact value of (1 + x)
n

for any given numerical value

of x can, of course, be readily calculated. The necessity to content

onrcglvgc with an approximation does not arise. And since there is no

necessity for approximation, there is, a fortiori , no need for a restriction

on x to give arbitrarily close approximations.

If a is not a nositive integer, the expansion of ft + x)
a has no last

M. I-/ A \ r

term. And since there is no last term we cannot sum them all by adding

successive terms one at a time; we could never finish. When the exact

value is inaccessible we must content ourselves with an approximation. It

turns out that the restriction for arbitrarily close numerical approximations

is that x be numerically less than 1.

How is it that we sometimes need and sometimes do not need a

restriction on the numerical value of x when the expansion has no last

term? Suppose that we have an expansion for m of which the first four

terms are

3’

_ A

10 ’ 10

These give rise to the following successive approximations

3, 3.1, 3.5, 3.1.

The fourth approximation is only as good as the second and the third is

Tn fonf fV»o fViirrl ic Aiun urnrca t-Vion iVui firct rW>cn*l fhic Armncinn

make it obviously desirable for practical computation to place some

restriction on the relative size of successive terms? Ideally, we require an

expansion such that after the first few terms each term is only a fraction

of its predecessor, so that later terms in the expansion can be neglected

without serious error. Isn’t it obvious that the SMALLER we make x in

the binomial expansion of (1 + x)

a
, the fewer terms we need take into

account to get accuracy to, say, five decimal places? Determination of the

largest x for which any given power series meets our requirement is

difficult. The complete answer is the theory of convergence. It answers

our purpose to be told if a restriction on x is necessary, and when
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nftpftssarv. to ho told what the restriction is. We have alreadv (riven^ , -- -- - - ; O
examples with restricted x in (b) above. It remains to ask: Why do some

series, for example those of (a), meet our requirement without restriction

on x? With such series our requirements are, so to speak, already built in;
« * • ^

it so happens that no matter how large a numerical value is given to x, a

stage will be reached in the computation after which each term is only a

fraction of its predecessor. If x is small this stage is reached after a few

terms; the larger x, the later this stage and the more laborious the

computation for the same accuracy.

We first illustrate the utility of power series by using the binomial

theorem to compute the cube root of 28. How are we to apply it? Take

mother look; it is stated above.

\
3
/os » /Oft\ 1/3

s > that a ** £ . Also, 28 ** 1 + x, so that x ** 27. We have

^28 - (1 + 27)
1/3

.

But since a is not a positive integer, there is, we recall, a restriction on

x: x must be numerically less than 1, which 27, alas, is not. Earlier, we
remarked that there is sometimes a way of circumventing the restriction

on x. As circumventing the restriction on liquor during prohibition, it

requires a little ingenuity. What is an approximation to V28 ? Yes, a little

more than 3. Why a little more? A little more than 3 because 33 ^ 27.

And doesn’t this suggest writing the following?

1 + 27 - 27( ^ + l).

so that

Now the x of (1 + x)
1/3

is 1/27 and complies with the restriction. It is

SMALL relative to unity. This is important, so we write the word in large

letters. Why important? Important becasue we can anticipate soon reach-

ing a stage where a term becomes only a SMALL fraction of its prede-

cessor, thereby indicating that we can obtain given accuracy with rela-

tively little labor. SMALL x gives the uplift of a hymn in praise of

idleness.
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Applying the binomial expansion with a ** 1/3, x *» 1/27, we have

3! (£)
!

a
. JL / JL

\

a
+i0

. JLM V
9 2! V 27 / 27 31 ^ 27 )

Q l W I
T HI 1 W I I

%y \ ** • / UA \ «l /

+m -im‘

+ 4mV ..
V 27 / 3 V 27 / 27 \ 27 /

+0.037 037 . (« + £)

A AAA— U.UW %J( . , ,

+ less than 0.000 010

- 0.00 000 ..

.

/_ 1 / 1 \2\
K'*' 3 \ 27 / /

(« 4th and following terms).

Isn’t it jolly? Right from the beginning every term is only a small fraction

of its predecessor, and the farther we expand the smaller the small
««»a1\A/W\«MAA ttfA /l O llAAftiravuun lA^witi^di vrg U^un iuv av^iuavjr 1^\|UH o*

The third and succeeding terms do not affect the first 2 places of

decimals, so that merely the first two terms gives us V28 correct to 2
AAA /\f /1aa««iMa1a «\A«Vla11 1 O AO r

I’hA AMJ m 4AAAA/lin/V iA***WtA /)avi uvvuuaid) u.w* mv ivutui auu ouv^vwiug lviiiu uv uvi

affect the first 3 places, so that the first three terms give us the cube root

correct to 3 places, namely 3.036. Using the fourth term, we obtain the

AllVtA rAAf H AAITAAf tn A. aIqAACAW V A*wv wivvw)
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The method is of course applicable to other cube roots. For example,

^45 « (27 + 18)
1/3

”
[
27(1 + | )]

7

- 27,/3(l + | )

^

1 J ’ '

Here x is not so small, 2/3 instead 1/27 (18 times as big), so we can

expect a little more work for the same accuracy. And we hardly need add

that the method is nut Cunfined tu the extraCtiuu of cube FOOtS. uuc mure

example will suffice to show that the same little ingenuity still works. We
consider V239 . What is the best integral approximation?

35 = 243, too big. 2s — 32, much too small.

(Since 35 is too big, 45 is bigger still; and l
5

is too small.) Without doing

any more arithmetic it is clear that 3 is the best integral approximation.

So, we proceed thus:

239 - 243-4 -S4 -J
5 )-4 -

5!;),

so that

and the stage is set for a binomial performance.

Note that for cube roots, if x is very small,

(1 + x)
1/3« 1 + ^ x.

v>

For example,

^inm .in(u-

—

\ 1 + I

.

^ mnnrv
"V ' 1000/ V 3 1000/

More generally, for very small x

(1 + x)®« 1 + ax.

Oh Vfis. hinomial ftimansinns havft (m»af nrArtipal imnnrtanoft.
f L ( — 1
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5.2.2 Fall with Friction Again

That a man does not speculate upon the outcome of his investigation is

a sure sign that he has no genuine interest in it. If genuinely interested, he

cannot prevent himself from forming some idea of the answer to his
A.

problem at the outset, or, subsequently, from checking his answer when
he gets one.

Earlier, we had an idea—a good idea, even though obvious—for the

checking of our free fall with friction formulae (22), (24). When the

frictional force becomes zero, the formulae for the velocity v and the

displacement x should reduce to Galileo’s free fall formulae

v = g!

X - 5 gt*.

Put alternatively, when air resistance is taken into account, Galileo’s

formulae need correction. With air resistance a falling body is retarded, it

does not fall so fast. We conjecture a corrective factor that diminishes v

—and of course the diminution will depend on t. We conjecture

v = st — correction

where

correction = a positive function of i.

And if a body does not fall so fast, it does not fall so far. Likewise, for the

displacement x. we coniecture
* ' *

x - f gf
2 - correction.

where this correction is also a positive function of t.

Yes, we had a good idea; the defect was our inability to apply it. Times
tlflVff rlianffprl • nnurAr GAnAc m'vA nc fVifl oKilih/ \Tnur uta r*or» Vionrllo f00\

(24). Let us do so.

We begin with (22). Substituting — kt for x in the expansion for ex

eriven in fa), we obtain

(25) e~H
kt kV
1! 21

kV . k4t4

31 4!

and since there is no restriction on the numerical value of x neither is

there a restriction on kt. Thus, no matter what the value assigned to kt.
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bv (%2)

kt . k¥ k¥ . k*t
4

21 3!

_ \
4 !

•

• r

Multiplying out the first two terms of the bracket, we have

_ g g , _ g ( *V
,
fcV \

0
T~]fc

+gt ~Tl^r“^r + ir~---) >

.1 • i i

ana catting kt as a racior rrom uns Dracicet,

. g j.( kt
,
kV \

® * gt L O! Ot
+

A\ ' '
* )»

a - - -- —

so that

\ At Ul

/aav . f 1 / • .\ 1/* .\2 X /i .\3W t> - gr - gr| W “
31
W +41 W “•••]•

We have obtained a oower series formula for v.
A

(26) is interesting as well as complicated. It merits careful considera-

tion. First note that when k * 0 eveiy term in the curly bracket is zero,

so that when there is no friction this formula reduces to Galileo's

formula

u - gf.

We confirm our first anticipation. Second, compare the power series in

the curly bracket with the expansion of (1 + 1/27)
1//3 given above. Isn't

there a striking similarity? Here we have powers of kt instead of powers
/xf
V/l

1 /07
A.
j
& I •

Tt*llAA A UV ioa\ ViaI/Ic vxsxUU1UJ 111/ lllOlll>l
u/kof
TVHOI fllAU1V mormifii/lA a(magiuiuuv 1/1

1+fU’ 'LfUl

wouldn't it be nice if kt were SMALL? Now as a matter of experimental

fact k is very small indeed, so that kt is small if £ is not large. And since

each term of the curly bracket is onlv a fraction of kt times itsonlv—

j

predecessor, with kt much less than 1, each term is only a fraction of a

small fraction of its predecessor. Doesn't this consideration invite com-

parison with the fact that each term of (1 + 1/27)
1/3 is numerically less* » r ' *

than 1/27 of its predecessor? What must we conclude? That the higher

powers of kt can be neglected without much loss of precision; that

o * gf — gf
{ | (kt) + practically nothing},
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is a ffood approximation. The smaller kt. the bettor the approximation, ofV * 4 * *

course. And we confirm our conjecture

v - gt - correction

where

correction ** a positive function of t.

It is worth remarking that even if kt, though small, were insufficiently

small for the accuracy we require to neglect the second and some higher

powers of kt. (26) would still confirm this conjecture. The reason is not far

to seek. Consider the terms in the curly bracket to be paired thus:

u
1 / i, m\ 1 /i .\2 I , T 1 /i ,\3 1 /i«\4

5fW ...j

PrrtViilwl H lrf cn tVtat 1 /fi nt onrl emails* fror>Hnnc nf orA luce— — V4AMW A
j
V tlllllMlVi AAUVWVAAiJ r%|> %U V AVWLV *

than 1,

1 /i .\ 1 /i .\2

2 1

^ ~
31
W 1

2
Kt
V

1 ,.\

3
” posiuve quantity

i (lei? - ir (kt?
41

' ' 51
' '

ifefl
41 \

lh\
5 /

positive auantitv
* i /

onrl cimitoplii (a** ciiAAAArlinrr noire 'I'line fliA ruirlv KroAlrAf in ic cl-ill a|UIU JUIIIHU A.J 1KJM. ^IAVVwVAAAAg |/UU«}I A AAUtJ UAV VUi A^ LTAUVAVl AAA U JV1A1 IA

positive quantity and consequently the correction is still a positive func-

tion of t.

Next, in essentiallv the same wav we deal with (24). Substituting, y —J - \ /
“ ------ o

(25), we get

g g g I. let k2? Jt¥ *V
fc

*
fc
2
+

k
2

l

1
1
+

21
~

3!
+

4! 5!

\
+ . . . I

k k* k* * 2 6
jfc* V

0 / 1.3*3 1.4*4 1.3*5— " a l
,

f\ i r\
|

I . A
* VI I • * *

3! 41 51

Su that, simplifying, we have

1 ^2 . g / *¥ . *V *v . \o^+Tjl-TT + ^l cT + • • • r- V#*K" \

X * • *
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Taking — kV as a factor from this bracket, we eeto - - v - o- -

x | gt
2 - + If - +

2 6
jt* V 31 41

*V
5!

so that

(28) *= |g^-g^{ (*»)* + ^ (fe
)

3 -
. .

.

v.ot/A o vNAiir^r rAeiat o1c/\ f/\rTV JAC4 T V WVCUllVM O |/V TT VI JVIiVd CUJV/ Al/1

Compare (28) with (26). How much alike can two peas from the same

pod be? Mutatis mutandis, we draw the same conclusions. When k = 0

every term in die curly bracket of (28) is also zero, so that when there is

no friction the formula reduces to Galileo's formula

* = 5 gf
2

,

as we anticipated. Neglecting the second and higher powers of kt, we
have

“ | g*
2 -

g*! ^ “ practically nothing
j.

i.e..

* - I g*
2 -

5 gto
3

is a good approximation (when kt is small). We confirm our conjecture

* = | gf
2 — correction,

where the correction is a positive function of t. It is left as an exercise for

the reader to show by considering (28) 's analogue of (27), that even if kt

is not sufficientlv small for the accuracv we reauire to neelect the earliest

higher powers of kt, it is still the case that the correction is positive if

0 < kt < 4.

We cannot claim that our formulae

cssgt-igfe2

*• —- . 1 » #2
* 2

1 -7^3
6

are ot great practical importance. Remember that they are based on the

inaccurate Dhvsical assumDtion that frictional resistance is directlv Dro-
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portional to velocity, not to the 1.71 power of velocity. It was expedient

for the purposes of illustration to sacrifice physical realism to mathemati-

cal simplicity. What is of great practical importance is the role of power

series in the deduction of such simple, but good, approximations to such

inherently complex equations as (22) and (24).

5.2.3 How Deep is a Well?

Newton was of the opinion that the solution of word problems is

necessarily basic to anybody’s and everybody’s mathematical education.

He wrote a high school textbook to support his contention. His viewpoint

is not a modern one; his book is at odds with the spate of texts that

currently appear; we do well to remember that Newton was a better

mathematician than the best of our so often hasty contemporary authors.
tt •J 1_. _r xr L » 11 iL...Li1* 1:^1 Uncic we e«ui euusiuci utiiy une ui ncwiuu » wcu-wui uiwiuic muc piuu*

lems. The reader who finds an appetite for more and has the wish, most

commendable, to read Newton for himself, may be dismayed to learn that

VtA un*/\fA in T ofin T liocfan frViafr tliArA ic on Fnaltck t-v*onc1ofinniiv vtawv ua m n* VJ4i> m. tv/ uwvi uauv uavav w hka j^Aiyiun uwumtAV/ti

available: Universal Algebra . No “educator”, or for that matter, educator,

should be licensed to banish word problems from the curriculum until he
has read Newton—in Latin.

The problem: to determine the depth of a well. The method: to time

the drop of a stone into it. The crux: when the stone has gone down we
have to wait for the sound to come up before we hear the splash.
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We assume a stone, a stop watch, a well—and a prone posture. See Fig.

5.18. Let tj be the time taken by the stone to fall a distance x, the

depth of the well, and let t2 be the time taken by the sound of the splash

to rise the same distance. (As usual, we idealize; we suppose water at the

bottom of our well.) The time t measured by our stop watch is the

interval between dropping the stone and hearing the splash, i.e.,

* « * *
* — *i * *2'

With Galileo, we neglect retardation due to air resistance, so that

* I g*i-

We suppose, as is sensibly correct, the sound of the splash to be trans-

mitted rectilinearly with uniform velocity, say c. Here c stands for

constant and for celemtion ; sound has neither ac-celeration nor decelera-

tion. Consequently,

h
x

c

Given f, g, c our problem is to find x. As Newton is careful to

explain, we have 3 unknowns, tv t2, x, and 3 equations. We have as

many equations as unknowns; we can hope to determine x. But we are

not really interested in t
x

or t2 . So? Eliminate them. From our second

equation we obtain

fsxft* 4 4 in /\i«i» ar* i infi/\n lira /ratcfuuouutuiig i\/i cuiu ui i/ui iu ji gijuauuii) tt i^ gvi

.-V? + £.
» 6

It remains to solve for x in terms of the time t measured by the

stopwatch.
*

How are we to set about solving this equation? Take a good long look.

The main point is that it contains Vx and x, i.e., (Vx
)

2
. We have a

quadratic in Vx in a slightly disguised form. We remove the mask:

I(VJ)
2

+a/^(VJ) t.
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Find Vx and we can find x. To solve this auadratic we have a choice:
l

parrots’-food formula or common-sense completion of the square. The

reader may have forgotton the formula, but surely he cannot lack com-

mon sense. We complete the square. Before taking half the coefficient of

Vx it is convenient to introduce a factor 2 into this coefficient by

multiplying by V2 /V2 ;

£
)*+ 2 -7=- (V*

)
- (.

C V2g

We make the coefficient of (Vx
)

2
unity:

(Vx ) + 2 —-

—

(Vx
)
= ct.

V2g

Half the coefficient of Vx is c/V2g . We square and add to both

sides:

This equation is embarrassing. Our well has only one depth, x has only

one value, yet our equation gives two. We have a choice of the plus sign

or the minus sign; it is a responsible choice. No, no, don't mutter under
iii« Kronflt*ir/\m* Kmnth* nAnni«*A fliA ri/flif mAntAI hnKifr

j vyui L/ivaui) avi^uuv uiv iigm nivuuu iiaisAtmfal linKif * trnnf .rlnt-n XK7*. nl11UU llOLTAti TUIj UIV UUiU* U V CUIVUU^
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know the answer in a snecial case. If / * 0. the denth of the well is of
X ' X

“ “ ' “

course 0. Yet when the negative sign is taken, t « 0 results in the absurd

conclusion that

— 2c

Vzg
¥* 0

.

Wa falrA flio nine trivAC v iTV V UUVV UIV AT«Vi V f V glTVkJ A

square root is used is some check on our algebra.)

ft nrV\anV TTiiVAl VUV

_ / C l

We have found Vx .

To find x we square.

vs
+vsr“-

-^-1/£+* + £:+<*•
V2g f *6

After slight simplification

(29) £ +ct--^Jf+ ct .

g V2i V2g

This is a nasty, cumbersome formula. Can’t we simplify further? The last

term contains 2g twice, each occurrence under a root sign. Let us utilize

our observation:

so that

I£
+Ct ~

^(c2 + 2S<*)>

vfe
+* - vfr

vcS+2grt>

ZC n/ c

V5 +“
’ -to ’ -to ’ -to

(c
2 + 2gCf

^c2 + 2gct

.

to

(30)
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A little better perhaps. Wouldn’t it be worthwhile to buy simplification?

The price is only a small loss of precision. Isn't a good approximation

formula worth its cost?

Before we can expand the radical of (30) we must have it in the form

Vl + y ,
where — 1 < y < 1.

. . , . — . . < to _
Are we able to meet this requirement? Which term ot ycT + 2get is to

become unity? c is approximately 1100 ft/sec and g approximately 32

ft/sec
2
, so that c/2g is approximately 1100/64. Now if

then

and

t <”°g. i7a1 ^ 64
1

' 16 »

64f < 1100; i.e., 2gf < c.

2gcf < c2, or < 1.

But it doesn't take 17 seconds between dropping a stone and hearing the

splash with ordinary common or garden wells; they are not that deep by a

Ion? chalk. If a stone takes 14 seconds to droD. bv Galileo's formula it falls

j • 32 • 14
s

, i.e., 3136 feet, so that the sound of the splash takes less than

3 seconds to come up. Our interest is in water wells, not oil wells. It is

satisfactory to us to take

i.e., tu take

< 1 ,

2gf
<

c
1 .

It remains to manipulate the radical of (30) into the form

2 + 2get
y v c* /
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SO tha*

Hence, by (30)

H

t

c

+
2g*

c

and (29) becomes

(31) X —
_2 _2
c

, , c— + Ct

g g

Ocrt

C

Before exnandinff into a cower serie* we are nnident to assure ourselves
A C7 1 1 ' ’ -----

that we have the correct formula to expand. Of course we cannot gain

absolute assurance, yet we can make a check. It is a physical problem.

Does (31) have the right dimensions? Wh can with propriety take centim-

eter and second to be our units; mass is not involved. Schematically,

x = cm, t = sec,

the velocity c = cm • sec
-1

, the acceleration g = cm * sec
-2

.

So schematically (31) becomes

cm
cm2

- sec

cm • sec
+ (cm * sec

J
)sec

cm2
- sec

cm • sec

(cm * sec
2
)sec

cm * sec
-1

=.cm + cm — cmVl + 1

— cm + cm — cm

= cm.

Remember tnat V2 , a pure number, is or zero dimensions. Dimension-

ally, our equation is correct. We proceed with some confidence.

It is a good mental habit to anticipate the outcome of a procedure.
xin 1 U ~L : Q TCWimi 1CSU11 UU VVC CApCtl puwci »CI ICS CAptUiMUll ui give: xi uic spuuu

were heard when it occurred, x would be given by Galileo’s formula

= i ^
2 ’
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We anticipate

x = | gt
2 + correction.

Fuller appreciation of the physical circumstances enables us to be more

precise. The time t is shared between stone and sound. Since the stone

doesn't fall for so long as t it doesn't fall so far as The correction

must be negative. On these occasions when we can see as well as hear the

splash we know sight and sound to be almost instantaneous. The stone

takes the lion's share of t. The negative correction will be small.

Knowing what to expect, we proceed. With a = the binomial

theorem gives

(1 + x)
1/2 -

1

+ ^*+
'
** +

2 21

iU-i) . .
£U-i)U-2)

3!
ar + ...

1+“X— + — 3C
3 — X

4 + — ~5 — ~61 1^, * _
2 8 16 128” 256" 1024

x - XD + . . .

Taking x — 2gf/c to obtain the expansion of Vl + 2gf/

c

, we find that

(31) becomes

c
2

,
c2— +ct

g g
i+i (iS.\

2 V C /

l(M\
2

+
8 \ c / 16 V c /

5
(

2gt V i

7
(
2gt

X
128 \ c ) 256 \ c )

21 / 2gf

1024 ^ c

. i

)
+

Multiplying out the first three terms of the bracket, we have

g g 2 s
g \

is V c /

_5_ /M \*
. J_ /

2gt V
5

_ _21_ / 2|f \
s

128 V c / 256 \ c / 1024 ^ c )
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Hence, after simplification.A

5 / 2g« \
4

7 / 2g* \
5

21 / 2# \
e

128 \ c / 256 \ c / 1024 \ c /
\ r > f y - r

Taking out (2gt/cf as a factor from the curly bracket, we get

x
1 * _ 4g¥ ±(2&)__5_(2£\

i

2 r g c* \
16 c ) 128 V c )

+ JL fM V* _ _2M +
'

256 \ c ) 1024 \ c j

'

so that

This equation is rather similar to (28). To emphasize this similarity we
absorb the factor 4 in the curly bracket, giving

x

(
32

)

+ JLf!Cf-Af5!f +
03 \ c / zoo \ c /

It is instructive to compare (32) with (28). To facilitate comparison we
repeat (28):

\ 1i %J\ VI J

X
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It's rather like meeting an old girl friend with a new hairdo. The novelty

lies within the curly bracket. First, we note a different sequence of

coefficients:

1 5 7 21

4 ’ 32 ’ 64 ' 256
* instead of J_ _L _L _L

3! ’ 4! ' 5! ’ 6!
y

vet the new seauence continually decreases as does the old. Second, we
j

- - i /

note powers of 2gt/c instead of powers of kt, yet the powers them-

selves are the same. And isn't one small quantity as good as another, so to

speak? And what do we conclude? That it’s the same old girl friend. That

the numerical value of the curly bracket in (32) is positive for small

2gt/c, confirming our expectation

x — i
~ (positive correction).

We may with little loss of precision neglect the second and higher powers

of 2gt/c, so that

x
2 * [4 \ c J

— practically nothingV
J’

i.e.,

x
c

is a good approximation (when 2gt/c is small).

Isn't it astonishing that two distinctly different physical problems, that

of free fall with friction and that of the deDth of a well, should have suchA

similar solutions? Their similarity bears testimony to the usefulness of

power series. Let us be prepared to meet mathematics that with trivial

change of detail affords solution to problems from vastly different areas of

physics.

5.2.4 Pendulum: Small Oscillations

Earlier, assuming that T (the full period of oscillation of a simple

pendulum) is a function of l (the pendulum's length) and g (the

gravitational constant), we were able to show, merely by dimensional

considerations, that
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where c is independent of l and of g. That we could do so much with
* w

so little is astonishing. That we could not show c = 2*r by such limited

means is not astonishing. However, we now have the means: namely, that

mathematical method in science which formulates the condition as a

differential equation. Let us, without further ado, use it.

What is the condition upon which the oscillation of a pendulum

depends? Not so fast; we had better walk before we run. First ask: What
force causes the acceleration? Consider Fig. 5.19(a). The only forces

acting on the bob B, of point mass m (say), are the upward tension T in

the string and mg vertically downward due to gravity. So? The accelerat-

ing force acting on B must be R

.

the resultant of these two. What is A?
A convenient alternative to using a vector parallelogram of forces is to

resolve mg into two components, the one collinear with, and the other

perpendicular to, the string. See Fig. 5.19(b). Since the string is inextensi-

ble and remains taut, the component part of mg represented by BQ
must be equal in magnitude and opposite to the tension T. Consequently

the component of mg perpendicular to the string, represented by Bp (P

is for Perpendicular), must be the resultant R. From the obvious geome-

try of the figure, Z GBQ = <p, the angle made by NB with the vertical

NO . And BP is perpendicular to BQ. Therefore

(33) R “ mg * sin $

.

We have found the accelerating force acting on the bob.

What is a, the magnitude of the bob's acceleration? Not so fast; walk.

First ask: what is its velocity? See Fig. 5.20. If in time At the string
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turns through an increase of angle A$, the bob moves along an arc

length l * A<j>, so that its average velocity during this time is l (A^/A f).

Hence, mindful of Leibniz, we have that its instantaneous velocity is

l(d<f>/ dt). But acceleration is rate of change of velocity, so that

(
34

)

d_(d^\
dt\ dt )

d%
dt

2 ‘

We have found the bob’s acceleration.

N N

What is the relation between acceleration and accelerating force? Yes,

mass X acceleration * accelerating force.

But be clear that it is incorrect to write

ma =* R.

We have measured a along the arc in the direction of increasing <f> and

R in the opposite direction. We must measure both in the same

direction. The accelerating force in the direction of increasing is

— R; we have

ma * — R.

r J D : /Oj4\ I /oo\juusuiuiuig iui u cuiu it uic CA^icaatuiu {'-n/
CU1U wc uuuuu

ml
d 2

<t>

1 .0-

ar
- mg sin 4>,
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SO that

(35)

d\ g— = - 7
• an

We have found the differential equation upon which the pendulum’s

oscillation is conditional.

We have yet to assign initial or boundary conditions to this differential

equation. See. Fig. 5.21. We have taken the pendulum NB to be at an

angle
<f> to its central position NO (where B is vertically below the

nail N) at time f. When is the bob at O? It is obviously convenient to

start timing the swinging pendulum from when it is in this central

position. Since this is the time when we initiate measurements,

(i) when t » 0, <f>
— 0

is aDDroDriatelv said to be an initial condition . We are agreed when our
A A. A. *

interest in the swinging pendulum begins. When does our interest end? At

the end of a quarter swing, when the bob is at A; for obviously the time

for the bob to swing from O to A is a quarter of the time T for a

complete oscillation from O to A to O to A' to O. Thus we are led

to ask: What is the value of
<f>

when t = ~T and the bob is at A? This,

the greatest value of
<t>,

is said to be the amplitude of the oscillation. Let

us call it a. So, we have,

when t = \T,
<f>
= a.

But, is this condition genuinely informative? Would we be any the wiser if

we had called the amplitude J3 instead of a? The giving of a name to

the amnlitude does not tell us anything about the amnlitude itself. We are—
- y - O ‘ " — * "

mindful of the story, possibly apocryphal, of the student who said, “Yes,

yes, I understand how you determined the mass of Jupiter. What puzzles

me is how you found out its name.” Yes, yes, we have named the

amplitude; the important thing is to determine it. This is a question of

physics, not language. When the bob reaches A it is at the end of an

oscillation; it is instantaneously at rest:

, d$

‘i -°-

Thus, we have,

(ii)

and consequently,
d$

dt
= 0.

d<p

~dt
= 0.when t — t T. d> — a.% ' *
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Because this condition holds when the bob reaches an end or boundaiy of

its path, it is appropriately termed a boundary condition . Although A is a

terminus, terminal condition is not accepted usage.

Now we are able to state the complete mathematical formulation of our

problem:

Given (35), (i), (ii), find T.

Two points arise; each has a bearing on the other. The first, that solution

belies brevity of formulation. As well as long, it is difficult. There are far

tArt martv matliemaHAal /liffiAnltioc frtr 11c caIiiHaa inurtlvoc anVW MAtuM4VA1IUV4VVM VUAAAVW4V4Vg *W* UAMVV U«T V*TVtf

elliptic function, a variety distinct from the usual exponential, trigonomet-

ric, logarithmic, and algebraic expansions. Anticlimax. What are we to do?

No. no. it’s no use muttering. Above all. we must retain the rkdit mental
, , -- _ o _ * " " o

attitude. We cannot solve our problem; can we solve a simplified version?

Simplicity is worth buying if we do not have to pay too great a loss of

precision for it. The sensible thing to do is the next best thing; to seek a

good approximation. Approximation? Approximation suggests power series

expansion in powers of a small quantity.

This brings us to the second point. What sort of solution does (35)

have? Since this equation contains a (second) derivative of
(f>

with

respect to t> we anticipate the solution to be an equation giving (ft as a

function of t (and involving the constants ly g); i.e., of the form

(36) — f(t> U g)*

AIfomufilJuKr Mmci/lar nt^klAm Afk^r Anri T^iff^r^nftofinrTJUVVlUUUTVl^ WUJIUVA VL4V/ plULUWU 11 VIII U1V VU1V1 WlVli A^UAVlVllUMUUg

(36) with respect to t, we get, schematically.

d<t> .....
* g).

and after a second differentiation with respect to t,

d*4>

dt>
= /"(*. *. g)-

Either way we come to the conclusion that the solution is of the sort

described by (36). Substituting the boundary condition (ii) in it, we have

«=f(kT,l, g)

tliof m ic m’uon in forme rtf 1 T 7 on rl a TTonno malrinrr T fVtoW W WU 111 V* ^ ^ r| tMBVB ^ **WB*VVr| * M4V
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subject of the formula, we expect T to be given in terms of L £. and a.
/ r * w - v

Schematically,

r«F(f,g, a).

Yet, earlier, we concluded in consequence of dimensional considerations

that

where c is a constant (actually 2w). This conclusion, put schematically,

is

r = F(i,g).

We concluded T to be a function of l and g without being a function
c

or a. T cannot both be and not be independent of «. A dilemma

confronts us.

Overcoming our despondency, we think again. The formula

VFg
was obtained by dimensional considerations on the assumption that T is

dependent upon (ONLY) l and g. True we did not explicitly use the

word onlu. true we did not explicitly state T to be independent of a:
' 1 / A

but an implicit assumption is nevertheless an assumption. We cannot

quarrel with our conclusion being consistent with its premises. So the real

question is: What about our premises? Is T m fact independent of a or

not? We must resort to the final arbiter, experiment.

What is experiment's verdict? For large a it is found that T is not

independent of a . When, for example, a pendulum swings with an

amplitude of 60° its period is appreciably less than when it swings with an

amplitude of 90°. But when a is small, say less than 10°, there is no

appreciable difference in the periods of oscillation. When a pendulum

does not swing so far, it does not swing so fast; decrease in arc and

acceleration are compensating factors that tend to annul one another: the

smaller a, the greater their annulment and the smaller the change in T;

the greater a, the smaller their annulment and the greater the change in

T. What are we to conclude? That although to be exact T is a function

of a (as well as of l and g), if a is small its effect may be sensibly

UV/giVrVVUUt
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Small a? What about <f>? Since a is the greatest value of <f>, when a
is small,

<f>
must be small. Small <f>? The very thing for a good approxi-

mation from an expansion in powers of <#>. And what has an expansion in

powers of <f>? Look at list (a) p. . Yes, sin
<f> and cos <f>.

But (35) prefers

sin
<f>.
We take

• ^ *
sm</> =

jj

This expansion holds for any value of
<t>

measured in radians. If it is not

already obvious that for small values of
<f>

the third and higher powers of
A Aon Ka nArrlAnfa/1 nnf1% little Iapp AAmi on Avowmlo tinlly vcui h/v iivgiu^iwi tv iui uiui> ivoo Vi avvuiov^ uiou an oacuii^/u; n in

make it obvious. Take <p = 10°.

Since 180° “ it radians

<f
>

3
, ^ _

St
+

*51

10° * ~ * 0.1745 . . . radians,
lo

so that

sin 10
(

(0.1745 . .
. )

3
(0.1745 . .

.

)

!

0.1745 ... - t + -
6 120

= 0.1745 ... - 0.00088 . . . + 0.0000013 ....... .

We conclude that for small
<f>

sin $

with good accuracy.

Let us now use geometry to echo arithmetic. It is convenient to

consider the chord and arc of a unit circle subtended by a small angle
<f>

and its mirror image. See. Fig. 5.22. From the obvious geometry

sin
<f>

B'O
1

OB
1

so that

2 sin $ = B'O + OB — chord B'B .

Since 4> is measured in radians,

anpie X radius = arc.- w

i.e..

2$ X 1 arc b'b.
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Figure 5.22

But, for small

D'D D' Duiuiu v jw w oil; u uy

so that

and

2 sin
<f>

a? 2<j>,

sin
<f>
&

<f>.

The smaller
<f>,

the more nearly equal chord and arc; consequently the

more nearly equal sm <f>
and

<f>.

We conclude that for sufficiently small

(37)

tO .

a~<p _ i A
l *

is a good approximation to (35). In consequence we are disposed to think

that the solution to (37) will be a good approximation to the solution to

(35). To accept (37) as a substitute for (35) is a responsible decision; some
AIW>r mi toft- Via inilrtliTiwI TTaui llirr An Avtw\i>9 ’I Via rMrtrtf a(vi*vi imui i/v autvitvui no yy uig cut vuun aiiv pi v/\sx \jm> uiv puuuuig ta uiv

eating thereof; the best check is to compare the consequences of our

simplified equation with the experimental facts. But before we can

eomnare the ennsennenees we have to deduce them.
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How are we to solve our second-order differential equation? Yes, we try

to reduce it to a first-order equation. And what substitution do we make?

One appropriate to the physical situation. Our concern is the swing of a

pendulum; rate of swing is an angular velocity, isn’t it? So? We put

(38)

Consequently

A*.* A A / dd> \WW M / \ W 1*1 i *

dt dt^ dt\dt) dt*

and (37) becomes

(39) £--f*
First order? Or should we say “first disorder”? For we have three

variables, u, t, and 4>. Two is company, three is a crowd. Who, to use a
nirronf vultrorifv ic trt rr^fr lrw+P PrtncirlprVW 4VUV

f
«49 W AWUfc* WVA«U*V»V«

dio ( )
#

dip

dt dt
( )

Is dwt dt, or d<$> to fill both parentheses? Try them. d<f> gives

/f/.t {l /f/.iUW ’• T UIV

dt dt d$
*

Usine (38)w % /

du
t
du

dt
W

d^>

so that (39) becomes

(40)

d(i

)

t gets lost. We have a first-order differential equation.

Next, of course we separate the variables. (40) gives

fcj • dcj “ —y f$ d<£.
* •/
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Integrating, we get

7 • 2
*l+C -

Using part of boundary condition (ii),
<f>
« a, d<p/dt * <o * 0, we have

and

AV

C

g I
l 2

_2u 1 *T O'.

1 2 1

2

Hpnrft iicincr acrain u/p nhtgin

and

(41)

We have a second first-order differential equation.

As a mere matter of routine we separate the variables. It remains to

integrate

The left-hand side is a little awkward.

«-*-«{!-(£)
},

UIdl

Va2 - 62
f

«a/i — (d>/a )

2

f \ * /
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and

/
d<$>

.O 7s

Vu “ v
/ ft 77/772

«V A ~~ W «/
/

(1/ a)d<f>

,/T
V A

/_i / ~\2
vv/ «;

But,

so, finally

j
Va2 - J

<*(*/«)

V1 _ (*/«)
s

urlii/tU ic rtf fVto ^AcmT IUVII U VTA U1V ivttu

cu

\ / i ..2
V 1 — X

where

x t
a

1
since you cannot Know oy inuuuon, you must Know oy uuuon anu uy

heart that

/* /Jw

J Vi - *a
arc sin(x) + c.

Thus (42) gives

arc sinto(J) “ Vr~ f + C'*

where the arbitrary constant of the left-hand side has been absorbed into

fVi r\( flic rirrVifU1UV \*M. Uiv AlgiAU

Though not essential to the determination of T it is useful to have an

explicit formula for <p. How do we get rid of arc sin? The relation

between arc sin of and sine of is analogous to the relation between father
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of and son of. Both are inverse relations. If
* v

father ofJimmy = John

.1wen

Jimmy = son of John.

Analogously, if

arc sin of — *= A.—
j „

then

— = sine ofA.
a J

In consequence, our last equation gives

It remains to determine the constant c\ The main point here is that we
do not use the same condition twice. We have used the boundary

condition: we now use the initial condition, (i). that <f> = 0 when t 0.' # \ /' i

Substituting in (43), we have

0 = a • sin{0 + c'}.

This equation has a variety of solutions; we take the simplest angle,

so that

(44) <f>
“ <* sinjy-|-tj.

We have obtained an explicit formula for <p.
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Finally, we are able to determine T. See Fig. 5.21 again. Because the
* V V

pendulum is timed from its central position, T/4 is the first time at

which the bob coincides with A; i.e., T/4 is the least value of t for

which
(f>
~ a. Consequently,V g/l T/4 is the least value of V g/l t

for which
<f>
— a. What are these values? Putting

<f>
= a in (44), we

have

1 =

so that the values of V g/ / t for which
<f>
= a are

^ , 2ir + ^ , 4w + ~
, . . . .

M « «

Thus the least is ir/2. Therefore

We have solved the simplified version of our problem.

And now the crucial question: does the substitution of (37) for (35)

result in serious error? No, it does not. With a < 10°, there is no sensible

difference between the predictions of (45) and the results of experiment.

Our simplification has ample justification.

Remember that the differential equation (37),

u y

dt*

tiac the solution (44)

<P
= a smjy| t
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It is important. Important for a variety of reasons. The vibrations of

tuning forks, elastic bodies, and even certain electrical phenomena are

also conditional upon (37). In consequence (37) is known as the equation

of small oscillations. You must surely meet it in physics.

SECTION 3. PHYSICAL ANALOGY

The first stage of our success in solving physical problems has been the

formulation of the appropriate condition as a differential equation with an

initial condition; the second, the solving of the equation subject to its

initial condition. On one occasion we were unsuccessful; we could not

determine the period for a pendulum with large oscillations. We ma>
_ n _ a., it., i* • c. . _ i * .i j . .i
icueci uiai uie limiting iactor to out success lay in uie secona stage rauier

than the first. Even if without the Scot’s proverbial thrift, the difficulty^

solving differential equations is an incentive to using them parsimoniously.
T-T V\ ir p ttrlti/iU r% 1 *4-4-1a vm ntt Vva wia/^a 4/\ rr/\ n 1ai%/vii^i v- u ci wniiiiiAiiijr vi ttiulu ci uiug ma.^ la> maut^ lu gv a iviig

way. I have already made brief mention that the equation of small

oscillations of a pendulum also holds for other vibrational phenomena. In

inwsHaatincr swinoincr nendnlums w#> w— 0 0 0—0 t
. . - • - , albeit unwittingly, also in-

vestigating vibrating tuning forks. Is this a straw which shows which way
the wind blows? Do other differential equations have multiple uses? We
have the incentive to find out.

We concern ourselves with the application of a previous result to

electricity. In Number 5.1.4, Fall with Friction, we showed that the

differential equation (20)

A
df

2

with the initial condition

when f m 0, * * 0,
— * 0,
at

has the consequence (22), that

v

It would seem improbable that this information could be of any interest

whatsoever to the electrical engineer. Nowadays, with Telstars in regular

use, intercontinental ballistic missiles ready for immediate use, and elec-

tronic computers rapidly becoming as numerous as typewriting machines,
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the reader will experience no surprise when told that the study of

electricity has become a most exact science. What, for goodness* sake, can

an approximate condition for the fall of a body, dead or alive, from a

hot-air balloon have to do with such an exact science? Life is full of

surprises: our approximate condition for the fall of a body through a

resisting medium is precisely analogous to the exact condition for the flow

of an electric current through a resisting wire.

To be strictly correct there is a precise analogy when (20) is expressed

in a fully explicit form. To gain that brevity of notation so convenient to

formal manipulation we obtained (20) by dividing through by m and

subsequently substituting k for K/m. To regain explicit reference to

m we employ the reverse procedures in reverse order, thereby obtaining

m U A

dP

And finallv. since hv definition

dx

dt

and consequently

(41/

dt

(4

dt*
*

we mav with brevity but without anv real loss of explicitness write
/ / / *

(20') m^ * mg - Kv.

This is the form most convenient for making an analogy with the “fall**,

i.e„ flow, of an electric current.

Cinna /9fV\ ic ftvnlirti'l’ inrrro/^iantc rtf fVut rtrtiiivolrtnf onuofirtn araUU1W
J
M iliv UA^lVVUVBAW V/B Uiv T IMVBAli V^Wi B 1VIA ^HV

J
UAV

now visibly obvious; namely, in order from left to right, mass m, rate of

change of velocity dv/dt
,
gravitational force mg, and velocity o. What

toare their electrical counterparts? See Fig. 5.23 To nress the switch.— r ,

allow a current to start flowing is the analogue of opening the fingers, to

allow a body to start falling. The fall of the body is caused by the force

mg due to gravity; the flow of the current is caused by the electromotivew v r *

force or tension E due to the battery. The falling body has to overcome

the frictional resistance of the air; the flowing current has to overcome

the electrical resistance of the wire. Air resistance is proportional to the

body’s velocity t>; electrical resistance is proportional to the current i.
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DU* f 17 I

Figure 5.23

j '-'t* consequently rate of change of velocity do/dt corresponds to rate

o. . lange of current di/dt. We tabulate these analogues. means

anaU/rous to.

Electrical

Electromotive force

TntAnciHr nf flnunnff mirrAntMAWAM VA AAUTTAAAg VWA M. V

Rate of change of current

Analogy

E — mg

i nW ~ V

dt do

dt~ dt

?— m

Physical

Gravitational force

VaWiH; nf foiling Iwlv

Rate of change of velocity

Mass of body

We are confronted with a blank on the left-hand side. What is the

analogue of mass? The electromagnetic induction L opposes change of

current so that a current cannot be quite instantaneously started or

stopped. And doesn’t the inertia or mass m of a body tend to make it go

on forever without increasing or decreasing its motion? Isn’t L, so to

speak, an electromagnetic inertia. We complete our list.

Analogy

Self-induction L — m Inert mass

Having found what are more or less plausible analogues we substitute

them in (20") and obtain

t - p_
" dt

Vi

There is one small blemish. The frictional factor K is now associated

Willi
—l—

J

uioiiau U1 W llil
if kanAiVIAO OT*l Alo/ifn/^AUllU^j 11 UVWllll>t> Mil v*vv«.v
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resistance factor. Therefore it is more aoDrooriate and indeed customaryAAA *

in textbooks of electricity to call this factor r (for resistance, of course).

With the substitution of r for K (20') finally becomes

(
20") — E — ri.

and our analogy is complete. Tidy minded we finish our tabulation.

Analogy

Electric resistance r~K Friction

Having found an analogy, or to moderate our claim, having found what

we conjecture to be a sound analogy, we hasten to use it. The first step is

to rewrite (20)-(22) on p. 190 in terms of v and K. As already noted,

(20) becomes (20'). The initial condition becomes

when t * 0, x ~ 0, v * 0.

And nuttmir K /m for k in (22V it becomes
i

--- " ' \ /'

(22') » - (1 - e~(K/m)t
).

In short, the result of our investigation of free fall with friction may be

expressed as follows:

If a phenomenon satisfies

/o/v\ do

dt

__
AVI'

with the initial condition

t «* 0, * — 0, o«0,

then it satisfies

(22') v - ?¥<l-e--W).
A '
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The road is now clear to speed to the consequence of our analogy. With

the paired counterparts set before us thus:

m
X
L

dv/dt

t

di/dt

mg

X
E

K

X

t?

X

we can immediately write:

If a phenomenon satisfies

(
20")

dt
E — ri

llvA r\/\ ^ Awiui uic uiiuai Lvuuiuoii

t — 0,—, i — 0

then it satisfies

(22') i - £ (l -
9

A trivial point: x — 0 has no counterpart; being extraneous it is cast

aside without complaint. It is a lack of relevant, not a surplus of

irrelevant, information which would be a cause for dissatisfaction.

It remains to ask the vital question: Is our analogy sound? It is. And
what are our grounds for this assertion? As ever, experiment is the final

arbiter. (22") accords with the result of experiment; consequently, we
accept (20").

Earlier (using the less explicit notation) we showed that when (k/m)t
1„ * /oo'\U iCUgc

f
gives

mg
K

i.e., a falling body acquires a terminal or steady velocity. We must

anticipate an analogous result for the flow of an electric current. When

(r/L)i is large (22") gives

t
E

i.e., a flowing current acquires a terminal or steady intensity. Here is

Ohm’s Law, known to every schoolboy. We have additional grounds for

accepting (20") and for the soundness of our analogy.
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Of course analogy is often misleading. Its importance is that it is often

helpful. That we cannot give other examples of its role in finding new
interpretations of old equations is lack of time, not material. Differential

equations are powerful, for their interpretation is legion, and they speak

with many tongues.

SECTION 5.4. WHAT IS A DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION?

5.4.1 Example

We have to solve the differential equation

dy _
»** y

I take the liberty to ask the reader to put down his pen, abstain from

calculation, and THINK. What sort of geometric fact is exoressed bv

equation (46)?

We are supposed to find a curve. Equation (46) says that the slope of

the desired curve at the point (x, y) is — x) y. Now y/

x

is the slope of

the line joining the origin to the point (x, y). Thus, very little knowledge

of analytic geometry is sufficient to see what equation (46) really ex-

presses: The desired curve is such that its tangent at any one of its points

is perpendicular to the straight line joining that point to the origin, see

Fig. 5.24. Do you know such a curve?

\ /

Firrnro R 9J“ *&— ~ “*— “ Tljg fangant «g pprnaiiHiOitlar fA fKft

line joining the point

To express the full import of the differential equation (46) we have to

imagine, at each point (x, y) of the plane, the direction of the tangent
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that (46) prescribes; this direction is shown by Fig. 5.25 at several points

—it cannot be shown at all points. Do you know what curves have all

along them the prescribed tangential directions?

Figure 5.25 The rule prescribes the direction

of the tangent at each point (with one exception).

iiic tun uupui i ui c^uauuu ^uic tuiauijr ui uucvliuho n picdciiucay

is only hinted, but not completely represented, by Fig. 5.25. We can,

however, obtain a complete representation by mechanical means: Let a
rjgjrl plafg rntatg fllvjiif the origin; each of its points has a direction of

motion and precisely the direction prescribed by equation (46). Have you

any doubt what kind of curves satisfy equation (46)?

If there is anv doubt in vour mind let us calculate and solve the first
* 4

order differential equation (46) by the method we have learned in this

chapter. We can separate the variables:

ydy * — xdx.

integrate getting

2
+ C,

and, introducing an appropriate notation for the constant of integration.
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namely C * r
2 /2 write the result in the form

¥ 9

X2 + y
2

r
8
.

wnere r is an aroitrary positive constant* ine airrerenuai equauon
(40;

is

satisfied by all circles whose common center is the origin, as we knew all

along.

TT swvlr Et O^ a*\/1 C OC av«m*a^a I>1«a
I^laa/xv vnuvcuijr av i igiu^a ouu i^v uitjr uit

same thing geometrically as the differential equation expresses in sym-

bols? Is the caption of Fig. 5.25 quite correct?]

The next subsection 5.4.2 prepares us for a generalization of the

example just considered.

5.4.2 Vector Fields

The steady flow of a river, which inspired many poets and the Creek

philosopher Heraclitus, can also suggest important physical and mathe-

matical ideas.

The flow is called steady if it does not vary in (i.e. is independent of)

time. A steadily flowing river presents an unchanging view to the eye

although it is in incessant motion. We would not detect any change in it

even if we had some powerful instrument with which we could observe,

without disturbing its flow, all details of its motion at once.

What are the essential details of the steady motion of a fluid? At every

point the flow has a certain velocity, the velocity of the particle (a minute

portion of the fluid) passing that point. The velocity of the flow does not

vary in time, because the motion is steady, but it may vary from point to

point. The velocity of the flow at any given point has magnitude and

direction; it is a vector, it can be represented by a directed line segment.

(Cf. Section 2.2.) To know the motion of the fluid completely we should
ImAU/ fltve fliA ivaI r\.C |1ia AtiAM riu4utt uiiii vvtui } vai\> rviuviijr ui vaav> uuvT) at %sv\siy

w/\«v\4- r\C «&|A/UU Ui IV*

We arrived here at the important mathematico-physical concept of a

vector field: a region of space to every point of which a certain vector,

specified in magnitude and direction, is attached. The vector can be a

force acting on the point, or the velocity of a speck of matter passing the

point, and it can be geometrically represented as a directed line segment

issuing from the point.W A

To do justice to the concept, just introduced, of a vector field, we
should illustrate it with several examples drawn from different branches

of physics. This would be easy as there are many such examples, but

would take up more space than is available here. Yet we should not fail to

look a little more at our example, the steady flow of the river.

The path of a particle in a steady flow is called a streamline. The
velocity of the particle passing a certain point is the vector attached to
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(issuing from) that point. Hence, the streamline, the path of the particle, is

tangent to the vector at that point. The streamline is a curve which is

tangent at each of its points to the vector of the field issuing from that

point. See Fig. 5.26. See also Fig. 5.25; if we interpret it as a vector field,

the streamlines are concentric circles.

Figure 5.26 A streamline in a vector field

If the flow is steady, the field of velocity vectors and the system of

streamlines remain unaffected by the progress of time. Looking at the

vector field and its streamlines we do not notice any change. Yet, if we
could distinguish the different particles of fluid from each other, we could

observe incessant change: other and other particles pass the same point as

time progresses.

We have here two aspects of a steady flow, one of unchanging

persistence, the other of incessant change. To compare these aspects may
be suggestive. It may suggest philosophical ideas to you if you are

*««i: j
piiiiuaupiiiuuijr ukuucu.

Heraclitus was called the “Dark Philosopher”; his views of human
affairs were sombre and his sayings obscure. Here are two enigmatic

CAn{-An/«Ac aHriKiifA^ fn him wIiiaK arp rtffpn nimfp^

•

W WPPVW M%WAWUVVV* VV ****** TV***V** Mt V VVU

“You cannot look twice at the same river; for fresh waters are ever

flowing in.”

“We look and do not look at the same rivers; we are. and are not.”

What is the intended meaning of these sentences? I do not venture to

find that out. Yet I think that the originator of these sentences came
pretty close to formulating the concept “steady flow of a fluid.”
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5.4.3 Direction Fields

In generalizing the example (46) discussed in subsection 5.4.1 we
consider now the differential equation of first order

(47)

dy

dx /(*. y)'

where f(x, y) stands for a given function.

The differential equation (47) prescribes the slope dy/dx at each

point of the plane (or at each point of a certain region of the plane which

we may call the “field”.): The slope must be /(x, y) at the point (x, y).

We are required to find a curve (any curve, a particular curve, or every

curve) that has the prescribed slope at each of its points.

\K7a aam «ma«ia tlhn A- |.1«a aa««aI^am fA*7\
TTt- vail uiiaglnv uiuiv Tiviuijr m&at uiv umvivuuai vv^uauuu yx t

j
iviu uo

if we consider the plane in which x and y are rectangular coordinates

as the free horizontal surface of a steadily flowing river.

What ic oriiron? A H*rof>tinr» ic m'l/on of oo/'h nntnf nf fiolrl faira th/»
V Ml V VMM* A A VMAVVUVAA W V VIA V*V VMVAI V* M1V 4«V*Vt MM1V M1V

direction of the fluid motion at that point (the direction of the attached

vector, of the velocity of the flow) for the given direction.

What is the unknown? What are we reauired to find? A curve (anv
1 ^ /

curve, or a particular curve, or every curve) that has the given direction at

each of its points. Any fluid particle moving on the free horizontal surface

of the river yields a solution of the differential equation; In fact, the path

of the particle has at each of its points the given tangential direction, the

direction of the flow at that point—and this path is a streamline.

Therefore, a differential equation of the first order of the form (47) can

be conceived intuitively as a problem about the steady flow of a river;

Being given the direction of the flow at each point, find the streamlines.

If the “general integral” is required, that is, the family of all solutions of

the differential equation, we should find the system of all streamlines.

If less is required, just a “particular integral”, that is, any solution of the

differential equation, we should find some streamline.

If the solution of the differential equation should also satisfy an initial

condition, we have to find the streamline that starts from a given initial

point.
VaV lirA W\tll^l /V^ A AA«V\*V\AV\i- 1?1aAai) l\*« A««m AAt.r L llrAivi nv uiuat auu a vuiiuiiviu* luuuvu uj uui nvw uioigiit, wv uavc

expressed our physical interpretation of the differential equation (47) too

briefly or, if you wish, incompletely. There is no objection to interpreting

the curves satisfying the equation as streamlines in a steady flow. Then
equation (47) does give us the slope /(x, y) of the streamline passing

through the point (x, y) at this point, but it does not give us quite the

direction of the flow (of the velocitv vector) at this Doint: It leaves ODen
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the choice between the two nossible directions in the line of riven slooe.
t - O A

(Here we may again quote Heraclitus: "The way up and the way down is

one and the same.") Thus, in referring to the condition imposed by the

differential equation on the streamlines, we should say specifically (and

should have said above) "direction of an unoriented straight line" and not

merely "direction." (Also the Figures 5.24 and 5.25 were slightly mislead-

ing in this respect.)

Figure 5.27 Direction field

T iL _ Jiff i_! J. L'JJ. K J
j.ii ittt'i, uic uiiici ciiuuu cijuauuu uucs nut uciiuc a vcviui nciu. n uucs

not tell us the magnitude of the vector attached to the point (x, y) and it

does not even tell its direction completely since it leaves a choice between
fu/n 'jlfomah'vpc WKaf fVw* rliffprAnh'al Annafirtn (d!T\ rmillv Hofinoc r>an Vk^vtt v w*w* *ni* r vu* t * m«v mu vanw wvu

y
A * /

* vmii^ mvaauvu vwh w
called, if the term "direction" is used in the above specified sense, a

"direction field"; see Fig. 5.27 and compare it with Fig. 5.26.


